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C O N S U M E R  M A G A Z I N E  O F  T H E  Y E A R

♦ ROAD TRIP USA
♦ RUSSIA

♦ INDIA
♦ D R CONGO

♦ JAPAN
♦ BOLOGNA

♦ GREAT WALL OF CHINA

A USA road trip worth £6,000, a trip to Turkey and more!     See pg 4

Win!

Without the crowds –
Peru’s other Inca Trail 

MACHU 
PICCHU



DISCOVER THE  
BEAUTY OF CANADA

Why choose Canadian Sky?

Highly experienced and knowledgeable staff
   We’ve hand-picked our holiday locations and  
choice of itineraries to provide you with a collection 
that offers you the best value for money

   We always make sure we are competitive without 
compromising on quality and service

Visit www.canadiansky.co.uk or call our experienced team on 0843 636 7133

Rocky Mountain Journey 
Self-drive 7 Night/9 Day Tour  
from £899pp*  

Travel Dates: May – Oct 2015

WHY CHOOSE THIS TOUR?

Heritage Trail Tour  
Self-drive 12 Night/14 Day Tour  
from £1,299pp*  

Travel Dates: May – Oct 2015

WHY CHOOSE THIS TOUR?

Vancouver Island Adventure   
Self-drive 9 Night/11 Day Tour  
from £1,799pp*  

Travel Dates: May – Oct 2015

WHY CHOOSE THIS TOUR?
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Wanderlust
consumer magazine of the year

Upfront

What have they
been up to this
month?

It was 21 years ago this very day... (well, more or
less), that the first issue of Wanderlust came off the
printing press. As many of you know, it had been
schemed up on a South American journey. One
country that Paul and I didn’t get to visit on that
life-changing trip was Peru, which was considered
out of bounds due to the activities of the Shining

Path guerillas. It had remained a massive hole in my travel CV so
I put that right this year, and did it both in style and with a twist (p28).

Unlike my journey in 1992, the Peru trip was very much pre-
planned, but I think all of us itch for a journey where we follow our
noses, taking detours on a whim. Editor Phoebe Smith did just that,
celebrating our 21 year anniversary by designing a bespoke road trip
through the USA (p46) perfect for Wanderlust-ers. Also this issue we
check out the little-known Russian federal republics (p60), take to
water on the now-navigable Brahmaputra in India (p90) and head to
the often off-limits Virunga National Park, in the DRC (p108).

In 21 years, we’ve never lost our thirst for adventure. We hope you
continue to join us for the journey and do bring others along for the
ride – we have a great Christmas gift subscription (below) right now!

Happy travels!

Lyn Hughes
Editor-In-Chief/Publisher/Co-founder

FREE BOOK WORTH £20
WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE
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Welcome

PHOEBE SMITH
♦ EDITOR ♦
Driving the ultimate US
road trip to mark
Wanderlust’s 21st birthday
SEE PAGE 46

WHAT’S ON THE COVER?

Subscribers now get a special and exclusive cover 
that showcases our great travel photography. 
Picked us up on the newsstand? You’ll notice 
we’re now Wanderlust Travel – the same 
award-winning content as the subscriber edition, 

but now with a great new look.

THE TEAM

TOM HAWKER
♦ PRODUCTION EDITOR ♦
Planning a great esc-ape to
spot gorillas in Democratic
Republic of Congo
SEE PAGE 108

SARAH BAXTER
♦ ASSOCIATE EDITOR ♦
Investigating the 
trailblazers who have 
changed the face of travel
SEE PAGE 122

ALEX GREGG
♦ EDITORIAL ASSISTANT ♦
Negotiating the minefi eld 
that is fi nding the perfect 
travel guide for trekking
SEE PAGE 14

Breaking trail
This issue, Wanderlust 
celebrates its 21st 

anniversary in our customary 

off -the-beaten track style

SEE P44 FOR DETAILS * Terms and conditions apply
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KENTON COOL
Britain’s most successful Everest 
mountaineer: he’s been up 11 times!

This issue, Kenton – founder
of dreamguides.co.uk –
gives his top tips on choosing
the right guide (p14)

Mountain, desert, ocean 
or jungle... which are you?
Mountain. I have a silly 
aversion to sand (gets in my 
sandwiches); the sea makes 
me a little sick; and the jungle
is far too hot and sweaty.
First great travel 
experience?
Travelling to the former 
Yugoslavia aged ten with my 
parents. It was my first time 
overseas and my father and  
I did little adventures around 
the beautiful island we were 
on. My most powerful 
memory is eating food by  
a harbour with old local men.
Favourite journey?
Up the Californian coast.
Top five places 
worldwide?
Everest; Patagonia; 
Colorado; Grindelwald, 
Switzerland; Bhutan.
Passport stamp you’re 
proudest of? 
All my Nepal visas. My 
passports are full of them;  
I feel very lucky.
Passport stamp you’d 
most like to have?
I’m not sure if you get a 
stamp for Antarctica but if 
you do that would be it.
Guilty travel pleasure?
I always travel with rooibos 
teabags in my luggage!

BILL BRYSON
Travel writing hero and Wanderlust 
World Guide Awards judge

From new books on the 
horizon, to becoming a 
kinder type of travel writer, 
Bill Bryson discusses his 
epic career (p20)
 
Mountain, desert, ocean 
or jungle... which are you?  
Mountain. 
First great travel 
experience?
When I was about five  
we went to Canada and it 
seemed just unbelievably 
exotic for us to go from Iowa 
to Canada. It felt like a really 
big adventure. 
Favourite journey?
The most unbelievable 
experience for me is arriving 
in Australia. Especially if 
you’ve left somewhere 
that’s cold and gloomy and 
wintry, and then you step off 
the plane and two hours 
later you’re sitting in a café 
at Darling Harbour with a 
cup of coffee and it’s warm. 
Top five places 
worldwide?
London; Sydney; Seychelles; 
Canada; Havana, Cuba.
Passport stamp you’re 
proudest of?
Syria – I went there a long 
time ago, but it was still an 
uncomfortable place to be.
Passport stamp you’d 
most like to have?
Russia.
Guilty travel pleasure?
Drinking slightly too much 
alone in a bar.

MILES MILLER
Program manager, Yakama Nation 
Museum (yakamamuseum.com)
 
Miles knows his Native 
American history – 
information that he shares 
this issue with Wanderlust
editor Phoebe Smith on her
USA road trip (p46)

Mountain, desert, ocean 
or jungle... which are you?
I’m from a high desert area, 
so I am mountain!
First great travel 
experience? 
A two-week trip to Aotearoa 
(New Zealand). It was such a 
terrific adventure. All colours 
of blue and green are there, 
from the clear-blue waters  
of the ocean to the dark, 
lush greens of the jungle. 
And I saw glowworms! 
Favourite journey?
Venice, Italy, during the 
International Venice 
Biennale. I drank fabulous 
coffee, had mouthwatering 
seafood and saw art.
Top five places worldwide?
Seattle, USA; Wellington, NZ; 
Venice, Italy; Santa Fe, USA; 
Spain – I haven’t been but  
I want to go.
Passport stamp you’re 
proudest of?
New Zealand. It’s a must!
Passport stamp you 
would most like to have?
Spain, because I have to visit 
the Picasso Museum.
Guilty travel pleasure?
Museums and coffee. I learn 
about art and artists and 
escape into the gallery walls.

This issue

Wanderlust Mission Statement
Wanderlust aims to inform and inspire all your travel adventures. We strive to bring you 

the most trusted and reliable information in the world. That’s why we are always upfront 

about whether our writers have travelled independently or with a tour company. When 

a tour operator has been used we always try to use those who’ve scored a minimum 

satisfaction rating of 85% from readers in our annual awards and we never guarantee 

positive coverage. Responsible and sustainable travel is at the heart of everything we do. 

This issue was brought to you in part by… 

THE TEAM
Lyn Hughes Editor-in-Chief, Publisher & Co-founder
Phoebe Smith Editor
Graham Berridge Art Director
Sarah Baxter Associate Editor
Tom Hawker Production Editor
Alexandra Gregg Editorial Assistant
Mike Wright Art Editor
Hazel Plush Web Editor
Peter Moore Associate Web Editor
Heidi Hodgkins Commercial Manager
Chris Thomas Senior Sales Executive 
Kevin Rawlins Sales Executive
Simon Chubb Technology Director
Danny Callaghan Finance & Operations Director  
Sue Spoor Subscriptions Manager
Pauline Moore Accounts Assistant
Lauren Hughes Marketing Executive
Corinne Dainton Subs Assistant
Emma Brisdion Editorial Intern
Gwenllian Haf Jones Web Intern
Mark Carwardine, Paul Goldstein, Alastair Humphreys 
& William Gray Contributing Editors

In memory of co-founder & publisher Paul Morrison

© Wanderlust Publications Ltd, 2014, ISSN 1351-4733

Published by Wanderlust Publications Ltd, 1 Leworth Place, Windsor SL4 1EB. All 
rights are reserved. Reproduction in any manner, in whole or in part, is strictly 
forbidden without the prior written consent of the publishers. No responsibility for 
incorrect information can be accepted. Views expressed in articles are those of the
authors, and not necessarily the publishers. Wanderlust is a registered trademark.

US DISTRIBUTION 
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combined issues and is distributed in the USA by Pitney Bowes International 
Mailing Services Inc as mailing agent. Periodicals postage paid at Kearny, NJ and 
additional mailing offices.

CONTRIBUTIONS & WORK EXPERIENCE
For details please go to www.wanderlust.co.uk/aboutus

CUSTOM PUBLISHING & CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
Looking for high-impact travel content? Wanderlust Travel Media produces 
customer magazines, supplements and digital content for travel companies 
and organisations. For details, see www.wanderlusttravelmedia.com.

LICENSING & SYNDICATION ENQUIRIES  
♦ Bruce Sawford, Bruce Sawford Licensing
Bruce@BruceSawfordLicensing.com 
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Newstrade distribution 
COMAG Specialist: 01895 433800
Footnotes maps Digital Mapping (Tel: 02920 912192)

Office camera Nikon D80
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Office binoculars Swarovski EL 8x32s
Staff travel insurance InsureandGo

Please recycle this magazine

Official partner  
of the FCO’s  
Know Before  
You Go Campaign

GET IN TOUCH
General enquiries: 01753 620426, info@wanderlust.co.uk 
Subscriptions: 01753 620426, subs@wanderlust.co.uk
Advertising: 01753 620524, sales@wanderlust.co.uk

WRITE TO US AT: 
1 Leworth Place, Mellor Walk, Windsor SL4 1EB, UK
Fax 01753 620474 Web www.wanderlust.co.uk
♦ Twitter @wanderlustmag 

♦ Facebook www.facebook.com/wanderlusttravelmagazine
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CONTENTS
360˚ – NEED TO KNOW

6Viewfinder Majestic sharks, India’s
intense Holi Festival and lots of beach huts

14Need to know this month...
How to pick the right mountain guide

16Go now New low-cost flights to Poprad,
Slovakia – great for nature lovers

18Eat this... Tickle your tastebuds with
tasty Thai nam prik sauce

205 minutes with... Bill Bryson We
quiz Bill about his new book and more

24Know your... El Vizcaíno This
Mexican whale sanctuary turns 21 too!

26Get on yer bike! The best cycling
(and e-bike) trips for 2015

TRAVEL MASTERCLASS

76The masterclass From reusing your
towels to giving back to the community, 

we help you travel more responsibly. Plus, the 
results of the Thai Green Awards

80Ask the experts This month: post-trip 
blues; dive spots; street snaps; solo travel

82Take better travel photos
Charlie Waite, founder of the Landscape 

Photographer of the Year awards, gives his tips

84Travel clinic Dr Jane debunks Ebola 
myths and looks at other scary illnesses

87Traveller’s guide to... luggage 
They’re part-rucksack, part-wheelie bag: 

here’s our guide to the best convertible luggage

28

▲  C o v e r  s t o r y

46Wanderlust’s 21st birthday 
USA road trip! 

Forget Route 66 – for our coming-of-age issue, 
we blaze a unique trail across the USA, creating 
the ultimate road trip from Seattle to Denver

■  S p e c i a l  f e a t u r e s

22Christmas gift guide
Perfect presents for every travel fan 

122Travel trailblazers
As it’s our 21st birthday, we look back 

at 21 pioneers who’ve changed travel – from 
Michael Palin to the inventor of the postcard

Issue 152
December 2014/January 2015

“Not for the fi rst time on this trip, I felt the thrill of

rebellion. Indeed, this whole drive was something 

of a revolt against the classic US road trip.” 

Phoebe Smith

122

From the creator of the passport to the

grandfather of wildlife TV, we look at some 

of travel’s greatest trailblazers 

WIN!
A 56-day adventure 

across North America! p58

A trip for two to Turkey p72 

£1,000 towards any 
Ramblers Worldwide 

trip p134

 

USA, p46

Peru, p28

“A traditionally dressed man arrived.

He was a shaman, here to perform a good

luck ceremony for our journey. After giving

sweets to Pachamama – Mother Earth – he

chanted an incantation and blessed each 

of us.” Lyn Hughes

46 
 

Mexico, p24
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MEET A NATIONAL PARK HERO...
John Muir, p79

FEATURES

28Machu Picchu, Peru Take the
path less travelled to the hidden

Inca city – on the spectacular Salkantay Trail

60Russia Discover the diverse minority
cultures of this vast nation – we

explore six of its singular federations

90 India by boat Experience life on
the river: join us as we jump on board

one of the first cruises down the vast and wild
Brahmaputra River through offbeat Assam

108Democratic Republic of
Congo Edgy, yes – but for the

intrepid there’s nowhere better to see huge
lava lakes and mighty gorillas

FROM THE ROAD

104Your Story Reader David
Higgins goes whalewatching in

seriously remote St Helena – but does he
finally spy his prize?

106Letters In our mailbag: praising
nudity; debating clothing (again);

talking travel faux pas; fever warnings

107This Month You Have
Been... Tackling the tourist

hordes in Borobudur, Indonesia; experiencing
cuteness overload at the sight of newborn
pandas in Chengdu; checking off the cascades
on your waterfall ticklist; exploring El Jem;
praising our World Guide Awards winners

POCKET GUIDES

137Travel Icon: Great 
Wall of China 

It’s one of the world’s greatest landmarks, and 
an enduring symbol of Chinese civilisation: 
our mini guide dissects the famed fortifi cation

139First 24 Hours: Nagoya 
Full of quirky youth culture, temples 

and fewer tourists, consider this city in central 
Honshu for an alternative gateway to Japan

141Short Break: Bologna
Want to sample some sublime Italian 

cuisine? Then eschew Venice or Rome for 
Bologna – home to reams of regional 
specialities, plus amazing architecture too

“The Mahabaahu cruises the Brahmaputra,

providing a completely new way to experience 

the cut-off, far north-east. There is not, nor has

there ever been, a river journey remotely similar

anywhere in India.” Martin Symington

90

“You felt an unmistakable connection,

a deep sense of kinship, which was

hardly surprising as gorillas are

some of man’s closest relatives.”

Martin Fletcher 

108

Democratic Republic
of Congo, p108

60 “Beer duly flowed during lunch, when the

costumed dancers returned to perform a

Pythonesque dance that saw me eventually

engaged in a traditional kissing ceremony. 

I took one for the team.” Mark Stratton

India, p90

Great Wall
of China, p137

Thailand, p18
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“I still enjoy travelling a lot – even though 

I’m a terribly incompetent traveller. I do 

enjoy the experience of going to new 

places and seeing new things, but that 

wasn’t really what I wanted to do in life.” 

TALKING HEADS
Bill Bryson, p20

Slovakia, p16

Nagoya, Japan, p139
Bologna, p141

Russia, p60





BENEATH THE WAVES 
Tiger Beach, Bahamas
Photographer: Jean-Marie Ghislain

All of us enjoy an ocean view when we 

travel, but how many of us would venture 

below the waves to discover what lies in 

wait? That’s exactly what photographer 

Jean-Marie Ghislain decided to do to 

overcome his personal anxiety of sharks. 

The result? Beautiful images such as this, 

a pilot fish swimming ahead of a lemon 

shark; on its snout are electroreceptors 

that allow it to detect its prey, even in 

complete darkness. Collecting these 

pictures together in his new book, Ghislain 

hopes to change our perceptions of these 

powerful creatures: “I have tried to convey 

the beauty and violence that is ever-

present in the undersea environment and 

in the mind of its inhabitants.” 

© Jean-Marie Ghislain / No Headache 

Shark: Fear and Beauty (Thames & 

Hudson, £29.95) is out now

360
V i e w f i n d e r





FESTIVE FERVOUR 
Mathura, India
Photographer: Sahil Lodha

As a child, Sahil Lodha loved the lively 

Holi Festival. Years later, he captured it on

camera. This striking image is a way, says

Lodha, “to continue living those wonderful

childhood memories.” Lodha’s shot was

shortlisted in the ‘People’ category of 

the 2013 Wanderlust Travel Photo 

of the Year. It is also featured in our new

photobook, which showcases the

shortlisted and winning images from the

past two years of the competition.

Wanderlust Travel Photo of the Year:

Volume 6 (Wanderlust Publications, 

£20) is out now. Or get it free with a

Wanderlust Christmas gift subscription!

See p44 for full details

360˚ Viewfinder 





BEACH HUTS
Norfolk, England
Photographer: Tim Harris

Most of us wouldn’t dream of travelling

without our cameras, wanting to record

every detail of our adventures. But how 

many of us use the same philosophy 

when exploring our home country? 

Proving that Britain is blessed with some 

truly photo-worthy scenery is the 

Landscape Photographer of the Year 

competition, of which this picture ‘Two 

Hundred and Six Beach Huts’ was 

Runner Up in the Your View category. It, 

along with others, features in the new 

book that is published alongside the 

annual contest. Harris used a composite 

of 200 individual exposures to create his

image in 2013; poignant seeing as a tidal

surge damaged the area later that year.  

Images from this year’s awards feature

in Landscape Photographer of the Year:

Collection 8 (AA Publishing, £25)

360˚ Viewfinder 



“Enjoying a truly amazing stay at Mustang Monument,

Nevada, after winning the Wanderlust Abercrombie &

Kent competition. Horse rides through the mountains,

campfires, sleeping in a five-star tipi – magical. 

Thank you!” Dan & Theresa Whitehead 

“Walking a little further from the 

viewing platform at Peyto Lake, 

Banff NP, Canada – there was 

nobody else there!” Simon Furze

“Finishing the 

Camino Inglés 

outside the 

cathedral in 

Santiago de 

Compostela, 

Spain.” 

Peter Hayward 

“Standing in front of

St Basil’s Cathedral

in Moscow, Russia.

An unforgettable 

experience!”

Katy Robinson
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YOUR 
PHOTOS

■  R e a d e r s ’  P i c t u r e s

Been somewhere beautiful? Done something amazing? 

Email fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk – make us jealous!



Where does your 
Wanderlust take you?
Every month we ask ‘Where does your 

Wanderlust take you?’, giving you a chance to win 

a goody bag including an adaptable Wool Buff® 

– a Merino wool travel accessory to keep you 

warm throughout the winter (RRP £25). But can 

you do better than Derek (above)? We want to 

see where your Wanderlust takes you and 

where you take your Wanderlust!

Take your magazine with you on your next trip 

and share a pic with us. Post it on our Facebook 

wall, tweet it to us at @wanderlustmag or email  

it to fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk.

“Volunteering in the Maldives – this

inquisitive turtle was certainly one

of the highlights!” Matt Bidault 

“Trying to sail through the North West

Passage along the route that John

Franklin took – and where he perished

– in 1846. Because the ice was too thick,

we were unable to reach our final

destination. Imagine our surprise when,

three days after our return, one of

Franklin’s ships, Erebus, was located.” 

Derek Mepham

“Posing with my niece Bryonee 

at Miyajima Island shrine, Japan.”

Tina Brown

“Marvelling at the Taj Mahal, India – any photo you 

see does not do it justice. It is simply stunning.”

Sharon Kimber

Wanderlust December 2014/January 2015  |  13

360˚ Viewfinder 
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Y
ou’re heading to the mountains
for a walking trip of a lifetime.
The route is popular and
well-marked. So – do you really

need a trekking guide? This is the question
on many travellers’ lips in light of October’s
tragedy on Nepal’s Annapurna Circuit.

According to mountaineering legend Alan
Hinkes, author of 8,000 metres: Climbing the
World’s Highest Mountains, the answer is yes:
“Guides can enhance a trip – especially if
you’re inexperienced
or want a bigger
adventure.” Alan says
that even experienced
alpinists need help
when it comes to
exploring unknown parts of the world. So
how do you select the right help?

“You should always look for a trained guide.
In the case of mountain guiding, look for an
IFMGA-certified guide,” says Hanno Dönz,
president of IFMGA (International Federation
of Mountain Guides Associations; ivbv.info),
which offers international accreditation for
mountain guides worldwide. “IFMGA makes
professional mountain guides out of very
good alpinists,” explains Hanno. “It is hard
training with difficult entry exams.”

12 THINGS YOU
NEED TO KNOW 
THIS MONTH...
Your winter essentials: Bill Bryson exclusive; 

a classic taste of Vietnam; Christmas travel gifts; 

grey whale nirvana; best pedal-powered trips…

In October a snowstorm in the Himalayas claimed the lives of at least 43
trekkers. Some blame ill-prepared guides – but how do you pick a good one?

The right guide 
could save your life

■ G u i d i n g  l i g h t s

1
Dr
ea
m
st
im
e

‘Some guides are not good
 saying “No, not today, this
 is bad,” to a paying client’

But do qualifications matter? “Yes, for 
mountaineering or climbing,” says Alan. “And 
it’s still good for trekking guides to know 
first aid and be qualified Mountain Leaders.”

Seeking recommendations is crucial. Ask 
people and use the internet to research  
a guide; if they have no experience, avoid  
them. “If you get off the plane and someone’s 
screaming at you, I’d generally steer away from 
those guides,” advises Kenton Cool, high- 
altitude climber and founder of Dream Guides 

(dream-guides.com).
While local knowledge 

is essential, suggests 
Alan, sometimes it’s 
better to hire a Western 
guide with the right 

credentials – as they will make the difficult 
decisions needed to keep you safe, like telling 
you to turn back when you don’t want to.

“Some local guides do what they think the 
client wants – they’re not necessarily good at 
saying ‘no, not today, this climb is bad’,” adds 
Kenton, who employs locals for know-how, 
then makes the tough decisions himself. 

It’s worth remembering that a good guide 
ensures you remember your trip for the right 
reasons. So do your research, ask questions, 
after all you are putting your life in their hands.
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360˚ Need to Know

How to pick a good guide

These are the key factors to consider, 

says IFMGA president Hanno Dönz

The first big question you need to ask 

is: are they an IFMGA-certified guide? 

If so, then you know they have the 

education, the up-to-date knowledge 

and the necessary insurance. 

Depending on the guide’s answer to 

this, consider the following.

For a certified guide:

1. How well does the guide know 

the area?

2. Does he/she seem professional 

and competent?

3. Do you get along with them? 

You’re going to be spending a lot  

of time together!

For a non-IFMGA accredited guide:

1. What is their training? Are they 

qualified by experience? If so, how 

long have they been guiding? Do they 

have references?

2. How well do they know the tour/

mountain? Ask them to explain the 

route and any issues you may face 

along the way.

3. Are they insured? This is crucial 

for your safety.

4. Can they speak some English 

as well as the local language?  

They need to be able to 

communicate with you as well as 

the communities you visit.

5. Are they well equipped? Ask 

them to show you what materials 

they have, and when they will  

come into play.

■ T h e  N i t t y  G r i t t y

■ O n l i n e  r e a d e r  p o l l
How much research do you do 

before picking a guide?

Summit fever 
A good guide will tell 

you to turn back in bad 

conditions – even if you 

don’t want to hear it

I seek advice from my 
tour operator – 9%

I used all means of research  
available – 45%

I just wing it! – 23% I use the 
internet – 18%

I rely on word 
of mouth – 5%
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360˚ Need to Know

Pop over to Poprad

GO 
NOW...

■  N e w  R o u t e s

Why go?
Lynx, wolves, bears – just

three reasons to head to Poprad,
in north-east Slovakia, the
perfect base for the country’s
mountainous national park. And
thanks to Wizz Air’s new service
– the only direct flight from the
UK to the city – getting there is
about to get even easier.

In the foothills of the High
Tatras, Poprad is perfectly placed
for exploring Slovakia’s tallest
peaks. Just 78km long, but
soaring over 2,500m in parts, the

Tatras range is truly wild: there
are glacial lakes, alpine meadows
and deep valleys; more than
1,300 plant species grow here,
from dwarf willow to Tatras
scurvy-grass; golden eagles
patrol the skies; and brown bear,
wolves, lynx, wild boar and
chamois roam the land.

There are around 600km of
trails within Tatra National
Park. Conditions can be
dangerous out of season, and
high hiking routes are closed
November-May; however, this is

the time to strap on a pair of
cross-country skis instead.

Poprad itself is also worth
investigating. Head for the
pedestrianised Old Town
Square for colourful architecture
and visit the time-warp suburb
of Spišska Sobota for serene
medieval streets.

Where to stay?
Boutique Penzión

Fortuna (penzionfortuna.sk),
in Spišská Sobota, offers double
rooms from €49 (£39).

Get there now!
Wizz Air (wizzair.com)

now flies Luton-Poprad from
€29.99 (£24) one way.

Or how about these...
Snowbird Airlines

(snowbird.fi) will fly Gatwick-
Enontekiö, in Finnish Lapland,
bi-weekly from 6 December;
fares from €166 (£132) one way.

On 8 December, Cathay
Pacific (cathaypacific.com)
launches Manchester-Hong
Kong flights from £549rtn.

3BUY THIS...
Charlie’s Country

£12.50, released 8 Dec
Set in the Australian Outback,

Charlie’sCountry follows an

indigenous man, played by

David Gulpilil, as he tries to

fit in to a changing world.

Losing the struggle, he decides to return to his

traditional lands, in search of the old ways. It’s

a powerful look at the issues indigenous cultures

face, with a haunting lead performance.

4WATCH THIS...
Wild Scotland

Nat Geo Wild, 6pm, 7 Dec
Narrated by Ewan McGregor,

theWild Scotland series

ignores the haggis, kilts and

bagpipes cliches. Instead,

it delves into the remote

Hebrides, the islands that form a barrier

between Britain and the North Atlantic, where

creatures such as grey seals, white-tailed eagles

and otters thrive. A dramatic, scenic watch.

■ D V D ■ T V

5TRY THIS...
Trtl Sleep Scarf

£25, www.trtl.co.uk
We’re all familiar with the 

classic C-shaped squishy 

travel pillow that hooks 

round the neck, and ends 

up shooting off. Well, this is 

a new approach. Like a scarf secured with Velcro, 

the Trtl has an internal frame to give chin support; 

also, it won’t move so you don’t get neck pain. If 

you struggle to sleep on planes, it’s worth a try.

■  G e a r

Wild peaks
The High Tatras, 

near Poprad, are 

home to bears, 

lynx and wolves 
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Flavours of the Far East
14 days from £3600 per person

Discover the culinary delights of the Far East on this unique tour of 
South Korea and Japan. From mouth-watering street foods and  

020 8566 3739 |  transindus.co.uk
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“T
he Asian table is
a communal table –
accompaniments are an
integral part.” So says

Martin Boetz, the German chef behind
new recipe book, New Thai Food. And
when it comes to Thai cuisine, the
most important side for rice-based
dishes is undoubtedly nam prik –
chilli and fish sauce. It is ubiquitous;
you’ll see it everywhere from Thai
restaurants and street-food stalls to
family dining tables.

Boetz, who openly admits German
chef/Thai grub is not the most usual
combination, says he was blown away
when he first tasted Thai food – even
side dishes such as nam prik: “These

little bowls of tasty sauces allow you to
add your own touch.”

The fact that nam prik is commonplace
means it is often taken for granted – but,
just like salt and pepper elsewhere, it is an
absolute staple of the Thai dinner table. It
is the base of several hot sauces, and there
are many variations: for example, nam
prik kapi (which contains shrimp paste),
nam prik pla ra (with fermented fish sauce)
and nam prik kha (with galangal).

These sauces are thought to date back
to the 16th century, when chillies were
first introduced to Asia. Before that,
other spices such as black pepper, long
pepper and Sichuan pepper were used
to add a kick. Today, nam prik is at the
very core of Thai cuisine.

GRILLED
KINGFISH IN
GREEN CURRY
 
Serves 4
For the dish: 

100ml coconut oil 

2 tbsp green curry paste

2 tbsp grated young coconut

1 tbsp shaved palm sugar 

1 tbsp fish sauce

2 large pieces of banana leaf

200g kingfish fillet or other 

firm white fish fillet

2 kaffir lime (makrut) leaves, 

julienned

10 Thai basil leaves

100ml coconut cream

10 pea aubergines

For the nam prik:

6 red or green bird’s eye 

chillies, sliced

1 red shallot, finely sliced

100ml fish sauce

Juice of ½ lime

Method
1.Heat coconut oil in

saucepan; add green curry

paste and stir.

2.Add grated coconut, palm

sugar and fish sauce. Stir.

3.Wipe banana leaves clean

with a damp cloth. Remove

middle rib and lay the pieces

half-overlapping. Smear the

cooked paste over the fish and

place on the banana leaf.

Sprinkle with lime leaves, five

basil leaves, pea aubergines

and half the coconut cream.

Bring the leaves’ sides together

and secure with skewers.

4.Add banana leaf parcel to

a medium-high chargrill pan,

turning every two minutes.

5.Remove parcel from heat

when cooked. Transfer fish to

a plate; garnish with leftover

basil and coconut cream.

6. To make nam prik, combine

all the ingredients and mix

well. Serve.

Recipe from New Thai Food

byMartin Boetz (Hardie

Grant, £20), out now.

EAT
THIS...

■  W o r l d  F o o d

top tip
Fresh bird’s eye chillies are 

essential to Thai cuisine. The 
more seeds you leave in, the 

more serious the kick; for  
a milder flavour, scrape out  
the seeds (wearing gloves) 

before adding 
the chillies.
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The sauce Thais 
won’t eat without6
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BRYSON 
IS ON THE 

ROAD AGAIN

■  F i v e  m i n u t e s  w i t h . . .

We caught up with the legendary 
author to talk travel writing tips,
World Guide Awards angst and 
what his new book is all about...

7

‘I still enjoy travelling a lot –
even though I’m a terribly
incompetent traveller’

It’s been nearly 30 years since your fi rst 

book was published. How do you think 

you’ve changed as a writer?

I hope that I’ve become a little nicer. When 
I fi rst started it was made clear to me that 
I was supposed to be writing comically. That 
was what my fi rst publisher wanted me to 
do, and it was what I enjoyed doing. But my 
instinct at that time was that the best way 
to make jokes was by making fun of people; 
when I read a lot of that early stuff  now I feel 
sometimes the jokes are really quite good, 
but they can be a little insensitive. 

As I’ve aged I’ve mellowed. I’m trying to still 
be comical and enjoy the preposterousness 
of life and how ridiculous people are, but in a 
way that isn’t so cruel. I’m not a cruel person! 

You say you never planned to be a 

travel writer – how did you get into it?

The Lost Continent – which was about me 
going back to America – I didn’t even see as 
a travel book. It was really more me as an 
American who had left America going back 
nearly 20 years after I’d left. It was more 
sociological really: I was looking at this 
country that I’d grown up in and seeing 
how it had changed and how I had changed. 

When that book was fi nished I went to my 
publisher with other ideas that had nothing 
to do with travel and he said ‘no, no, no, 
you’re a travel writer, you must do more 
travel’. So for the next three or four books 
I did travel. I still enjoy travelling a lot – even 
though I’m a terribly incompetent traveller. 
I do enjoy the experience of going to new 
places and seeing new things, but that wasn’t 
really what I wanted to do in life. 
Increasingly over the years I’ve moved away 
from just travel writing.

Do you have any advice for aspiring 

travel writers?

The basic failing I see in a lot of aspiring 
writers is they just assume because 
they’ve had a great experience that it is 
automatically interesting – and it’s not 
[laughs]! It’s a real start, but doesn’t make 
it automatically fascinating to the world. 

You have to fi gure out some way, some 
special talent you have, or some way of 
telling the story, or something that makes 
it absorbing and engaging to a stranger.

Who do you like to read? 

There is a lot of really, really good writing 
out there. The travel writer who’s always 
been my favourite – he doesn’t do very much 
these days but I just love his work – is 
Redmond O’Hanlon. I’ve always thought 
that In Trouble Again was one of the best 
books of the 20th century – of any kind.

You’ve been a judge for the World 

Guide Awards for years – what do you 

look for when you’re judging?

It’s really, really tough. You know that all of 
these people are good. They wouldn’t make 
it to the shortlist if they weren’t. We judge 
the awards not so much on the guides 
themselves, because we don’t know them – 
it’s on the testimonials that people write in 
support of them. You can really sense 
genuine passion; they’ll tell you anecdotes 

that a guide did something that was beyond 
the call of duty to make that experience 
better, richer or more comfortable.   

Do you travel with a guide? 

I have on occasion. Magazines would send 
me to places like Spain or Germany and 
would allow me to engage a guide because 
I needed somebody speaking the language. 
When you do use a guide in circumstances 
like that, you get so much more out of it. 

And do you use a guidebook, or 

embrace serendipity?

In some ways guidebooks are really handy. If 
you don’t consult the guidebook you might 
miss things, but at the same time it does 
deprive you of the sense of discovery. If I 
think of all the very best things I’ve ever seen 
they were mostly things that I didn’t know 
were there and I just chanced upon them. It 
makes it more memorable if you feel as if 
you’re the fi rst person to have found this 
thing, not because you’ve been directed to it.

Are you working on a new book?

I’m doing – under some pressure from my 
publisher – a 20th anniversary of Notes 
From a Small Island. I’m going to travel 
around Britain again and reprise that. I was 
a little bit dubious when I agreed to do it but 
I’ve been out and done the travelling, I’ve 
thought about the things I want to write. 
I was worried there wouldn’t be enough 
new stuff  but I think in 20 years I’ve changed 
a lot, Britain’s changed a lot, there’s plenty 
out there for me to make fun of.

Travelled with a great guide? Nominate them 
at www.worldguideawards.co.uk
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T
wo of travel’s more divisive 
destinations get a little literary  
love this month. Cyrus Massoudi’s  
Land of the Turquoise Mountains  

(IB Taurus, £18) takes the reader on an 
illuminating journey through Iran and its 
rich, turbulent history, while David Millar 
dips into a place with a different sort of PR 
problem in Beyond Dubai (Melting Tundra 
Publishing, £8). During his decade working 
in the emirate, Millar sniffed out what lies 
away from the bling, discovering 8,000 years 
of lost cities and Arab culture in the desert.

Jules Pretty also heads beyond the modern 
in The Edge Of Extinction (Cornell Uni Press, 
£17.50), visiting communities threatened by 
nature, the economy or simply the world 
moving forward. His melancholy mission 
takes him to the likes of China, Russia, 
Canada and the UK to tell a tale of the 
relationship between people and the land.

Britannia Obscura (Random House, £17)  
joins the exodus from the mainstream and, 
indeed, the main streams too. Joanne Parker 
looks at how different people experience the 
UK’s geography – cave explorers, canal 
boaters, pilots – and the joy of looking at the 
familiar with a fresh set of iMaps.

Also taking a new approach to 
understanding the world is Gaston Dorren’s 
book, Lingo: A language spotter’s guide to 
Europe (Profile, £13). It looks at the continent 
through its many languages, playfully 
investigating their relationships and 
contexts – ideal for any cunning linguist. 

So that’s language-spotters taken care  
of; trainspotters, on the other hand, might 
prefer the joyous, glorious and timeless 
snippets collected together in The Railway 
Anthology (Trailblazer, £10). With Dickens, 
Kipling, Bryson, Sassoon and Larkin among 
the first-class A-listers to pick through here, 

it’s enough to send you whistling to the  
local station’s ticket booth.

By reputation, the Ryanair desk is 
untroubled by cheery whistlers, but there’s 
no doubting its revolutionary impact on 
European travel. Ireland’s Aviator (Gill & 
Macmillan, £13), by Richard Aldous, pieces 
together the life of the airline’s pugnacious 
pioneer, Tony Ryan, accounting for his rise, 
fall and career resurrection with a possibly 
ironic efficiency, care and generosity.

While you’re waiting for customer services 
to get back to you, dip into some of this 
month’s classic re-releases. Erland continues 
its 30-year celebrations with The Tomb  
Of Seville (Norman Lewis, £13). And, as 
December marks the 40th anniversary of  
the start of Bruce Chatwin’s journey, why  
not revisit In Patagonia (Vintage, £9), raising 
a glass of malbec to the rascally adventurer  
as you read the electrifying pages once again. 

This month’s new titles poke about in the planet’s hidden corners 

Books that go beyond
■  R e a d  t h i s . . .

8

DESTINATIONS TRAVEL SHOW
Manchester, 15-18 Jan
London, 29 Jan-1 Feb
www.destinationsshow.com
EventCity, Manchester / Olympia,
London. From £8 (under 12s free).

Come to the UK’s biggest, longest-running
travel show! Mingle with specialist tour
operators, sample world foods and visit
the Wanderlust Travel Photo of the Year
exhibition. Simon Reeve, Tim Moore and
Richard Parks will be chatting at the
Stanfords Travel Writers Festival, plus

there’s a jam-packed lineup of talks,
presentations and panel sessions from
a host of leading travel experts.

ADVENTURE TRAVEL SHOW
London, 17-18 Jan
www.adventureshow.com
Olympia. Advance tickets £8 (day), £12 
(wknd). Seminars £40 each (including 
entry and £10 Wanderlust voucher); 
subsequent seminars £20.

Passionate about discovering the world? 
Then join us at the UK’s leading event for 

■ W h a t ’ s O n

UK EVENTS
adventure travel! Attend hundreds of free 
talks and chat to a huge collection of travel 
companies. Expedition planners will be on 
hand to help plan your next big adventure, 
after which enjoy an evening with the 
Adventure Travel Film Festival. There are 
also expert-led seminars, including 
Wanderlust’s range of travel writing and 
photography sessions (for info, see p86).

BRISTOL WILDERNESS LECTURES
Bristol, Nov-Mar
www.wildernesslectures.com
Bristol University. Tickets from £8.

Bristol’s inspirational lecture series 
continues. On 10 Dec ‘Limbless 
Mountaineer’ Jamie Andrew talks about 
how he’s still making mountain ascents. 
On 7 Jan, Stewart McPherson discusses 
the UK’s far-flung Overseas Territories.   

LONDON GLOBETROTTERS
London, 6 Dec
www.globetrotters.co.uk
Covent Garden. From £3.

Join the capital’s welcoming travel club 
for its December talks and meeting.  

TRAVELS IN INDIA WITH
MICHAEL WOOD AT THE RGS
London, 17 Dec 
www.rgs.org
Kensington Gore, SW7 2AR. £15; 7pm

As Australian photojournalist Angus 
McDonald’s exhibition, India’s 
Disappearing Railways, arrives at the 
RGS (1-22 Dec, 6-9 Jan), historian Michael 
Wood hosts a lecture to coincide, 
speaking of his own adventures 
travelling across the subcontinent.

9
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Leave your mag

open on this page

and you can be

sure of the best

Christmas

travel gifts

STOCKING
FILLERSDON’T

HAVE TO
BENAFF!

10

COCOON TRAVEL SET

Cocoon, £59.99

This toolkit-for-the-tired is packed with

everything you need to guarantee a peaceful

night’s sleep on the road: infl atable neck

pillow, ear plugs, blanket, towel and eye

mask. www.fi rstascent.co.uk

ADOPT AN OLIVE TREE 

Nudo, from £32 quarterly

Adopt something a little diff erent this year 

in the form of an Italian olive tree and your

recipient will enjoy regular parcels of olive

oil direct from it year round. Tasty! 

www.nudoadopt.com/olivetree

EXPEDITION TOWEL

Páramo, £15.50/20.50 S/L

It’s lightweight, packs down to the 

size of a coke can, dries twice as fast 

as cotton and is luxuriously fl eecy – ideal 

for anyone who needs to wash (and dry) 

on the go. www.paramo.co.uk

BACKBEAT PRO WIRELESS ACTIVE 

NOISE-CANCELLING HEADPHONES

Plantronics, £199

Block out the sound of the screaming baby or

neighbouring snorer on the plane with these 

noise-cancelling headphones, then enjoy your 

audio undisturbed or just have a quiet kip!

www.plantronics.com/uk/product/backbeat-pro

❄
❄

❄❄

❄

http://www.paramo.co.uk
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4-IN-1 PHONE CAMERA LENS

Olloclip, from £59.99 (for iPhone 5 version)

The Olloclip suits high-creativity, low-budget

snappers. Fixable to an iPhone, it has four 

lenses in one – fi sh-eye, wide-angle, two

macro – so with little gadgetry you can take

shots like a pro. www.olloclip.com

CL COMPANION AFRICA BINOCULARS

Swarovski Optik, from £1,000

(8x magnification)

Swarovski Optik has released an exclusive

new range of specialist binoculars, inspired

by the colours of Africa. Elegantly designed,

high-performance bins, ideal for safaris.

www.swarovskioptik.com

HERO

GoPro, £99.99

GoPro’s new HERO is the perfect entry-level,

high-quality, adventure-proof camera, taking

1080p30/720p60 video and 5MP images for

an aff ordable price. www.madison.co.uk

EL CAMINO BRACELET

El Camino, starter pack £29.99

Keep a tally of your travels on your wrist. Buy

a bracelet, then adorn it with ‘steps’ – varying

beads representing cities, sites, countries and

regions. Wanderlust readers will likely need

long arms... www.elcaminobracelets.com

RAPTOR WAISTCOAT

Country Innovation, from £125

When it comes to travel togs, there’s

simply no such thing as too many pockets!

The rugged Raptor has 15 – particularly

handy for birders and photographers.

www.countryinnovation.com

NOSILIFE TRAVEL SOCKS

Craghoppers, £15

No! Not socks for Christmas! But these

antibacterial, insect-repellent, cushioned-n-

comfy toe-protectors are well worth finding

in your stocking. www.craghoppers.com

POWER KNIFE ADAPTER

Brunton, £25

This Swiss-Army-type contraption

flicks open to reveal adaptor ends for

common gadgets, so a forgotten cable

will never scupper your travel power

needs again. www.brunton.com

TOP PHOTOBOOKS 

Leaf through these coff ee-table tomes: 

our own Wanderlust  Travel Photo of 

the Year (£20, or free with a gift 

subscription see p44);  Landscape 

Photographer of the Year (AA, £25);

Wanderlust  (teNeues,£65) and 

Stunning  Photographs (National 

Geographic, £25)

❄

❄
❄

❄



KNOW
YOUR...
GREY
WHALE

■ I n s t a n t E x p e r t

O
ne century ago, the grey whale
was teetering on the brink of
extinction. In the 1930s
a commercial hunting ban

was introduced; in 1972, the Marine
Mammal Protection Act offered further
safeguarding. And in December 1993, one
of its crucial breeding grounds – the
sanctuary of El Vizcaíno – was granted
UNESCO status. Today, 21 years on, the
North Pacific grey whale is thriving.

What’s so great about
grey whales?
This 15m-long cetacean is one of the
friendliest mammals on the planet – despite
having been the victim of whaling for around
200 years. Head to El Vizcaíno and the ‘devil
fish’ (so named by whalers for the mammals’
wild reaction on being harpooned) will
breach next to boats, and seem to delight in
being stroked by human hands.

Also, grey whales undertake one of the
longest migrations: every year the Eastern
North Pacific population makes
a mammoth 16,000km round-trip between
its feeding waters in the north-west Bering
Sea and the west coast of Mexico.

Why is El Vizcaíno
so important?
A habitat of warm waters, wetlands,
marshes, dunes and mangroves, El Vizcaíno,
in Baja California, is where these barnacle-
encrusted pods head each autumn when the
temperature up north starts to drop. Nearly
650km south of the US-Mexico border and
comprising two coastal lagoons – Ojo de
Liebre and San Ignacio – El Vizcaíno is
Mexico’s largest protected area, a crucial
haven attempting to safeguard wildlife from
threats such as overfishing. In the sanctuary
grey whales are closely monitored to ensure
they can breed and calve undisturbed.

What else can I see there?
This designated biosphere reserve doesn’t
only attract grey whales. Bottlenose
dolphin, California sea lion and harbour
seal are often sighted, while four
different species of marine turtle also
frequent the waters.

Back on terra firma, Coyote, pronghorn,
desert bighorn sheep, mule deer and
hares stalk the desert environs. Birds love
it too: countless migratory species,
including ospreys and brant geese, are
dependent on the lagoons.

Can I visit?
Yes! Tourism is monitored due to the
site’s fragility, but selected companies
do run tours to the area.

To find out more about the Baja
California whalewatching experience, read 
about Wanderlust founder Lyn Hughes’ 
visit at: tinyurl.com/WanderlustBaja.

Shaking hands
Baja California is

one of the few

places you can say

hello to a greywhale

Wanderlust isn’t the only thing turning 21 this month – Mexico’s 

El Vizcaíno whale sanctuary is marking the milestone too
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 020 7873 5000

8 Days / 7 Nights from £995
The perfect introduction to the highlights of Egypt; includes 2 nights 
in Cairo and a 4-night full-board Nile cruise and sightseeing. 

11 Days / 10 Nights from £2,295
This tour visits Lower and Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia. Includes 
2 nights in Cairo and 7 nights cruising on the Nile and Lake Nasser.

12 Days / 11 Nights from £2,595
Stay at Cairo’s famous Mena House for 3 nights before joining the 
stylish Oberoi Zahra for a leisurely 7-night cruise on the Nile. 

Anyone with a keen interest in archaeology and ancient history will 
want to visit Egypt, but beyond the famed sights, it is a fantastic holiday 
destination too. With year-round sunshine, the large number of luxury 
hotels and superb cruises offer excellent value.
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1. Iceland
Go wild on wheels

 

For full immersion in Iceland’s scenery, 

try the Cycle Southern Iceland trip from 

Exodus. It combines inland and coastal 

pedals, passing striking glaciers, huffing 

volcanoes and eerie lava fields. Ride 

from Eyjafjallajokull to the thundering 

Skogafoss cascade; whizz past the 

black-sand beaches of Vik; and cycle 

from Lake Thingvellir to Reykjavík, 

stopping at thermal pools en route. 

Fitness required: Moderate – 40-60km 

days; a spirit of adventure required.

Who: Exodus (0845 287 1377, exodus.co.uk)

When: 20 Jun (24hr daylight), 4 Jul &  

8 Aug 2015  How long: 8 days

How much: from £2,099 (excl flights)

C
ycling seems to be the sport of the moment. But 
then, it’s always been a brilliant way to travel – 
moving at a slower pace, you can engage more 
deeply with your destination. Fortunately you 

don’t have to be an Olympic athlete to explore on two-
wheels, e-bikes are often available making it much easier for 
anyone to tackle hilly terrain. So, whether you want to 
pootle on the flat, test yourself on undulating landscapes or 
battle with mountain passes, there’s a bike trip for you.

2. South Africa
Explore scenic Route 62 from the saddle

Following a section of Route 62, World

Expeditions new Western Cape by Bike

trip starts in the Stellenbosch vineyards.

You’ll traverse fynbos and the orchards of

the Koo Valley, and cut through mountains.

You’re heading for the sea: to watch

whales from Hermanus and to follow the

coast to the Cape of Good Hope.

Fitness required: Moderate – 35-90km

days; regular breaks

Who: World Expeditions

(020 8545 9030, worldexpeditions.com)

When: 18 Jan, 15 Mar, 29 Mar, 3 May, 20

Sept, 4 Oct & 13 Dec 2015

How long: 11 days

How much: from £1,390 (excl flights)

Picky 
Traveller

Know when you want to travel 
but don’t know where? Got  
an activity you long to try  

but not sure how? Try  
Wanderlust’s Trip Finder: 

mytripfinder.co.uk
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CYCLING IS
WHEELY GOOD

■  B e  I n s p i r e d
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Make the most of your holiday budget 
(and life) with a Yolo trip by G Adventures. 

You only live once. Make it count.

Order your Yolo brochure today. 
gadventures.com/yolo

Live fast,
Live free

Fitness required: Basic to moderate 

– relatively easy routes, 20-60km a day

Who: Selective Asia  

(01273 670001, selectiveasia.com)

When: Tailormade; cooler Oct-Dec 

period recommended  How long: 12 days

How much: from £1,279 (excl flights)

7. Spain
The classic pilgrimage on a cycle

Pedal the pilgrimage with Macs 

Adventure’s Cycling Camino Frances: 

Léon to Santiago trip. This self-guided 

ride condenses 250km of highlights into 

a faster tour. Cross the Castilian plains 

and roll through El Bierzo’s wine valley 

before reaching the iconic cathedral. 

Fitness required: Moderate to good 

– up to 63km a day, some longer climbs

Who: Macs Adventure (0141 530 3463, 

macsadventure.com)

When: Departures Apr-Oct

How long: 7 nights  How much: from 

£395 (excl flights and bike hire)

8. USA
Wheel across the Wild West

Two wheels are better than four on 

Mountain Kingdoms’ Cycling the Great 

American South West. Start in Moab before 

hiking through Zion NP, biking Bryce NP, 

and riding Canyonlands’ four-day White 

Rim trail. Round up your trip along the 

Grand Canyon’s less-visited North Rim. 

Fitness required: Moderate – Nine days 

of easy cycling, plus four days of hiking

Who: Mountain Kingdoms (01453 

844400, mountainkingdoms.com)

When: 18 May & 7 Sept 2015 

How long: 16 days

How much: from £3,345 (incl flights) 

9. Mongolia
Get in the saddle on the steppe 

Goyo Travel’s Mongolia: Khangai Hills & 

Orkhon Valley trip is a guided ride 

through central Mongolia. Visit the old 

Mongol capital and Tovkhon Khiid’s 

hilltop monastery, stay in ger camps, and 

recuperate in Tsenkher Valleys’ hot springs.

Fitness required: Good – 5-6hrs riding 

per day, with graded tracks and hill climbs

Who: Goyo Travel (01869 866520, 

goyotravel.com)

When: 14 Jun 2015  How long: 14 days

How much: from £1,960 (excl flights); 

bike rental £15

3. Peru
Ride the path less taken

 

Journey Latin America’s Backroads of 

the Andes trip starts at Lake Titicaca. From 

there you’ll pedal across the altiplano, 

over a 4,500m pass, through the Cañon 

de Tinajani and into the Sacred Valley, 

finishing with a Machu Picchu visit. 

Fitness required: Good – best suited to 

outdoors adventure lovers

Who: Journey Latin America (020 8622 

8444, journeylatinamerica.co.uk)

When: Tailormade between Mar-Nov

How long: 11 nights  How much: from 

£4,145pp (incl flights and bike hire)

4. Vietnam & Laos 
Traverse Indochina's little-seen backroads

 

KE Adventure’s Hanoi to Laos Mountain 

Bike Epic is just that – epic. Traversing the 

Tram Ton Pass, you’ll pedal among Sapa 

hilltribes, meet the Montagnard minority 

and stay in traditional villages en route. 

Fitness required: High – a tough 

journey that suits experienced riders; 

includes several 100km days

Who: KE Adventure (017687 7396, 

keadventure.com)

When: 17 Jan, 7 Feb, 10 Oct and 7 Nov 2015

How long: 14 days  How much: from 

£2,595pp (incl flights); bike hire, US$200

5. Central Europe 
Lap a lovely lake on an e-bike

 

Glide past postcard-pretty villages, cherry 

orchards and fairytale castles with ease. 

Headwater’s self-guided Lake Constance 

Cycling tour ticks off Austria, Switzerland 

and Germany, spotted from lakeside paths. 

Fitness required: Basic – flat! Ideal for 

novice cyclists/families; e-bikes available

Who: Headwater (01606 828344, 

headwater.com)

When: Departs every two days,  

25 Apr-4 Oct 2015  How long: 10 nights

How much: from £1,179 (excl flights, incl 

bike hire); extra cost for e-bikes

6. Cambodia
Hit highlights and backroads

 

Combine slow travel with headline sights 

on Selective Asia’s Cambodia Cycling 

Adventure. Visit must-sees such as the 

southern beaches, Phnom Penh and 

Angkor Wat, as well as pedalling amid rice 

paddies, temple ruins and national parks.
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eep to the mountainside!” 
shouted Guido. 

I soon saw why. A 
landslide had taken away 
some of the dirt trail. To 
my right was a drop of 
hundreds of metres. I 
didn’t dare look down; 
praying we wouldn’t meet 
a mule-train coming in 

the opposite direction, I focused on the view through Guapa’s 
pricked ears instead. She didn’t hesitate but calmly walked on. 

Day four of the Salkantay Trek by horseback, and I had expected 
the going to be easy. It was the previous day that should have been 
the big one, crossing a notorious 4,600m pass. I was obviously going 
to have a few more heart-stopping moments before I got to relax 
with a pisco sour at the comfortable lodge that awaited.

All the pretty horses
The Salkantay Trek has become known as the ‘alternative Inca Trail’. 
Higher and longer, it lacks the Inca ruins that the ‘Classic’ trail is 
known for, but it has jaw-dropping scenery, crosses 15 ecosystems 
and isn’t as busy, especially out of high season. One enterprising 
company, Mountain Lodges of Peru, has built four exclusive lodges 
along the route for its clients, and offers a monthly opportunity to 
tackle the trail by horseback. 

We were a mixed group of Brits, Brazilians and Americans. The two 
Brazilians “could ride before they could walk”; at the other extreme, 
one American lady had been riding less than a year, having learned the 
basics on YouTube. We would be guided by Guido, and accompanied 
by horseman Ricardo, a couple of assistants and a doctor.

We met the horses just outside the village of Mollepata, the 
starting point for the trail. They were a handsome bunch, quarter �



‘The scene felt so remote that it was 
startling when a small traditionally 

dressed man casually arrived. He was 
a shaman, here to perform a good 

luck ceremony for our journey’

Simply blessed
A local shaman makes 

offerings to Mother 

Earth to ensure 

travellers’ safe passage 

through a land of lakes 

and high passes
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horses from Uruguay, but a couple of them were looking
decidedly lively. “I want a gentle one,” I quickly stated. I was allocated
a calm chestnut mare called Guapa – meaning ‘pretty one’.

We stuffed the capacious saddlebags with rain ponchos, sun-block
and our cameras. They were tied on, and we mounted onto comfy
Uruguayan saddles and set off up a switchback dirt road, the horses
keen to be off.

The Apurímac River was gushing on our right, and we spotted the
occasional waterfall across the river valley. Lupins and other
colourful flowers bordered the road, and a raucous flock of parrots
chattered. For most of the ride we had brilliant sunshine, though one
downpour provided a comedy moment as we attempted to clamber
into our rain ponchos while on horseback.

We carried on alongside an ancient Inca aqueduct that still carries
water to the communities further down. The rain eased as we
approached Salkantay Lodge, set on a large grassy plateau known as
Soraypampa. Dominating the scene were the hulking shapes of two
mountains: Salkantay and Humantay.

Sitting directly due south of Machu Picchu, Salkantay was the
second most sacred mountain in the Inca world. Mountains offered
the Incas a connection with their gods; they each had their own
powerful spirit, and offerings and sacrifices were made to them.

Charming good luck
We were to spend two nights at Soraypampa to give us a chance to
acclimatise. I woke to the sound of birdsong and to tassel-eared
llamas sauntering past my window. After breakfast, we mounted the
horses and went a short distance along the trail before turning off up
a hillside, passing cultivated patches and fruit trees, including the
banana passionfruit, which is traditionally used in ceviche.

A narrow track led up a mountain, with steep drops to the side. We 
left the lush vegetation behind, passing giant cacti instead. The path 
then led out into a valley, where cattle, horses and mules grazed, 
pairs of Andean geese stood and a condor soared high overhead.

We tied the horses up, and hiked up the mountain to a beautiful 
glassy-green lake, where caracaras scavenged along the shoreline. In 
front of us was Humantay, largely obscured by cloud. “When the 
peak is clear like it is today, but you have clouds below, the locals say 
that the mountain has its poncho on,” revealed Guido. 

The scene felt so remote that it was startling when a small 
traditionally dressed man casually arrived. He was a shaman, here to 
perform a good luck ceremony for our journey. He produced small 
packets of newspaper containing various items: coca leaves in one, 
sweets in another. He laid them on a cloth in a certain order – one 
side of his cloth represented Pachamama, Mother Earth; the sweets 
go there, he said, “because she likes sweet things”. After wrapping the 
cloth he chanted an incantation for each of us by name before 
blessing us.

We rode back down the way we came. “This is good practise for 
tomorrow,” said Guido. “Let the horse work out the best route down. 
Sit back. If it is really steep, you can always grab the back of the saddle 
with one hand.”

Top of the trail
It was with a huge sense of anticipation that we rode out the next 
morning. We set off from Soraypampa on an unfinished ‘road’ and 
then made a short detour over a ridge with a dramatic drop to a deep 
valley on one side, and a smaller drop on the other. It was one of 
those glad-to-be-alive, spine-tingling occasions as we took in the 
grandeur of the scenery.

�

�
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Next came a steep climb, zigzagging up several switchbacks
known as the Seven Serpents. We let the horses pause for a breather
whenever they wanted. Two helpers were accompanying us on foot,
always staying a little bit ahead, ready to grab a horse or encourage us
if needed.

At the top we entered a grassy plateau known as Salkantaypampa
where we dismounted to give the horses a proper break. Boulders
were strewn around, as if giants had been playing marbles, and
viscachas, stumpy rabbit-like rodents, were sunbathing on a
rock-covered slope that bordered the pampas.

Back in the saddle, it took another 30 minutes to reach the actual
pass, at 4,600m. Windswept and bitterly cold, it was dotted with
apachetas – cairns made by passing travellers, from Inca times
onwards. Our route descended into a different world of thick cloud
and muffled sounds. It wasn’t hard to imagine Inca warriors walking
along here, or conquistadors riding the same route.

We exited the cloud and, amidst drizzle, arrived at a meadow
grazed by cows and striated by mountain streams. Rather surreally,
a cook tent and even a loo tent were already set up; a cook, who was
to accompany us for the next three nights, was working on a hot
three-course lunch.

A short but steep ride brought us down into another large pampa, 
where sat the brooding shape of Wayra Lodge. Small, with just six 
rooms, the original plan had been to build it from adobe bricks, but a 
storm put paid to that idea and stone was used instead – quite a 
miracle, given its isolated location, miles from any road. 

Wayra means wind and, appropriately enough, the wind whistled 
around outside as dusk fell and candles flickered – it was the perfect 
setting for ghost stories. We huddled around the log-burning stove 
as Guido told us how this area is considered haunted by spirits. 
Spaniards were attacked on the trail, but they wouldn’t be killed 
outright – that was considered too good for them. Instead they were 
tied to a boulder, and their guts split open for the condors to come 
and devour.

The locals don’t venture out at night because of fear of the spirits. 
“If you see one, you must not speak to it!” said Guido. “If a face 
appears at the window, it may be a spirit – or it could be a trekker 
who has lost their way!”

Outside, the sky had cleared. Stars twinkled furiously, the Milky 
Way clearly visible. Guido pointed out the ‘eyes of the llama’ in the 
Milky Way, which was known as the Celestial River to the Incas who 
believed that each star related to an animal.

‘A narrow track led up a mountain, with steep 
drops to the side. We left the lush vegetation 
behind, instead passing giant cacti’

�

�
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Guapa goodbyes
The sky was still clear the next morning and, after a last look at
Salkantay and Humantay, we set off in bright sunshine. We started to
descend down the side of a steep canyon, and within 30 minutes we
were riding though vegetation, at first stunted, but then lusher and
eventually cloud forest.

As we removed our warm layers, it was hard to believe we had
slept with hot-water bottles just hours earlier. Now we pointed
out vividly coloured orchids and bromeliads, while butterflies and
hummingbirds flitted across our path. After the austerity of the
mountains, this was an aromatic and verdant Eden.

We passed through a small settlement where families were going
about their everyday chores. Since tourism hit this trail it has
brought money, work and young people back into the region. There
is no road access here, only the trail, so families operate mule trains
to carry luggage for the trekkers and to bring supplies such as beer
and bottled water up from the town. Some families have opened
small campsites, others have built nice toilets and will charge a small
amount for its use. The extra income and mule trains also mean the
locals have easier access to products – though there is one

commodity that they seem to prize most of all... “Coca leaves are  
very good for you. It’s a shame the whole world can’t have them!” 
laughed Guido.

After crossing a river bridge that a couple of the horses were less 
than keen on, we reached Colpa Lodge. Set on the side of a hill, it 
overlooks the confluence of three rivers, while the forested hill
behind it is home to a wealth of wildlife including spectacled
bears. Donkeys grazed on the lawn, and the horses were turned out 
into an orchard. Meanwhile, a traditional pachamanca meal was 
being cooked in the garden. Typical Andean vegetables and tubers,  
as well as various meats, were slow cooked on hot stones within  
an earth oven.

We were subdued the next morning as it was our last day with  
the horses. We set off on a relatively new dirt road, but only saw half 
a dozen cars in the five hours we travelled it. We were following the 
river through the Santa Teresa Valley, and the sound of rushing water 
was our soundtrack as we cantered past coffee plantations, tangles  
of wildflowers and clouds of butterflies – black ones, blue ones and 
an iridescent one that changed colour from lemon to lilac to sapphire 
as it flitted around us.

‘Since tourism hit this trail it has brought money, 
work and young people back into the region’

Warm welcome
Local people are 

benefitting from 

visiting tourists
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to take you
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At 1pm we turned off the road and had a final surge up a steep
bank into a school playing field where we dismounted. There wasn’t
much time for sentimental farewells; the horses, knowing they were
about to turn for home, started off across the field on their own,
followed in hot pursuit by the helpers. It was a moment of light relief
in what would have been a sad parting.

From here, the restored Llactapata Inca Trail leads in the direction
of Machu Picchu, but horses are not allowed on it. The next morning
we could take a minibus to the train station... or do it the Inca way,
walking first for three hours along the trail to Llactapata, an Inca site
that looks across to Machu Picchu.

The site was found by Hiram Bingham on his follow-up expedition
to Machu Picchu, although he barely explored it. Llactapata is far
more extensive and important than originally thought. On the
summer solstice the sun shines directly down a stone corridor; one 
theory is that if the Inca hung a gold sheet there, it would have 
reflected the sun back onto Machu Picchu. 

A long, steep and tough descent took us down to the train  
station and to Aguas Calientes, aka Machu Picchu Pueblo. It was  
a culture shock to be among fellow travellers again after so  
many days by ourselves, and to dine in a packed restaurant  
instead of with only each other. 

Trail ends
We woke early but not as early as some. Guido had correctly 
predicted there was little point getting to Machu Picchu for  
sunrise as it would be cloudy. Sure enough, when we arrived it  
was completely shrouded, hiding its secrets from us. But the  
sun gradually broke through, the mists shimmying to give  
tantalising glimpses. Finally, the full splendour and scale of  

the citadel was exposed. We marvelled at the skill and ingenuity,  
the craftmanship and the mysteries.

While entranced by the site, I couldn’t help but remember  
Guido’s constant reminders throughout our journey that you 
shouldn’t consider Machu Picchu in isolation. It was part of  
a whole network of sites, both manmade and natural. In the Inca 
world everything was interconnected and in alignment. You had  
to read the landscape, just as the Inca had. 

I kept looking out at the surrounding mountains. “Which way  
is Mount Salkantay?” I asked Guido. He pointed exactly due  
south, but the view was obscured by heavy cloud. It struck me  
that Guapa would probably be heading over the Salkantay pass 
right now on her way back home –following in the steps of 
countless Inca from long ago.

‘When we arrived Machu 
Picchu was completely 
shrouded, hiding its secrets 
from us. But the sun gradually 
broke through, the mists 
shimmying to give 
tantalising glimpses’

�

Stone me
Machu Picchu was  

built in around 1450



Machu Picchu, Peru Footnotes

VITAL
STATISTICS
Capital: Lima
Population: 30 million
Language: Spanish, Quechua, Aymara
Time: GMT-5
International dialling code: +51
Visas: Not required by UK nationals
Money: Nuevo sol (PEN), currently
4.5PEN to the UK£. Keep small
denomination notes for tips and markets.
US dollars are widely accepted in hotels,
restaurants and shops.

When to go

■ High season; good weather, but not
as busy as the main winter months.
■ Peak season, busiest time. Dry but
cool: Jun-Jul are the coldest months,
though highs can still reach 23°C.
■ The wettest months. Rains generally
start from November and last until March.
■ April is particularly recommended
as everything is very green after the
rains, and wildflowers are abundant.

Health & safety
Altitude sickness (soroche)

can be an issue. Try to acclimatise slowly,
drink muna tea, chew coca leaves and
keep well hydrated.

Further reading
& information

Cuzco& the IncaHeartlandHandbook
(Footprint, 2011)
Lost City of the Incas (Phoenix, 2003;
first published 1948) by Hiram Bingham
Turn Right atMachuPicchu (Plume,
2012) by Mark Adams, who set out to
retrace Bingham’s original journey
The Last Days of the Incas (Little,
Brown, 2008) by Kim MacQuarrie
www.peru.travel Peru Tourism Board
www.lata.org Latin American Travel
Association

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

THE TRIP
The author travelled with Journey
Latin America (JLA; 020 8600 1881,
journeylatinamerica.co.uk). A 14-day tour,
incorporating Lima, Cusco, Machu Picchu
and the Salkantay Ride with Mountain
Lodges of Peru, costs from £4,811pp (two
sharing). This includes accommodation,
most meals, excursions and flights.

Getting there
There are no direct flights from

the UK to Peru. Air Europa (0871 423
0717, aireuropa.com) flies London
Gatwick to Lima, via Madrid. Journey
time is from 16hrs; returns start from
around £650. LAN (0800 026 0728,
lan.com) and Iberia (0871 989 1190,
iberia.com) also fly the route, via Madrid.

Lima-Cusco flights take around one
hour. Buses take 21-25 hours. A new
airport is planned for the Sacred Valley.

Getting around
Mountain Lodges of Peru (MLP)

transfers guests from Cusco to the start
of the Salkantay Trail. Independent
travellers can catch a bus from Cusco to
the trailhead at Mollepata (3hrs). Trains
run from Aguas Calientes to Poroy (13km
from Cusco); the journey takes 3-4hrs.

Accommodation
The lodges on trek are exclusive

to Mountain Lodges of Peru clients. MLP
also owns El Mercado Tunqui, a boutique
hotel in Cusco (elmercadotunqui.com).
At Aguas Calientes, MLP travellers stay
at the luxurious Inkaterra Machu Picchu
Pueblo Hotel (www.inkaterra.com).

Ease your aches and pains at Sol &
Luna Hotel & Spa (Sacred Valley;
hotelsolyluna.com), which has beautiful
casitas and fantastic paso horses to ride.

In Lima, stay at Hotel B (hotelb.pe),
a funky boutique hotel in Barranco.

Food & drink
Typical Andean dishes include

cuy (guinea pig), quinoa and kiwicha,
corn, trout and potatoes. Look for causa
(potato stuffed with veg or seafood) and
pachamanca (a traditional dish cooked in
the ground). Vegetarians are well
catered for on MLP treks.
Mate de coca (coca tea) helps

alleviates altitude sickness, but is also
a stimulant. Muna fights altitude sickness
but is a relaxant.

Salkantay Trek
There are no restrictions on, or

fees for, doing the Salkantay Trek. MLP
is the luxury option, but you can trek
independently, and on a budget.
However, only attempt this if you know
what you are doing. Hosts of operators
(such as JLA) offer supported treks.
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More
online

Visitwww.wanderlust.co.uk/152
for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ Top 7ways to reachMachu
Picchu–online
♦ First 24hrs: Cusco– issue 149
♦Hiking the Inca Trail– issue 75
PLANNING GUIDES
♦Peru travel guide
♦Machu Picchu/Inca Trail experiences

1Be careful with your pronunciation!  
If pronounced correctly, Machu Picchu 

means ‘old mountain’; if not, you might 
inadvertently provide the locals with 
much entertainment... The correct 
pronunciation is ‘mah-choo peeK-choo’. 
However, if you say ‘mah-choo pee-choo’ 
(as I suspect I have over the years), 
you’re calling it ‘old penis’!

2Catch the best bus for the first view  
The easiest way to get from Aguas 

Calientes (or Machu Picchu Pueblo) to  
the site of Machu Picchu is by bus. Some 
people get up at 3am to join the queue 
for the first bus in the morning. However, 
99% of the time the site is covered in 
cloud; it’s not until about 9am that the 
sun burns through the mists. This 
changes throughout the year but as  
a rule, a 7.30am bus will get you there  
in plenty of time. The bus from Aguas 
Calientes costs US$10 each way; 
entrance to Machu Picchu costs US$45.

3Find a good guide Yes, you can  
visit Machu Picchu independently. 

However, there are no information 
boards to explain what you’re looking at 
so it’s worth investing in a good guide. 
One disadvantage of a guided tour is that 
you’re required to follow the one-way 
system through the site – enforced by 
polite and friendly yet firm guardians. 
However, you can go round once with 
your guide and then return a second time 
on your own, to explore at your own 
pace. New regulations being drafted
will make a guide compulsory anyway.

4Watch what you wear Apparently,
you are not allowed to visit Machu

Picchu wearing the traditional dress of

another country, nor are you allowed to 
visit naked or to change your clothes 
within the site. Walking poles are banned 
(unless you are disabled) as are large 
backpacks. New rules will crack down on 
inappropriate footwear (to stop damage 
to the paths) and large umbrellas.

5 Stay longer in Aguas Calientes  
Most visitors spend only one night  

at Aguas Calientes – but the town at the 
foot of Machu Picchu has a few of its own 
attractions, including its titular hot 
springs and nearby activities such as 
whitewater rafting and cloudforest hikes. 
However, the main advantage to staying 
more than one night is that you can visit 
Machu Picchu at different times of the 
day. Some people prefer to explore the 
site in the afternoon when the larger 
morning crowds have gone and you see 
the ruins bathed in golden afternoon 
sunlight. Alternatively, on day one, visit 
the main site before climbing the very 
steep steps up Wayna Picchu (additional 
ticket required); on day two, hike the 
longer but steadier climb to Machu 
Picchu Mountain (additional ticket 
required) for views to Wayna Picchu.

5 THINGS
I WISH I’D
KNOWN 

PACKING LIST
♦ Jodhpurs/trousers with no inner seam
♦ Chaps
♦ Gloves
♦ Layers, including a long-sleeved shirt
♦ Scarf/bandana/Buff
♦ Walking boots (or riding boots, and 

take walking boots separately)
♦ Waterproof jacket
♦ Sun protection
♦ Bug spray
♦ Ibuprofen gel
♦ Note, Mountain Lodges of Peru 

provides helmets, rain ponchos, 
water bottles and saddle bags. 
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here’s little as enticing to the average 
road tripper as a fork in the road. To my 
left lay the quick route to Denver; it was 
the obvious, responsible choice if I was 
to make my pre-planned arrival time. 
But to my right... A tempting, 
meandering detour through Rocky 
Mountain National Park. It would at 
least double my drive time. Taking it 
would be supremely reckless. 

After a brief deliberation, I turned right.
Not for the first time on this trip, I felt the thrill of rebellion. 

Indeed, this whole drive was something of a revolt against the classic 
US road trip. I’d previously driven both Route 66 and Route 1, so this 
time I’d made a conscious decision to follow no set highway or 
preordained trail and instead create something more unique. 

Armed with a map, a loose plan to be in Denver a few weeks hence, 
and the keys to a red Mustang (I wanted to tackle this frontier with 
some genuine horse power), I started in Seattle, unofficial capital of 
the Pacific Northwest, sandwiched between salty Puget Sound and 
serene Lake Washington. As I drove out of the city, the skyscrapers 
were soon replaced by the serrated edges of the Cascade Mountains; 
highest among them, caked in glaciers, was Mount Rainier, the 
stratovolcano that dominates the eponymous national park. Its 
summit is a challenge for experienced mountaineers only, but 
thankfully there are plenty of other options.

“If you want to escape the crowds try the Moraine Trail,” 
suggested interpretive ranger Maureen McLean as I arrived at 

Paradise, and the visitor centre. “As soon as the tarmac ends, so do 
the people and you will get to peer into the belly of the mountain.” 

I was sold, and half an hour later I’d dismounted the Mustang and 
was on foot, tracing a faint route through wildflowers. Every now 
and then I’d hear the rustle of chipmunks, smell the sweet nectar of 
crushed huckleberries, or see a peregrine falcon swoop. 

I reached a slope, climbed up loose scree and reached an edge where 
the earth just fell away at my feet, the glacier having carved its way 
through. Before I’d set off, Maureen had told me, “There isn’t a bad 
walk from Paradise, there’s just a bad walk for you. We always say here: 
one man’s Paradise is another man’s hell on earth.” From my vantage I 
watched people in the distance on the crowded Panorama Trail, 
walking queue-like uphill, and smiled. I knew which one I’d found.

From booze to brothels 
It was tempting to linger in the shadow of Rainier, but I needed to 
push on east. Leaving in the pink glow of dawn I picked up the main 
highway and began scanning road signs for points of interest. The 
first came at the turn off for Yakima. From the road it didn’t look 
much – just the obligatory Walmart and McDonald’s signs – but soon 
I found myself surrounded by countryside, and vineyards.

“Yakima is the Napa of the north,” said winemaker Tad Fewel as  
he poured me a glass. Tad owns a small winery called Cultura, 
producing 1,500 cases of red a year; he also still works on his family’s 
orchard, running a bio-diesel plant – which is used to power his 
vineyard equipment. His mother, Pepper, runs Cherry Wood B&B 
and offers agricultural tours to educate people on food  
provenance. Nearly all the horses on her farm (around 30) were 
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USA

Real horse power
The Mustang leaves Seattle in 

Washington State, the 

unoffi  cial capital of the Pacifi c 

Northwest to start the 

Wanderlust Route 21 (left). 
Next stop: Mount Rainier 

National Park (below), with 

Glacier National Park 

(previous page) still to come



Wilderness through a 
windscreen

 Ranger Maureen McLean (top 
left) talks Mount Rainier 

before we depart to Yakima 

with its murals at Toppenish 

(bottom left), agricultural 

tours (bottom right) and 

luxury teepees (opposite) at 

Cherry Wood B&B
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rescued from slaughter – “we’re a country who doesn’t like old,”
she explained – and every penny from wine tours on horseback or
wagon goes to fund the rescue programme. I left my mechanical
pony under the watchful eye of a mule to check out the orchard.

After ambling among the apple trees I headed for the Yakama
Nation Museum & Culture Centre in nearby Toppenish to learn
about the Native Americans who called this valley home. “Most
exhibits here were willed from Nipo Strongheart,” said museum
program manager Miles Miller. “He was a Hollywood actor in the
1920s and collected books, pictures and artefacts from many tribes.”

The displays showed how resourceful the Yakama tribe was at
living off the land and told of the devastation caused to them in 1957
when Celilo Falls, near the Oregon border – where their ancestors
had fished and traded for centuries – was flooded and dammed to
facilitate a hydropower plant. It was a dark moment for the Yakama,
and one that stayed with me that night as I sat beside my teepee at
Cherry Wood, watching the timeless stars dance overhead.

In the morning I continued east, crossing from Washington into
Idaho. At Coeur d’Alene, a city that sits on the northern tip of the lake
that shares its name, I took my Mustang to the water and
temporarily swapped it for a kayak, paddling with Peter Petticolas
from ROW Adventures. He told me that the area was once a favoured
spot for the Coeur d’Alene tribe who would camp here over winter,
ice-fishing on the lake, making tools from the trees, and sharing
stories over the fire. Nowadays, the city’s streets are lined with coffee
shops and restaurants, and it’s mainly retirees who call it home.

Next stop: Wallace, once the silver mining capital of the US. At its
peak it had a population of nearly 4,000 people; today that number
is just over 700 and tourism is its main source of income. Old West

in theme, it’s a cluster of antique shops, boutiques, diners, pubs and
the most unique museum on this road trip: the Oasis Bordello
Museum was a brothel until 1988, when it was raided and shut down;
it was locked up for years, left as a time-capsule of that night, until
the the new owner reopened it to the public.

There be bears
From the ridiculous to the sublime, Montana’s Glacier National
Park was my Mustang’s next stop. Bordering Canada, it’s
a sprawling 4,000 sq km ecosystem of mountains and forest,
carved up by rivers and punctuated by retreating ice sheets.
Dotted around the park are photos from 1910, when it was
established. Back then it boasted 150 glaciers; now only 25 remain.
Experts predict that all of them will have melted by 2030.

Keen to spy one I headed deep into the mountains, over the
80km-long Going-to-the-Sun Road. The only west-east highway in
the park, it is a spectacular feat of engineering. Hugging the cliffs, it
climbs to 2,025m at Logan Pass, where it crosses the Continental
Divide, then begins a helter-skelter descent down to the small
hamlet of St Mary’s, with a lookout to Jackson Glacier en route.

But ice isn’t the only attraction. The next morning I drove to Many
Glacier, at the quieter end of the park. I set off on foot to circle
Swiftcurrent Lake – and almost immediately stumbled on some
fresh bear scat, littered with berries. A grizzly was on the trail.
I paused. Then continued cautiously, the scent of wet fur lingering at
every turn. But it wasn’t until I got back in my car that I saw my fuzzy
prizes. First a black bear and her cub crossed the road just in front of
me. Then, only 200m on, I spotted something moving in the long
grass by Lake Sherburne. I took out my binoculars, hands shaking.

‘That night, I sat beside 
my teepee at Cherry Wood, 
watching the timeless stars 
dance overhead’
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‘Thanks to over two million years of 
volcanic activity this national park 
overflows with geysers, mudpots, 
steaming fumaroles and hot springs, 
not to mention a giant canyon’



Where the wild things are
From the herds of bison at 

Yellowstone to the grizzly 

bears in Glacier (below), the 

US National Parks on this 

road trip off er an abundance 

of wildlife sightings. There’s 

even a ‘Grand Canyon’ at 

Yellowstone (left) amid the 

volcanoes and geysers

USA



At rainbow’s end
The many colours of Grand 

Prismatic Spring seep over 

the Yellowstone landscape; 

horsing around in Grand 

Teton National Park (below, 
left); a much-longed for 

moose sighting in the Rocky 

Mountains (below right) 
before the road trip ends in 

Denver, Colorado
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There, like a shaggy cow, was a large male grizzly hunting for berries.
He lifted his head, sensing my presence, then went back to eating.
I stayed for nearly an hour, watching him tugging at the little purple
fruits until I realised he was getting closer and it was time to retreat.

Wildlife, wild places
From Glacier’s less-lauded wilderness, I turned the Mustang south
towards Wyoming and arguably the country’s most famous wild
place: Yellowstone. The park is best known for its successful
re-introduction of wolves, so I was disappointed to be told my search
for the canids might be fruitless. “We don’t normally do wildlife-
spotting trips this late in September,” said my guide Jim Palecek, as we
began our search. “Prepare yourself that we may not see much.” Ten
minutes later we were watching two female bighorn sheep locking 
horns, while a bull elk was bugling at his harem, and pronghorn 
antelope and bison grazed nearby. I turned to Jim: “You were saying?”

Just as the sun started to slump below the hills, we spotted  
a layby full of cars. Wolf-watchers – easy to identify by their 
expensive telescopes and camo jackets. “There’s a collared grey  
wolf there called 911,” explained Dusty, from Pennsylvania, who 
comes every year to watch them. “He’s working with a black wolf 
and another grey one. If you look through the scope you’ll see 
they’re circling their prey.” I peered through the eyepiece to see 
a sad-looking bison struggling to stand as 911 ran towards her, then 
backed off again. We stayed until they disappeared into the darkness. 

The next morning I traded explosive wildlife scenes for literally 
explosive landscapes. Thanks to over two million years of volcanic 
activity this national park overflows with geysers, mudpots, steaming 
fumaroles and hot springs, not to mention a giant canyon. 

The predictable chute of Old Faithful spewed like a shaken bottle 
of pop as I arrived at the visitor centre. I decided to check out Daisy 
geyser instead – a smaller though no less impressive natural fountain 
that, being a 30-minute walk from the nearest car park, sees far fewer 
visitors. At Daisy, the air was eggy with sulphur and the ground 
stained a rainbow of orange, green and blue by the constant flood of 
minerals. I was mesmerised. 

I pulled myself away to head further south, to Grand Teton National 
Park. In 1942 American landscape photographer Ansel Adams snapped 
a moody shot of the Teton range above Snake River, so it seemed 
appropriate that, when I saw the mountains the next day, the clouds 
obscured most of the view, only allowing fleeting glimpses. 

I didn’t mind the rainy weather; it was a good excuse to check out 
the human history of the park by visiting the Menor’s Ferry Historic 
District. Realising a passenger ferry across the river would be 
profitable, Bill Menor built one in 1894, along with a homestead and 
general store. It was a huge success, until a bridge rendered it 
redundant in 1927. However, the general store still operates, selling 
time-warp trinkets, sweets and cookies hot from the stove.

Surprise, surprise
A mining town and former staging area, Rock Springs may not be  
on the wishlist of many travellers, but it offers two fantastic 
diversions to a road tripper. The first is the Wild Horse Scenic Drive; 
around 2,500 wild horses roam free on a high plateau overlooking 
the city, and I felt the Mustang shake as a herd came pounding past. 
The second would be revealed to me by John Vase and Pat Doak, of 
Killpecker Tours, who are passionate about one thing: petroglyphs. 

Rock Springs sits beneath mountains where the Shoshone would 
rendezvous with other tribes, etching into the sandstone symbols 
of their encounters. “Look here,” said John, as we explored, “drawings 
of a baby elk within a bigger elk.” He pointed to a slit-like cave, its 
entrance sprayed with red paint: “We think this is a birthing tunnel.” 
He gestured at a rock that looked as though it had been clawed by  

a person in tremendous pain: “The birthing stone”. With fertility 
symbols rife John believes this was where women gave birth.

Wyoming’s final surprise was its capital, Cheyenne. I only stopped 
to grab some lunch, but then the Cowgirl Museum caught my eye. 
Inside I met historian Ben Hilsen, a Stetson-wearing cowboy with  
a greying moustache. He told me that his great-grandmother had 
come here from Sweden in the 1800s as this pioneering state was the 
first to give women the right to own property. Not only that, here is 
where sidesaddles were thrown out, trousers could be worn instead 
of skirts and, as early as 1869, women got the vote. 

“If you look at our state seal you’ll see it says ‘Equal Rights’,” 
explained Ben. “When we were trying to be recognised as a state by 
congress we were told we would have to repeal our suffrage law – but 
we wouldn’t. Our slogan was: we will remain out of the Union for 
another hundred years rather than come in without our women.”

Tales of the unexpected
It’s funny how the most unexpected stops can turn out to be your 
favourites. This had happened in Cheyenne, and again when I crossed 
my final border into Colorado, and the small city of Fort Collins – the 
Napa (or Yakima) of craft beer. Brewing started in 1995 with one man 
in his basement, which became the phenomenally successful New 
Belgium Brewing Company. On a tour, between tastings, I learned 
that 70% of a beer’s aroma is captured in its foam, and that flavours are 
added only at the end of a mixing/mashing process. More fascinating, 
though, was learning about the company’s set-up. Employees are given 
two six-packs a week; after a year of service, they’re offered shares and 
a custom cruiser bike, so most cycle to work. New Belgium also has its 
own private solar-panel farm – for every six bottles you buy, it 
guarantees that two were produced using renewable energy.

A slightly later than planned start saw me eager to let my Mustang 
loose on one final patch of wilderness – Rocky Mountain National 
Park. Before long I was on a trail, gawping at the aptly-named Emerald 
Lake while fish bobbed curiously near the surface and chipmunks 
and ground squirrels begged for food at my feet. Back in the car, 
Trail Ridge Road took me into the heart of the park, where yellow 
aspen trees splashed a shot of colour across the earthy autumn scene. 
I’d been advised to drive to the visitor centre and then turn back – left 
– to Denver, where my road trip would end. But I didn’t listen. At 
that fork, I made a right, and headed to the west of the park instead. 

At first I wondered if I’d regret these extra miles. But then I saw  
a line of cars near Timber Creek, so pulled over to investigate. 
There stood a moose, his antlers rising regally above the grass.  
To his left was a female, knee-deep in the watercourse, grazing on 
plants beneath the surface; when she raised her head, droplets fell 
from her chestnut beard. 

I’d made the right decision. I didn’t know what else my detour 
would bring, but then that was the whole point. So with a wide grin,  
I continued, the road bending around the corner ahead, perhaps 
leading to many more forks, to endless possibilities. 

‘The road took me into the 
heart of Rocky Mountain NP, 
where yellow aspen trees 
splashed a shot of colour 
across the earthy autumn 
scene and moose grazed’
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USA Road trip Footnotes

VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Washington DC
Population: 319 million
Language: English
Time: Four zones in the contiguous US, 
from GMT-5 (Eastern) to GMT-8 (Pacific)
International dialling code: +1
Visas: UK nationals require an Electronic 
System for Travel Authorisation (ESTA); 
these cost US$14; valid for two years. 
Apply at least 72 hours before your trip at 
https://esta.cbp.dhs.gov/esta.
Money: US dollar ($), currently $1.61 to 
the UK£. Tipping is expected.

When to go

■ Snow and road closures can make
travelling across national parks
impossible. Dec-Feb is good for Rocky
Mountains snow activities
■ Less crowded, some attractions may
be closed/have restricted opening.
■ More crowded but great for walking
■ Post-Labor Day: (first Monday of Sept)
crowds diminish – perfect for a road trip.
Temps still warm; fabulous fall colours.

Health & safety
No specific jabs required. Don’t

attempt backcountry trails unless able
to navigate well with map and compass.
Be bear aware: carry bear spray (esp in
Glacier NP); make noise as you walk; if
you see a bear, don’t run. Check for tick
bites after walking in long grass/forests.

Further reading
& information

Lonely Planet and Rough Guides offer
guides to the USA, the Pacific Northwest
and some individual states; Moon Guides
produces US walking and road trip guides.
www.discoveramerica.com –
Invaluable resource for trip planning
www.nps.gov – US National Parks Service

More
online

Visitwww.wanderlust.co.uk/152
for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦USA’swildest national parks
– issue 148
♦National parks inWestern USA
– issue 22
♦ 10 road trip ideas – online
PLANNING GUIDES
♦USA travel guide

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

WANDERLUST
21ST
ANNIVERSARY
ROAD TRIP 
ITINERARY
WASHINGTON
STAY: Hotel Five (Seattle; 
hotelfiveseattle.com) is close to the 
Space Needle and Monorail; it  
offers free use of bicycles. Doubles  
from $165 (£104).

Paradise Lodge (Mount Rainier NP; 
mtrainierguestservices.com) was built  
in 1916 and oozes period charm.  
Rooms from $120 (£76).

Cherry Wood B&B (Yakima Valley; 
cherrywoodbbandb.com) offers stays  
in luxury teepees and the chance to 
soak under the stars in the outdoor
bathhouse. Teepees $245 (£154).
EAT: The 5 Point Café (Seattle; 
the5pointcafe.com) serves good 
burgers and beer 24 hours a day. 

DRINK: Head to Silver Lake Winery 
(silverlakewinery.com) and Cultura 
(culturawine.com) to sample two very 
different local wines.
BUY: A Seattle City Pass ($64 [£40]; 
citypass.com/seattle) covers access to 
the main museums, a boat tour on Puget 
Sound and a trip up the Space Needle.
MORE INFO: visitseattle.org, 
experiencewa.com 

IDAHO
STAY: The Wallace Inn (Wallace; 
thewallaceinn.com) is suitable for
a stopover. Doubles from $84 (£53).
EAT: The Fainting Goat (Wallace; 
faintinggoatwinebar.com) offers tapas 
and a self-serve wine tasting bar.
DO: Paddle from Coeur d’Alene with 
ROW Adventures (rowadventures.com), 
which offers a range of half- and full-day 
trips, as well as cycling tours along old 
railway lines nearby.
MORE INFO: visitidaho.org

MONTANA
STAY: St Mary Lodge and Resort 
(glacierparkinc.com) has cabins with 
mountain views and great access to 
Glacier NP. Cabins from $240 (£151).

THE TRIP

Getting there
British Airways (0844 493 0758, 

ba.com) offers daily direct flights from 
London Heathrow to Seattle (10hrs) and 
Denver (9.5hrs). Fares from £635 return.

Getting around
To make it a truly classic US 

roadtrip, hire a Ford Mustang. Hertz 
(0843 309 3099, hertz.co.uk) offers  
14 days’ Mustang hire for £639, based 
on collection in Denver and including 
one-way drop-off charge, unlimited 
mileage, taxes and charges.

Cost of travel
Petrol is much cheaper in the

US than the UK; expect to pay around 
$4 (£2.50) a gallon. Fuel for this
4,800km roadtrip cost around $375
(£236). National park entry is $20-25 
(£13-16) per car, including all
passengers. If visiting several parks,
invest in an Annual Pass ($80 [£50]), 
valid at all parks, for a year.
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C’mon Inn (Bozeman; cmoninn.com/
bozeman) is a Midwest chain hotel. 
Doubles from $109 (£69).
DO: Visit the Museum of the Rockies 
(Bozeman; museumoftherockies.org), 
home to a treasure trove of dinosaur 
bones discovered in the mountains. For 
more dino-thrills, try the Two Medicine 
Dinosaur Center (www.timescale.org).

WYOMING
STAY: Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel 
(Yellowstone National Park; 
yellowstonenationalparklodges.com) 
is a great place to watch elks bugling. 
It also off ers excellent Lamar Valley 
Wildlife evening tours available from 
$61 (£39). Doubles from $90 (£57).

Jackson Lake Lodge (Grand Teton; 
gtlc.com/lodging) has cabins, cafés 
and a glass-walled lounge with 
unrivalled mountain views. It also 
runs remote horseback tours for all 
levels (from $45 [£28]) – recommended. 
Doubles from $269 (£170).

Homewood Suites (Rock Springs; 
homewoodsuites.com) is well placed. 
Doubles from $109 (£69).

Windy Hills Guest House (between 
Laramie and Cheyenne; 

windyhillsguesthouse.com) overlooks 
Curt Gowdy State Park; sit in a hottub, 
watching deer feed and owls hoot. 
Bliss! From $149 (£94).
DO: Killpecker Tours (killpeckertours.
com) runs passionately guided tours of 
the petroglyphs outside Rock Springs. 
From $100pp (£63).
MORE INFO: rmi-realamerica.com

COLORADO
STAY: Armstrong Hotel (Fort Collins; 
thearmstronghotel.com) is on the 
main street, with a jazz bar below 
and a coff ee shop next door. Doubles 
from $129 (£81).

Golden Leaf Inn (Rocky Mountain 
NP; goldenleafi nn.com) is a lovingly 
restored old house with great views 
and even better breakfasts. Doubles 
from $157.50 (£99).
EAT: Fort Collins Brewery 
(fortcollinsbrewery.com) serves good 
beer and locally sourced food.
DO: Visit Fort Collins (visitftcollins.com) 
to enjoy its organic food store, 
independent boutiques and coff ee 
shops. Also tour New Belgium Brewery 
(newbelgium.com) – booking essential.
MORE INFO: colorado.com
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From the rearview mirror
 (clockwise from top) 

Kayaking on Coeur d'Alene, 

Idaho; the bike-friendly 

brewery in Fort Collins; 

checking out dinosaurs in the 

Two Medicine Dinosaur 

Center, Montana; walking the 

rugged tundra in Rocky 

Mountain National Park; the 

cowboy boots that line 

Cheyenne’s streets
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H
ave you been inspired by Wanderlust’s 

Stateside adventure? The ultimate US road 

trip isn’t as out of reach as you might think, 

especially on Grand American Adventures’ 

Ultimate Transcontinental journey. Small group 

specialists and experts in the Americas, Grand 

American Adventures will take the winner cross 

country – fusing cultural sights with natural wonders, 

from the Gold Coast to the eclectic south, through 

the Rockies and the wilderness of Alaska. 

You could experience all this, and you won’t even 

have to worry what side of the road to drive on: Grand 

American Adventures will be behind the wheel.

Key sights
Given that it’s called the Florida Keys, it’s no 

surprise that the southern state’s archipelago is 

From Miami to Anchorage, Grand American Adventures’ 56-day Ultimate 
Transcontinental is the adventure of a lifetime, and you could be part of it…

your gateway to North America. Touch down in 

Miami, then begin your exploration on the state’s 

southernmost tip, Key West – an island of 

palm-lined streets, candy-coloured conch houses 

and a laidback attitude – and neighbouring Key 

Largo. Explore the winding creeks and look out for 

the abundant marine life: expect to spot eagle 

rays, sea turtles and sharks navigating the reefs, 

wrecks and the warm Gulf Stream.

Once you’ve unlocked the Keys, head inland to 

the Everglades. American crocodiles are large, shy 

and rare reptiles, but head into this subtropical 

wilderness aboard an airboat and you may spot 

them hiding amid the mangroves. They aren’t the 

only rarities either; a visit to Manatee Springs State 

Park offers the chance to see the endangered West 

Indian manatee in its natural habitat. 

Southern gems
The USA’s southern states are all about diversity, 

and in New Orleans a hodgepodge of European, 

Creole and Cajun traditions exudes from every 

street corner, sizzling dish and musical note. Soak 

up the ambience of the French Quarter, take a 

cruise along the immense Mississippi and listen 

to first-class jazz.

Travel icons abound in Texas. See where JFK 

was shot in Dallas before picking up Route 66 and 

heading for Amarillo, home to the popular Cadillac 

Ranch – bring some spray paint so you can tag the 

cars buried nose-down in the sand. Then there’s 

Arches National Park, Utah, the adventure 

playground of the south-west, with its confounding 

collection of sandstone formations, from 

pinnacles and spires to more than 2,000 arches.

the ultimate American 
roadtrip, worth £6,000 WIN



Competition

Radiant Rockies
Traversing the Rocky Mountain states of Colorado, 

Wyoming, Montana and Idaho really shows off the 

immensity of the west. Begin in Grand Teton, with 

its 65km of peaks, amid 1,255 sq km of 

wilderness. There are few better places to go 

peak-bagging, keeping an eye out for yellow-

bellied marmot, bison and coyotes as you go.

Yellowstone NP is home to waterfalls, geysers 

– including the regularly erupting ‘Old Faithful’ – 

and animals as wild as they come: wolves and 

grizzlies. If bears are your thing, Glacier NP is the 

park for you. Comprising 26 glaciers and over 

4,000 sq km of alpine lakes, it’s ideal for close (ish) 

encounters of the grizzly or black kind.

Border hopping 
Stay in the Rockies, but nip over into Canada: just 

over the border are Waterton Lakes and Banff 

NPs. The former is known locally as ‘the land 

where the prairie meets the mountains’, a varied 

expanse of lake-filled landscapes and ruby-red 

canyons. Canada’s first national park, Banff is 

even more picturesque. Pick from 1,600km of 

trekking trails, dip in hotsprings, hop in a kayak 

and admire alpine lakes, including dazzling Lake 

Louise. From Banff, head off along the Icefields 

Parkway, a 232km road trip that takes you into the 

Canadian Rockies, finishing in magical Jasper NP. 

Four times the size of the UK with only a tenth of 

the population, British Columbia is a haven for the 

outdoor explorer – from the urban ski playground 

that is Whistler to the charm of Victoria. In Yukon it 

gets wilder still. Enter the territory via Watson Lake, 

keeping a  lookout for the majestic northern lights.

Amazing Alaska
Continung through mountains and gold rush towns, 

you'll re-enter the US via Wrangell-St Elias NP. This 

is a place for the daring: you can walk along 

glaciers or clamber up vertigo-inducing ice walls 

here. If you prefer to let someone (or something!) 

else do the work, Denali NP, with its peaks and 

wildlife, offers river rafting and dog-sledding.

At the end of the road sits Anchorage. It’s the 

biggest city in Alaska but you’re never far from 

nature: moose meander along the main streets, 

bears live on the outskirts and beluga whales 

inhabit Cook Inlet. It’s a fitting end to a quite 

incredible, spectacular journey.

For more information go to www.grandamericanadventures.com

How to enter
Grand American Adventures is offering one 
lucky Wanderlust reader the chance to win a 
one-of-a-kind 56-day roadtrip across the USA 
and Canada, including flights from London. To 
enter, simply answer the following:

Q: Which Scottish-born naturalist helped 
set up America’s National Park system

a) William Roy 
b) John Muir
c) John Logie Baird

To enter, and for full terms & conditions, visit 
www.wanderlust.co.uk/competitions or send 
your answer, name and contact info on a 
postcard to the Wanderlust office (address p2). 
Closing date for entries is 1 January 2015. State 
‘no offers’ if you’d rather not be contacted by 
Wanderlust or the sponsors.
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Within the vastness of Russia sits 22 tiny federal 

republics, enclaves where minority peoples – 

from meadow redheads to Europe’s last pagans 

– cling to their traditions. But with what success? 



Russia
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Russia

rain number 054 left
Moscow’s Kazansky Station
bound east for the Middle
Volga’s unheralded
republics. The night train
was lively. Four noisy men
drank vodka and played
cards in one compartment;
two mothers barely
contained boisterous
infants in another.
Throughout a fitful night’s
sleep I was aware of passing
stations and shadowy
moonlit forest.

The next morning, 750km later, we disembarked at Cheboksary –
but I knew little about my destination. The Russian Federation
incorporates 22 federal republics. Some are better known for the
wrong reasons, such as Chechnya. And you may have heard of
Russia’s latest acquisition, the Republic of Crimea?

I’d joined a pioneering small-group trip to six of these republics
clustered around the River Volga’s lowlands, west of the Urals. I’d
heard of Tatarstan but Chuvashia, Mari El, Udmurtia, Mordovia and
Bashkortostan remained mysteries. Ivan the Terrible brought them
into Russia’s fold when overcoming the warlike Tatars in the 1550s. He
established a series of forts along the Volga to guard Russia’s borders
across the lands of these minnow minorities; they were eventually
subsumed into the Russian Empire and, over time, forgotten.

Yet now they seem extra relevant given the prevailing crisis of
Russia’s intervention in Crimea and eastern Ukraine. If this

current bloody mess is a precursor of how Russia might rule its 
republics I wondered what life must be like for those already
assimilated? Are they subjugated people yielding to Russia’s
power? Or thriving ethnic diversities with cultural and religious 
freedom? Only one way to find out.

The master brewers
At Cheboksary, capital of Chuvashia, we were greeted by Chuvash 
women dancing to accordion music in white dresses sewn with
breastplates of coins. All very faux. But Tamara Vorobieyeva, our 
waiting Chuvash guide dressed in an embroidered scarlet kaftan, 
possessed the engaging enthusiasm of an explorer making first
contact with a strange tribe. Tourists are a novelty here.

We were soon touring Cheboksary with excitable Tamara yielding 
her microphone like a Gatling gun. She explained that Chuvashians 
speak a Turkic language courtesy of the Bulgars who settled here 
around the eighth century before dispersing. Over time they mixed 
with the neighbouring Mari (more of them later) and were duly
invaded by the Mongols before federating with Russia in 1552 for 
protection. They surrendered their paganism for Orthodox
Christianity but, Tamara insisted, joining Russia was a matter of 
preservation rather than colonisation.

She said that 68% of the republic remains indigenous Chuvash 
while the remainder are ethnic Russians plus myriad minorities 
such as Ukrainians and Tatars. Trying to piece together this
region’s complex cultural casserole would prove as challenging
as solving a Rubrik’s cube only using one hand.

Cheboksary sits alongside the Volga, a river so wide that the
opposite bank was barely visible. The city’s landmark is
a 46m-high statue called Mother the Patroness, a sort of

Open arms
(clockwise from this) 

The Mother the 

Patroness welcomes 

you to Cheboksary; 

a man of the forest 

harks back to the area’s 

pagan traditions; 

Mari El’s version of 

St Basil’s cathedral is 

still under construction; 

the main square of the 

Mari El republic’s 

capital Yoshkar-Ola; 
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greeting at 

Cheboksary station
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‘Yoshkar-Ola has become 
a city of architectural 
preposterousness that 
makes Dubai seem like 
a paragon of modesty’
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Chuvashian Christ the Redeemer. Otherwise Cheboksary 
retains a Soviet legacy I’d fi nd common throughout these republics, 
with trolleybuses, solid neo-classical tenements and broad 
boulevards named after Lenin and Marx: “We haven’t got around 
to changing the street names,” off ered Tamara.

Hearteningly, she felt Chuvashia was well represented inside 
the Russian Federation. “We’re happy being part of Russia. We 
have our own national congress and our language is taught 
alongside Russian,” she said. 

Chuvashia’s cheeriest statistic is providing R
its hops. The Chuvash are prodigious beer-bre
Chuvash culture you’re more likely to be off er
tea,” said Tamara. It duly fl owed during lunch
costumed dancers returned to perform a Pyth
dance that saw me eventually engaged in a tra
kissing ceremony. I took one for the team.

The pagan survivors
There was barely time for a third (or was it 
fourth?) glass before we departed for our 
second republic that day, Mari El – which 
sounded more like a fashion magazine. It wa
a 94km drive north through pine lands to its
capital, Yoshkar-Ola.

Mari El National Museum contained 
artefacts and costumes relating to the 
Mari, a Finno-Ugric people who share 
a linguistic heritage with Finns and 

Estonians. The museum guide, Nastia, said they were recorded 
migrating west from the Urals back in the sixth century. With 
600,000 Mari remaining, they’ve long been a vulnerable minority 
so they too ceded to Russia. Nastia, raven-haired and dark-eyed, 
explained that it’s impossible to say how a true Mari looks because 
over centuries they’ve mixed with Russians and Tatars. 

Yet the Mari remain the last true pagans of Europe. Recent 
photos showed karts (shamans) in birch groves practising the 

ri tr itional religion that, according to Nastia, still 
the forests. “Every village has a kart. I have 

d the ceremonies and the energy of our off erings, 
ng animal sacrifi ces, travel up sacred birch trees 
spirits above,” she said. 
e the museum, Svetlana Maimina was waiting to 
ound Yoshkar-Ola. “Are you Mari?” I ventured. “No, 

m Jewish,” answered the English tutor with an accent 
fted from the streets of Brooklyn. She insisted 
he’d never been to America; I vowed to quit 
guessing ethnicity. “My parents are Ukrainian-
Jews who migrated here after the Second World 
War,” she said. “I’m one of many minorities in 
Mari El among the Russian majority but I’ve 
never experienced anti-Semitism.” 

We began our tour – which was totally 
unexpected. Yoshkar-Ola has become a city of 
architectural preposterousness that makes 
Dubai seem like a paragon of modesty. “Ten 
years ago three adjectives could be applied 

Rich culture
(left to right) Tatarstan’s 

oil wealth has helped 

fund its spectacular 

night fountains and 

recently completed 

Kremlin mosque; the 

vibrantly coloured 

Medovy Spas festival in 

Udmurtia; (below)

Nastia, our guide 

museum guide at Mari 

El National Museum
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to Yoshkar-Ola – boring, boring, boring,” quipped Svetlana.  
“Now, whatever architectural style you want to see you’ll find.” 

Neo-Lego meets Disneyland is one description of Yoshkar-Ola’s 
showy rebuilt centre. Amid the abundant building cranes were  
a newly rebuilt replica Kremlin, a scaled-down fake of Bavaria’s 
Neuschwanstein Castle and a part-finished St Basil’s cathedral  
that was awaiting its golden domes. A fantasy Venetian  
clocktower was animated by a mechanical Jesus and the Apostles, 
while the pseudo-Gothic waterfront along the unfortunately  
named River Kokshaga resembled Bruges. 

Totally flabbergasted, I asked how Mari El could afford this 
theme-park makeover. Svetlana smiled and shrugged: “They say our 
president looked out of his office window and didn’t like the view.” 

The easy-going oil-men
There’s no mystery surrounding the wealth of Tatarstan, the largest 
republic we were visiting. Eastern Tatarstan overflows with oil and gas.

It was a 160km drive south to its capital, glittering Kazan, Russia’s 
third-largest city, home to 1.3 million people. Kazan’s darker-haired 
occasionally eastern-looking Muslim Tatar majority seemed to bear 
the most cohesive identity to date although our excellent Tatar 
guide, Rezida Mukhametzyanova, warned against stereotyping. 
“We’ve no particular look as we’re a mixture from Europe and Asia,” 
she said. Appropriately the word ‘Kazan’ translates as cauldron. 

From Bulgar origins around the eighth century, the insatiable 
Mongolian horde assimilated these Tatar lands around 1230.  
The Kazan Khanate arose in 1438 but their persistent raids upon 
Russia hacked-off the tetchy Ivan the Terrible who conquered  

and subjugated the Tatars in 1552. The concept of Tatarstan  
re-emerged as a Soviet Socialist Republic within the USSR in 1922. 

Kazan’s doughty survivor from 16th-century turbulence is the 
World Heritage-listed Kremlin, originally a tenth-century hilltop 
Tatar citadel, later refortified by Ivan. Inside its chunky white-
washed walls, protected by circular turrets topped with roofs 
resembling witches’ hats, is a glorious synthesis of Russian  
Orthodox and Islamic architecture. 

The Kremlin’s most dazzling structures are barely 100m apart. 
Recently completed is the serene Qolsharif Mosque. Lofty  
needle-thin minarets ascend 58m above a central turquoise cupola;  
within a marbled interior, a 1,200kg Bohemian crystal chandelier 
illuminates Koranic verses and geometrical designs prominently 
featuring tulips. Adjacent is the 16th-century Cathedral of 

‘Ethnic Udmurts had come 
from all over the republic to 
celebrate the festival of 
honey. Their costumes were 
vividly bright: pea-green,
sky-blue and sunny yellow’
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Annunciation, its powdery-blue and golden onion-shaped
domes recently restored after Soviet neglect. Here, I walked in on a
service. Black-robed priests with swinging thuribles of smouldering
incense moved among a congregation facing the gilded iconostasis.

Rezida said both structures were completed simultaneously to
show Tatarstan’s evenhandedness in religious matters. “All
religious persuasions live in harmony,” she said. “There is no
animosity between Christians, Muslims and Jews, or radicalism.
I am under no pressure to wear a hijab.”

Such easy-going secularism can be sensed at night along
Kazan’s cosmopolitan and celebrated Bauman Street. Here, we
sat in a people-watching café, listened to buskers, watched
illuminated fountains and indulged in chak-chak (fried sugary
dough) and other Tatar snacks.

The meadow redheads
From Kazan we advanced eastwards by rail to the Republic of
Udmurtia. From the train’s surprising American diner buffet-car
that served trout and mashed potato, we watched as pine forests
and rolling monocultures of wheat in jet-black soil slipped by.

On arrival, Izhevsk, Udmurtia’s principal city, didn’t look too
promising. This grey place was closed to foreign visitors during
Soviet times because of its arms manufacturing; its most

famous citizen was Mikhail Kalashnikov of AK-47 notoriety who 
died here in 2013. An enormous concrete arms factory near our 
hotel bore Soviet decorations such as the Order of Lenin, 
presumably for services to wanton destruction. 

Our guide was 20-year-old Maria, an ethnic Russian student who 
seemed perplexed as to why tourists would want to see Udmurt 
culture. Udmurts make up only 30% of Udmurtia, she told us; the 
majority are Russian. Called the ‘meadow people’, they are a Permic 
tribe who migrated westwards from the Urals centuries ago, also 
with a language similar to Finns and Estonians. “How will I recognise 
Udmurts?” I asked. “Oh, they have very red hair,” Maria replied. 

Maria guided us out into the countryside, to Ludorvai’s open-air 
ethnological museum. This reconstructed traditional village 
glossily projects an idealised impression of Udmurt existence: all 
well-appointed log cabins, saunas and bee-keeping. The museum 
guide wore traditional dress adorned with coins that looked 
familiarly Chuvashian. She was called Zangari. “It means little 
flower,” she said. “But that’s my work name. I’m really called Olga.”

The Udmurts seemed to be the most assimilated culture yet. 
Zangari-née-Olga explained why: “During Soviet times village life 
was collectivised so Udmurt culture became very Russian. 
Nowadays parents want their children to learn Russian so our 
language is being spoken less.”

Drinking in history
(clockwise) Flags in 

Chuvashia; cat 

sculpture in Mari El; 

sampling the beers in 

Chuvashia; souvenirs 

in Saransk, Mordovia; 

a statue of Lenin in 

Mari El along with its 

Venetian clock tower 
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However, Medovy Spas saved the day. By luck, this annual 
festival of honey was being hosted at the museum, and ethnic 
Udmurts had come from all over the republic to celebrate it. Their 
costumes were vividly bright: pea-green, sky-blue and sunny yellow; 
many had red hair. Music and dance struck up, and honeycomb and 
moreish kumushka (honey liquor) was sold from the back of LADAs. 
The tannoy announced that a ‘group of English’ had come to visit, 
and soon we were having our photographs taken with dagger-
wielding Cossacks who’d dropped in from Krasnodar.

The leggy lovelies
Our restless journey continued south to Ulyanovsk, the staging 
post for two fi nal republics. Ulyanovsk had a pleasant park 
promenade hugging the Volga and an unashamed foot in the Soviet 
past. Every other statue was dedicated to its famous son, Vladimir 
Ilyich Ulyanov, aka Lenin. We visited his surprisingly bourgeois 
family home in a leafy neighbourhood, now an excellent museum. 

From Ulyanovsk we made a long day-trip to Mordovia where 
the capital, Saransk, proved a curate’s egg of sports stadiums, the 
residence of celebrated actor Gerard Depardieu (who grouchily 
defected from France for tax reasons) and a cathedral dedicated 
to St Fyodor Ushakov – quite incongruously, the patron saint of 
nuclear-armed strategic bombers. 

Like Udmurts, Mordvins are a minority in their homeland, 
assimilated into Russian culture. The Finno-Ugric Mordvins have 
been overrun by all and sundry: from Volga Bulgars to the Golden 
Horde and Tsarist Russia. A local Russian guide told us that 
Mordvins form two subgroups, Erzya and Moksha, and showed us 
pictures of their traditional dress – again, suspiciously Chuvashian. 
She also insisted that Mordvin women like wearing shorter skirts 
to show off  their beautiful legs. Researching this fact was fraught 
with all sorts of pitfalls.

The exiled heroes
I left Saransk none the wiser about what an ethnic Mordvin looked 
like. I fared marginally better with the Bashkirs, 14 hours east on 
a fi nal rail journey crossing two time-zones to Ufa, near the Urals. 
Bashkortostan’s native Muslim Bashkirs are closely allied to the 
Tatars. Following obligatory Mongol annihilation they too were 
vacuumed up by Mr Terrible. Large discoveries of oil have 
fashioned a fast-developing city sweeping away that past. 

Typical of the heterogeneity of these Middle Volga republics, our 
local guide, Vladimir, was quarter Belorussian, 50% Russian and 
quarter Ukrainian but spoke Bashkir and Tatar. He took us to an 
imposing bronze statue of Bashkir national hero, Salavat Yulayev, 
seated astride a rearing horse. Yulayev unwisely took on Catherine 
the Great during an uprising between 1773 and 1775. He was 
trounced. “Catherine had Yulayev’s ears and nose cut off ,” said 
Vladimir. “And worse,” he added, “she exiled him for life to Estonia.”

Near the statue several tourist yurts off ered refreshments 
such as kumis (fermented mare’s milk). “This is how Bashkirs 
used to live,” said Vladimir. 

Indeed, much of the culture I’d experienced across these 
republics was an echo of the past yet this engaging journey had 
taught me much. I still couldn’t tell apart the Mordvins, 
Chuvashians or Mari. But, despite Russia’s current seemingly 
aggressive nationalism, the multitudinous peoples of the 
Middle Volga seemed to exist in enduring harmony. 

‘The tannoy announced that 
a ‘group of English’ had come 
to visit, soon we were having 
our photographs taken with 
dagger-wielding Cossacks’



Russia Footnotes

VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Moscow 
Population: 142 million
Language: Russian, numerous 
indigenous languages
Time: Russia has 11 time zones. Moscow 
is GMT+4; Bashkortostan GMT+6.
International dialling code: +7
Visas: Required by UK nationals. VFS 
Global (http://ru.vfsglobal.co.uk) handles 
online applications; a single-entry visa 
costs from £82.40 (incl service charge).
Money: Rouble (RUB), currently around 
63RUB to the UK£

When to go

■ Late spring warms into pleasant
summers nudging 25ºC; July-Aug can 
see 30°C plus. Ulyanovsk has a colourful 
City Day on 12 June. Cheboksary’s 
National Day in late June. 
■ Winter temps often plummet below 
-10ºC with heavy snowfall. Tatar State
Opera, theatre and ballet in Kazan and
Ufa host a full programme.

Health & safety
Generally the Middle Volga is safe

and healthy. Don’t mislay your visa permit
(a separate sheet) as this will cause
difficulties with officialdom. Mosquitoes
are present but non-malarial. Keep an
eye on valuables during rail journeys; the
carriage provodnitsa (attendant) will lock
your cabin if you go to the dining car.

Further reading &
information

Russia (Lonely Planet; new edition 2015)
Lost Cosmonaut (Faber & Faber, 2007)
by Daniel Kalder – irreverent search for
new frontiers that visits Volga Republics.
Oblomov (Alma Classics, 1859) by Ivan
Goncharov, a classic by the Ulyanovsk
novelist about a lazy aristocrat.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

THE TRIP
The author travelled with Russian
and Eastern Europe specialist 

Regent Holidays (020 7666 1244, 
regent-holidays.co.uk) on its Pioneering
Russia’s Autonomous Republics Group
Tour. The 11-day trip departs on 10 August
2015, from £2,795pp. Price may vary and
is based on two sharing. Includes flights,
accommodation, sightseeing tours and
all transfers and transportation.

Getting there
BA (0844 493 0787, ba.com) flies

London Heathrow-Moscow from around
£140 return; flight time is around 3hrs, 
45mins. EasyJet (easyjet.com) flies 
Gatwick-Moscow from £34.99 one-way.

Alternatively, take the train. 
London-Moscow takes two days, with 
various route options; see seat61.com.

Getting around
Russia has an excellent, punctual,

good-value railway service; tickets at
www.russiantrains.com. Travelling in 
four-berth second-class sleeper carriages,
with access to a dining car, is a comfy 
way to cover vast distances. The author’s
trip included: Moscow-Cheboksary
(13hrs; £69), Kazan-Izhevsk (7hrs; £36)
and Ulyanovsk-Ufa (14hrs; £33).

Cost of travel
Prices subside as you head into

wider Russia. A decent double room
should be less than £50pn. Main meals
out cost around £5-10; 750ml beer, £2,
1 litre of water, 75p (vodka is cheaper!).

Accommodation
Hotel Cosmos (hotelcosmos.ru)

is a Moscow behemoth trading on Soviet
nostalgia. Modest B&B doubles from £45
– good value for Moscow.

Hotel Regina na Peterburgskoy (Kazan;
+7 8433 292 7602) has a great location
and stuffy rooms. B&B doubles from £50.

Hotel Park Inn (Izhevsk; parkinn.com/
hotel-izhevsk) is a chain hotel but it’s swish
and modern. B&B doubles from £93.

Hotel Goncharov (Ulyanovsk;
goncharov-hotel.ru, in Russian) is a smart
townhouse, a 20-minute walk from the
city centre. B&B doubles from £57.

Hotel Iremel (Ufa; iremelhotel.ru) has
a dull location with a good Balkans
restaurant. B&B doubles from £77.

Food & Drink
A typical menu might be a salad

followed by soup, then a meat or fish dish
bulked out by spuds. Pirog is a meat-stuffed
pie; pelmeni are dumpling-like parcels.

Russians traditionally prefer black tea
but try kvass, a slightly fermented
malty-tasting rye drink.
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1Mother the Patroness (Cheboksary)
Chuvashia does Christ the Redeemer.

This 46m-high statue alongside the
Volga represents an open-armed mother
symbolically embracing the republic’s
spiritual values.

2The Other Kremlin (Kazan)
The only surviving Tatar fortress in

Russia today is a magnificent UNESCO
World Heritage walled complex of
16th-19th century buildings and the
sublime new Qolsharif Mosque (pictured).

3Ulyanovsk Loves Lenin
This Volga city pays homage to its

most famous son, but not just with a
huge collection of statues of the great

revolutionary but also the immaculately 
preserved house he grew up in. 

4Theo’s Cathedral (Saransk)
Resembling an enormous sky-blue 

and white wedding cake with vast 
golden domes, this cathedral was 
completed in Mordovia in 2006. It 
honours Russian Saint and admiral,  
St Fyodor Ushakov.

5Bashkir got a Bashing (Ufa)
Taking on Catherine the Great 

wasn’t perhaps Bashkir national hero 
Salavat Yulayev’s greatest idea. It 
ended badly but at least he’s 
magnificently immortalised in 
40,000kg of bronze astride his horse.
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T
urkey is central to the world as we know it. At

a cultural crossroads, spanning continents,

it has been a home to more than 30 known

civilisations over the millennia. Today, it continues

to be a land of immense historical richness,

spectacular geography and cultural vibrancy.

It is the home of sparkling turquoise seas and

towering mountains. It is the home of dark, intense

coffee and sweet Turkish delights. It is the home of

underground cities and long-distance trails, Whirling

Dervishes and Nobel Prize winners. It is the home of

ancient Troy and modern funky bars. It is the home of

unique experiences.

HOMEOF...
ACTION & ADVENTURE
Turkey is the perfect playground for adventure-

lovers. From whitewater rafting and canoeing to

diving, kite-surfing and caving, from cycling and

hiking to paragliding and hot-air ballooning, you will

be enthralled by what Turkey has to offer.

With 379 Blue Flag beaches, a warm climate and a

spectacular coastline that stretches for thousands of

miles, Turkey is ideal for watersports. Alacati, Cesme,

Foca and Bitez all offer excellent conditions for

wind-surfing. Diving has taken off too – thanks to the

clear, warm waters, where visibility of 30m is not

uncommon. Or you could paraglide across the

Oludeniz lagoon, mountain-bike through the wild

Koprulu Canyon or tackle the rapids of the Coruh

River, one of the fastest-flowing in the world.

Turkey has three official long-distance footpaths,

the Lycian Way, the St Paul Trail and the Abraham’s

Path – all abundant in spectacular scenery and ancient

history. Other cultural routes include the Evliya Celebi

Way, from near Istanbul to Izmir, and the Phrygian

Way, which traverses central Anatolia. Serious

climbers should explore Turkey’s rich interior and

mountainous east – or perhaps return for fantastic,

great-value skiing and snowboarding. Indeed, in

Antalya it is possible to ski in the Taurus mountains

and laze on the beach, both in the same day.

HOMEOF...
HISTORY & HERITAGE
Turkey is a country of unique cultural wonders, a

number of which adorn the UNESCO World Heritage 

List. Added to the list in 2014 were the ancient city of 

Pergamon and the city of Bursa (the Ottoman 

Empire’s first capital) and its village of Cumalikizik. 

Troy is perhaps one of the most evocative names 

in ancient history. Homer immortalised Troy in the 

Iliad, his tale of passion, betrayal and cunning; in 

recognition, a replica wooden horse stands at the 

Vast, diverse Turkey is a cultural heavyweight and dramatic adventure
playground that offers something for every traveller. And you could be
heading there yourself thanks toTheTurkishCulture& InformationOffice

WIN a trip to Turkey for two
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Competition

How to enter
The Turkish Culture & Information Office are 
offering one Wanderlust reader return flights for 
two, for an exciting three-night break to Istanbul, 
staying at Sub Karakoy, a boutique hotel in 
trendy Karakoy. To be in with a chance of winning, 
simply answer the following:

Q:How many UNESCO 
World Heritage sites  

is Turkey home to? 
1) 11
2) 12
3) 13

To enter, go to www.wanderlust.co.uk/
competitions or send your answer to the
Wanderlust office (address p2). The closing date is
1 January 2015. The prize must be taken by 30
November 2015, subject to availability and
exclusions. State ‘no offers’ if you’d rather not be
contacted by Wanderlust or sponsors. See
website for full terms & conditions.

site. The ancient city was reconstructed nine times,

and the Archaeological Site of Troy, a UNESCO site,

is home to remains that date back to 3000BC. 

Turkey is the home of many more venerable

sites. For example, there’s the City of Safranbolu,

renowned for its Ottoman houses; the huge stone

heads of Mount Nemrut; and the Neolithic Site of

Catalhoyuk, which has wall paintings regarded as 

some of humanity’s earliest artworks. Istanbul alone

is a treasure trove of historic masterpieces, its 

riches including the sixth-century Hagia Sophia,

the ancient Hippodrome of Constantine, elegant 

Topkapi Palace and the beautiful Blue Mosque. 

The year 2015 marks the centenary of the Battle 

of Gallipoli. Visitors can tour Gallipoli’s battlefields,

explore ANZAC Cove and the Ari Burnu Cemetery,

and attend the event that takes place on 25 April

each year to commemorate the Gallipoli campaign.

HOME OF...
UNIQUE LANDSCAPES
Turkey is scenically spectacular, with large areas of

unspoiled countryside providing wonderful natural

reserves for an extraordinary variety of wildlife, flora

and fauna. There are 180 mountains over 3,000m,

dotted with friendly villages, remote historic sites, 

glacial lakes and lush alpine meadows. For

example, the Kackar Mountains National Park is 

home to more than 2,500 varieties of plants, 160 of 

which grow only in the Kackar Mountains. 

With its otherworldly landscapes, rock-carved 

churches, underground cities and cave hotels, the

Cappadocia region offers a one-of-a-kind 

experience. Millions of years ago two volcanoes 

erupted with such force that in some places the 

once molten lava, or tufa, was up to 100m thick; 

over time, weather has sculpted the sensual

curves of the Cappadocian landscape, forming the 

pinnacles now known as fairy chimneys. It’s  

a paradise for outdoor activities – you can hike,

bike or horse-ride through scenic valleys. Or take 

a hot-air balloon flight – the region’s spectacular 

scenery and calm weather make it one of the 

world’s best locations for ballooning. 

Turkey’s Antalya region has been crowned  

the ‘Turkish Riviera’, a place of glorious beaches 

with a gorgeous green backdrop of pine forests. 

Beyond this lies a world of ancient ruins,  

plunging waterfalls and dramatic canyons, just 

waiting to be discovered.

For more information, call 0207 839 7778 or visit www.gototurkey.co.uk
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abercrombiekent.co.uk
01242 850 669

You dream the adventure. We’ll show you the map.

Adventures don’t come off the shelf. A dream journey is about you;  
your story, your experiences, your trip of a lifetime.

With insight gleaned from over 50 years in experiential travel, our own 
people, guides and contacts all over the world, we can make it a reality.

 Anything is possible.

http://abercrombiekent.co.uk
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MASTERCLASS

Become an instant expert 
with our travel know-how

Celebrating 
John Muir’s 

legacy
see p79

■ This month’s experts include: Responsible traveller Simon Pickup, p76 ♦ 

Valuable-hider Alex Robinson, p79 ♦ Kilimanjaro climber Henry Stedman, p80 ♦ 

Landscape lover Charlie Waite, p82 ♦ Health guru Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth, p84 ♦
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T
he phrase ‘sustainable 
tourism’ gets bandied 
about a lot these days, 
but what does it really 
mean? And how can 
you adopt the philosophy? 

If you want to go about transforming 
yourself from jaded tourist to responsible 
traveller, Wanderlust has the low-down...

What does being a 
responsible traveller mean?
Let’s be clear: we’re not talking about being 
aware of cultural faux pas – forget getting 
starkers in Machu Picchu or baring your

soles to a Buddhist for a moment. Whether 
you’re embarking on a luxury cruise or 
backpacking across Europe, this is about 
your responsibility to the planet: think CO2 
emissions; reusing towels; conserving water 
and energy; supporting local communities; 
recycling your waste, to name a few. 

Being responsible is about making a positive 
impact on a destination; bringing benefi ts to 
local people and not running down natural 
resources. “It’s essentially giving more than 
you take,” explains Ben Lynam of the Travel 
Foundation (thetravelfoundation.org.uk), a 
charitable organisation that works with the 
industry to encourage sustainable practises.

But where do you begin? Start by putting 
some thought into your trip – before you go, 
during, and even when you get back home. 

Before you travel
Researching your travel company is 
imperative advises Simon Pickup, 
Sustainable Tourism Manager of ABTA 
(www.abta.com): “Any business that’s 
serious about sustainability will be giving 
this agenda space on their website. Speak to 
them and ask about their approach and how 
they vet their products.” 

Greenwashing is rife in the travel industry, 
with many companies professing to be 

How to be a responsible traveller 
■  T h e  Wa n d e r l u s t  M a s t e r c l a s s
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Think local 
Using community 

based operators 

will feed money 

directly into the 

local economy
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eco-friendly just because their hotels
encourage the reusing of towels. However,
there are schemes, logos and initiatives you
can look out for to help you make good
choices. For example, the Rainforest Alliance
runs TOPS (Tour Operators Promoting
Sustainability), a global platform for tour
operators who are committed to responsible
practises. By joining TOPS, companies
commit to improving their own standards
and the standards of the people they work
with. Other initiatives include the Global
Sustainable Tourism Council (gstcouncil.
org), the international body for establishing
and managing sustainable tourism standards.

If you’re booking independently, consider
all aspects of your trip. Look for airlines that
incorporate biofuels or offset your carbon
emissions, such as Virgin Atlantic’s Change
Is In The Air programme, which funds
projects from biomass stove projects to
large-scale wind farms.

Your accommodation choices also have
a big impact on your environmental
footprint. Staying in locally owned and run
places ensures money goes directly into the
community. That said, some chains have
solid sustainable policies. Look for
properties that are part of a scheme,
such as the Hotel Energy
Solutions toolkit,
a UNWTO-led project to
help hotels reduce their
energy consumption.

Equally as important is
finding out about where
you’re going. Consult
guidebooks, the web and travel
magazines (like Wanderlust!) to
understand what pressures your chosen
destination is facing – such as water scarcity
or child poverty. For more info, visit
makeholidaysgreener.org.uk – a Travel
Foundation-run website offering expert tips.

On your trip
“Think local,” says Ben. “Meet local people,
eat local food, hire local guides and use
local transport.” Look for opportunities to
give back to the community, such as
choosing a homestay over a hotel, joining

a cookery class or volunteering at a village 
school. When you visit attractions, do so 
sensitively; favour icons where some (or all) 
of the entrance fee goes towards future-
proofing the site.

Respect local cultures too, stresses 
Simon: “Dressing appropriately is the 
obvious one – but be mindful of other 
elements too, such as taking photographs.” 
For more information, read our ‘It’s quite easy 
to be a terrible traveller’ article [issue 151].

Back home
Acting responsibly doesn’t end when you 
unpack your suitcase. If you promised gifts 
to people you met abroad, keep those 
promises. You could donate to a programme 
that supports the community you visited. 

Most importantly, send feedback to  
your tour operator – if they are worth  
their salt, any tips on how they can improve 
their sustainability should be gratefully 
received; the next person to travel with them 
will hopefully have an even more eco-friendly 
experience. As Taleb Rifai, Secretary-General 
of the UNWTO (United Nations World 
Tourism Organisation; unwto.org), says: 
“Sustainability is not a zero sum game; it is  

an ongoing challenge and an 
unconditional paradigm for all 

tourism development.”

But why bother 
changing my 
travel habits?
“Tourists have a shared 

responsibility to protect the 
planet and its people," explains 

Taleb. In a world of finite resources, 
using local transport, donating to local 
projects and buying local goods support 
other countries, preserving them for future 
generations. Without this, you may find one 
day that you can’t revisit some of your 
favourite destinations.

“Although we might wish for a holiday by 
the pool, this doesn’t share the benefits of 
tourism with the local community,” adds 
Ben. Travelling responsibly will mean  
a better deal for local people – and a better 
trip for you and your descendants.

THAILAND’S GREEN 
CHAMPIONS
The annual Thailand Green Excellence Awards 
recognise organisations that have supported 
sustainable tourism in Thailand and helped to 
preserve its natural and cultural resources. This 
year’s winners are photographed here with Her 
Royal Highness Princess of Thailand Ubol 
Ratanarachakanya Siriwatanaphanwadi. For more 
information, visit www.thailandgreenawards.com. 

Category: Animal Welfare

Winner: Soi Dog Foundation (soidog.org)

From its shelter and hospital in Phuket, this 

charity has neutered more than 70,000 animals, 

aiming to humanely reduce the stray population, 

as well as eliminate rabies.

Category: Community-Based Tourism

Winner: The Sarojin (sarojin.com)

This five-star resort has launched the Sarojin Khao 

Lak Community Fund. It supports local projects 

and now offers non-touristy excursions for guests.

Category: Nature, Maritime & Heritage 

Winner: Soneva Kiri (soneva.com/soneva-kiri) 

The Soneva Kiri’s 2% carbon levy on rooms  

has raised $5.5million to put towards 

biodiversity projects.

Category: Volunteering

Winner: Andaman Discoveries 

(andamandiscoveries.com)

As well as offering authentic travel experiences. 

Andaman regard volunteering – teaching, 

helping communities – as essential to the 

long-term rehabilitation of post-tsunami Thailand.

Category: Special Award

Winner: Elephant Hills (elephant-hills.com)

Maintaining mahout culture and operating 

sustainably is a challenge – but Elephant Hills 

has risen to it, treating both its animals and 

employees with care and respect.

‘Simple things such as using public transport, 
donating to local conservation projects and buying 
local products can help support a community’

Top tip
Bringing home local gifts for 
loved ones is a great way to 

support a community, but make 
sure you know what you’re 
buying – you don’t want to 

inadvertently buy something 
that’s illegally traded 

or endangered.
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What about him? He’s been dead for ages!

It may have been 100 years since the ‘Father
of the National Parks’ last walked around
Yosemite – he died in December 1914 – but
John Muir’s legacy is very alive. Hailed as the
founder of modern conservation, Muir’s
tireless campaigning for the preservation of
America’s wild landscapes changed global
attitudes towards wildlife protection.

But really, how much impact did he have?

Well, the Scottish-born naturalist petitioned
the US Congress to pass the National Park Bill,
which established the Yosemite Valley and
Sequoia Forest as protected parks. In doing
so, Muir pioneered the American wilderness
preservation movement. Also a keen geologist,
Muir overturned popular thinking by
proposing the theory that glaciers (not
earthquakes) shaped the Yosemite landscape.

How did he manage that?

He dedicated his time to observing life in the
wild and brought a new understanding of
nature’s fragile complexity to both the

1You are your own best

hiding place

Be inconspicuous. Don’t look

like a well-heeled foreign

tourist when you’re out and

about. Dress down; if

possible, dress local and

dress like you’ve nothing

worth stealing.

2Keep expensive gear

out of sight

When you’re not using your

posh camera or phone, keep

them in a modest bag, not

draped round your neck. If

the bag looks overly new,

scuff it a little before you

leave home.

3Consider a money belt

These can be great,

especially on long journeys.

But don’t use the belt like

a wallet – use it like a safe.

Having a wallet for small,

everyday transactions will

make the wallet the target

of possible theft, not the

money belt.

4Use the room safe

for valuables

If there isn’t one, keep

your money, documents

and your emergency credit

card in your drawers – your

dirty drawers, in your

laundry bag, at the bottom

of your locked luggage.

No one will want to go

there, unless they’re

really desperate.

5Be music savvy

Use bud earphones,

not those bright, chunky

Dr Dre’s. Keep that iPod

or iPhone in your bag

while it’s playing, or in

a zip pocket.

Tips supplied by Alex Robinson,

whowrites Footprint’sBrazil

andBelize guides and Bradt’s

Bahia guide.www.

alexrobinsonphotography.co.uk

public eye and to the academic world. This
led him to develop inspired models for 
tailored, and effective, conservation efforts.

Did this just happen in the US?

Nope! News of his passion for protecting
landscapes travelled across the pond. 
Inspired, the John Muir Trust (www.jmt.org)
was established in the UK. Today it protects
and restores wild sites in the UK, including
Ben Nevis and parts of the Isle of Skye. 

So how can I mark the man?

For a challenge, hike the 340km John Muir
Trail through the Sierra Nevada mountain
range, visiting breathtaking Yosemite, Kings
Canyon and Sequoia National Parks en route.

Sounds great, but anything in the UK?

Certainly! The 215km John Muir Way 
opened earlier in 2014 to commemorate the
100th anniversary of Muir’s death. It 
traverses the width of Scotland, stretching
from Dunbar on the east coast (where Muir
was born) to Helensburgh on the west.

JohnMuir
■ I n s t a n t E x p e r t

KEEPING
VALUABLES
HIDDEN

■ 5 - s t e p g u i d e t o . . .
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Top tip
Scotland’s John Muir Way

has ten sections, which
can be completed on foot,

bike and (some sections) by
horse. For route info, see

johnmuirway.org.

Walkers welcome 
The Onion Valley is 

the start of your trek 

through California’s 

Inyo National Forest 
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Q
I’m just back from an
year-long trip and I’m
struggling to get back

into life at home. I feel really
down. What can I do?
WB, by email

A
The longer you’ve been

away, the longer it takes

to settle, and a big trip can

leave you low for up to 18 months.

Try to link up with other travellers.

Post your experiences on a blog or

forum (try www.wanderlust.co.uk/

mywanderlust). Focus your energy

on making a great photobook of

your trip. Pursue your interest in an

activity or culture you enjoyed

while overseas.

If your symptoms are bad speak

to your GP. The best cure is probably

planning the next trip, and finding

a challenging, interesting but

well-paid day job to fund it.

Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth,

Wanderlust health expert

Q
I love taking street
photography, but
always feel a little

awkward. How can I get over this?
Rob, by email

A
If you are nervous about

photographing strangers

on the street it’ll show in

your body language and crucially in

the photos you take. You will draw

attention to yourself and destroy

a natural moment: the essence of

street photography. In reality most

people are not aware of being

photographed or not that bothered

– unless you make eye contact or

are clumsy in your approach.

A
It’s an amazing time for

herbivores in the City of

Light, with a dozen

veggie dining spots opening in

the past two years.

Perhaps the biggest news is

celebrated chef Alain Ducasse’s

announcement that he’s shifting

his focus toward the vegetable

universe. If you’re pulling out all

the stops, reserve a table at the

Michelin-starred chef’s

eponymous restaurant at the

Plaza Athénée – a once-in-a-

lifetime experience. Start with

locally grown quinoa, seasonal

roots, mushrooms and quince,

followed by hazelnut-studded

vegetables grown in the potager

of the Château de Versailles. The

menu changes monthly; when

making your reservation, explain

your food preferences and you will

be graciously accommodated.

ASK THE 
EXPERTS
The best new dive spots, beating the post-trip blues, climbing 

Kili, overcoming street photographer’s shyness and how to go 

veggie in Paris – our experts answer your travel queries...

Essentially you have to believe 

that you are half invisible. This 

might sound absurd but if you 

approach street photography like 

this, it helps considerably. Find  

a camera, preferably a small one 

that you understand, and always 

try to use a standard lens, that sees 

as the eye sees. Using a long lens 

or zoom is fine but often denotes  

a nervousness about getting close 

to people. Consider how badly you 

want to take photos where people 

are prominent and adapt your 

approach accordingly. 

This is because street 

photography does not necessarily 

require people: evidence of people, 

even shadows and all sorts of 

objects, are just as valid. The best 

street photographers photograph 

what interests them and quite 

often people are not prominent or 

the main reason for the image.

The best photographers do not 

want to create obstacles, they are 

discreet and subtle but when 

necessary respectful. Sometimes 

the photograph does not happen 

but seeing potential moves you

onto the next opportunity.

David Gibson, author, The

Street Photographer’s Manual 

(Thames & Hudson) 

Q I’m vegetarian and I’m 
going to Paris for a big 
anniversary – will it be 

difficult to find good veggie 
food? And is there somewhere 
veg-friendly we can go for  
a really special meal?
A Hawthorne, by email

THE EXPERTS

DAVID GIBSON
Author, The Street Photographer’s 

Manual; gibsonstreet.com

AURELIA D’ANDREA
Parisian & author of 

Vegetarian Paris

BETH TIERNEY 
Author of Diving the World and 

founder of SeaFocus.com

HENRY STEDMAN 
Author and director of Climb 

Mount Kilimanjaro Ltd; www.
climbmountkilimanjaro.com
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An equally exquisite choice for 

an unforgettable meal is l’Arpège. 

Can’t secure a reservation? Try 

Macéo or Verjus, which make a real 

effort to cater to veggie clients. 

Aurelia d’Andrea, Paris-based 

author, Vegetarian Paris 

(Vegetarian Guides Ltd)

Q What are the best new 
up-and-coming dive 
destinations? I want to 

go diving somewhere a bit 
different, with fewer people! 
P Browning, by email

A 
Finding unusual diving 

regions can be  

a challenge, as you’ll have 

to consider your budget carefully. 

The best off-the-beaten-track 

destination has to be Papua New 

Guinea; you’ll never encounter 

another boat or compete for space 

on the reef there. It’s long haul, and 

pricey, but the diving is superb.

Also consider Indonesia – but 

head away from the hot centres of 

Manado and Bali (both are 

fabulous but discovered) and 

catch a flight on to West Papua. 

Both the Raja Ampat islands and 

the Spice Islands are delightful. 

Closer to home, the Red Sea is 

a perennial favourite for good 

reason. However, you could try 

Jordan – the diving is similar, but 

the area is so much quieter and 

it’s very affordable. Oman is now 

gaining popularity (but not people) 

and has great summer diving.

Beth Tierney, author, Diving the 

World (Footprint)

Q What's the best route 
to go up Kilimanjaro?
John, by email

A
There are six main routes 

up Kilimanjaro and each 

has its own charms and 

disadvantages. The Marangu 

Route, for example, is the only one 

where you sleep in huts rather 

than in tents. Machame is the most 

popular route (a little too popular

Simon Clifford, Product Manager
at tour operator Exodus Travels
(exodus.co.uk), explains the
allure of visiting Russia

for many trekkers) while, at the 

other end of the scale, Umbwe is 

famously the hardest trail and as  

a result the quietest route. Then 

there’s Rongai, which is the only 

one that starts on Kilimanjaro’s 

northern slopes; and Lemosho, 

which starts on the western side, is 

the longest and, in my opinion, also 

the most beautiful. 

Personally, however, I prefer the 

quieter routes that take you away 

from the crowds, so my favourites 

tend to be those ‘unconventional’ 

routes devised by tour operators 

such as our own Unique Rongai or 

Alternative Lemosho Routes.

Henry Stedman, author, 

Kilimanjaro: The Trekking Guide to 

Africa’s Highest Mountain 

(Trailblazers), is one of the many 

speakers at the Adventure Travel 

Show (17-18 Jan, London Olympia, 

www.adventureshow.co.uk)

WHY RUSSIA? Churchill once called Russia ‘a riddle wrapped in

a mystery inside an enigma’. This is still true today. But the only

way to really understand this huge, mysterious nation is go there.

You’ll find a land of surprisingly friendly locals, stunning museums

and a history so long and huge that it’s hard to comprehend.

IS IT SAFE? Yes, the nation’s involvement in the recent conflict in

Ukraine cannot be denied, but Moscow and St Petersburg are

perfectly safe and a very long way from the border. Organised

crime is an issue, but it rarely affects locals. Pickpocketing is an

issue, but it’s no worse than you’d find in cities such as Barcelona

and Rome, just keep your wits about you.

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK: Moscow and St Petersburg are packed

full of iconic landmarks, but why not visit one of the smaller

cities. The ancient, peaceful city of Veliky Novgorod has its own

impressive medieval Kremlin and cathedral. It’s also easy from

here to get out and explore the countryside of peasant farms,

monasteries and wooden dachas.

DON’T MISS: Moscow’s metro system was built to be an instant 

icon of the USSR. Every station was like a museum in its own 

right, lavishly decorated with Soviet art, chandeliers and stained 

glass – just avoid rush hour!

■ I n s i d e r s ’ G u i d e  t o . . .

RUSSIA

Clear blue sea
Finding an 

uncrowded diving 

spot can be a chore

‘The best off-the-beaten-track destination
for diving has to be Papua New Guinea; you 
will never encounter another boat or
compete for space on the reef there’
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TAKE
BETTER
TRAVEL
PHOTOS

W
hen I founded 
the Landscape 
Photographer 
of the Year Awards 
back in 2006, 
I was already aware 

that many people shared my passion for 
photographing the British landscape; eight 
years on, the enthusiasm has exceeded even 
my expectations. This year, the competition 
is being held in association with VisitBritain 
which is giving a special prize for the best 
image taken by an overseas entrant. This 
image, of Winnats Pass in the Peak District 
National Park by Sven Mueller from 
Germany, is the winner.

Britain’s national parks provide such 
rich photographic possibilities, with the 
Peak District off ering the softer limestone 
scenery in the south and the dramatic 
gritstone in the north. The light is often at 
its best as weather fronts pass over and the 
forecast is changeable, so make sure that you 
are prepared for the odd shower and look 
out for the stunning cloud shadows that 
drift across the landscape.

The book that accompanies the awards, 
Landscape Photographer of the Year: 
Collection 8 (AA Publishing, £25), is out now. 
An exhibition of the winning entries will be on 
display at London Waterloo from 1 December 
to 31 January. See www.take-a-view.co.uk

Landscape 

photographer

and awards

founder Charlie Waite

explains what makes 

a winning shot...

1 Explore the edges
When framing your picture, it is easy to focus 

on the central subject. Run your eye around the 

edge of the frame, as Sven has, to ensure that 

there are no distracting elements.

2 Consider the sky
Experiment with horizons. Sven’s image 

follows the rule of thirds, composing his picture 

with two thirds land and one third sky – it’s a 

good rule to follow,  but if the sky lacks drama, it 

can sometimes be better to exclude it altogether.

top tip
If you are pleased with 

a photograph you have taken, 
print it out straight away. 

You have invested creativity
and emotion in your 

photography; don’t just
leave it sitting on a hard

drive for years.
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3 Get up early
An early start can mean you are in the right 

place for those magical moments when the dawn 

sun pierces the cloud.

5 Draw the eye
A lead-in line, such as a path or road, allows 

your viewer to visually travel to the focal point of 

your image and makes them feel more involved.

4 Add some scale
Foreground interest adds a new plane that 

can provide a depth of fi eld and sense of scale 

that would otherwise be absent.

6 Light matters
To get a balanced exposure that matches 

more closely what his eye would have seen, Sven 

has set his camera on a tripod and taken three 

frames one after the other: one exposure for the 

shadows, one for the mid-tones and one for the 

bright areas and has merged these on his computer.
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E
bola is big news.
And the headlines
are full of doom
and gloom: the
mortality rate for

the 2014 outbreak is said to be
as high as 95%; scaremongers
talk of the disease spreading,
of cases escalating exponentially.

This disease is certainly
a killer. Few diseases are so
deadly, and it is tragic for those
living in parts of West Africa
where resources are limited.

However, in reality Ebola
carries around a 50/50 chance
of survival, especially if good
care is accessed. Also, the
virus is not easily passed on:
health workers and those
dealing with the dead bodies
are most at risk, as
transmission is via close
contact with bodily fluids.

So Ebola should be
monitored, but ordinary
travellers needn’t be concerned
for their own safety. Indeed,
there are other diseases you
need to know about, that pose
a greater danger…

companies work hard to keep
one step ahead of a very slippery
foe. Current vaccines usually
contain antigens against four
strains. Immunisation against
pneumonia is worth
considering; it protects for life.

2. HIV
What is it? Untreated human
immunodeficiency virus
infection leads to failure of the
body’s defences so that
infections, including TB, may
overwhelm, kill the sufferer –
and spread TB too.
Why is it worse than Ebola?

It is currently incurable. It can
be present in someone for
many months without
symptoms. Stigma means that
perhaps 20% of sufferers do
not attempt to find out if they
are infected; undiagnosed
individuals are most likely to
transmit the disease.
How to prevent it:

Celibacy or safe sex. Treatment
not only improves survival
but also reduces infectivity by
more than 90%.

3. West Nile virus
What is it? Originally a
relatively mild illness spread by
night-biting mosquitoes in
Africa, Israel and France, it
became more virulent in the
1990s causing encephalitis with
a 10% risk of death. It has now
spread into much of the US.
Why is it worse than Ebola?

It’s spread by mosquitoes,
which don’t read keep out
signs. Some survivors are
left with permanent
neurological deficit.
How to prevent it: Bite
prevention – wear long loose
clothes (perhaps impregnated
with EX-4); use repellents.

FIVE DISEASES
WORSE THAN
EBOLA FOR
TRAVELLERS

1. Influenza
What is it? Every year new kinds
of influenza evolve and
virologists fear the emergence
of a flu that is as deadly as the
1918-1919 outbreak – which
infected 500 million people.
Flu causes fever and aches
but can develop into
pneumonitis, life-threatening
inflammation of the lungs.
Why is it worse than Ebola?

It is airborne and very common,
with the potential to mutate
into deadlier strains. Even the
‘benign’ strains kill quite often,
especially those who are
pregnant or elderly. Treatment
of severe influenza is
‘supportive’. Venovenous
extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation may be used – this
is a lung-bypass technique only
available at specialist hospitals.
How to prevent it: Annual
immunisation – pharmaceutical

Beyond Ebola
The current Ebola outbreak is spreading panic – but it’s not

themain disease that travellers should beworrying about

when journeying abroad, saysDr JaneWilson-Howarth

TRAVEL
CLINIC

with Doctor Jane+

Mapping the risk
Ebola isn’t the only 

disease that travellers 

should be aware of
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4 E. coli 0104:H4
What is it? E. coli inhabits our 
bowels but it is promiscuous, 
assimilating toxin-producing 
genes that commonly cause 
travellers’ diarrhoea but can also 
code for haemolytic uraemic 
syndrome and multi-organ 
failure. Other variants produce 
a cholera-like disease with 
severe dehydration.
Why is it worse than Ebola? 

The 2011 outbreak in Germany 
(traced to sprouted Egyptian 
fenugreek seeds) killed one in 
eight sufferers; some survivors 
needed kidney transplants.
How to prevent it: Peel it, boil 
it, cook it or forget it. 

5 Norovirus
What is it? Severe airborne 
gastroenteritis.
Why is it worse than Ebola?  

It is one of several very 
common airborne viral 
infections that threaten all who 
travel; three million UK 
residents are hit by norovirus 
annually, and countless others 
suffer on their travels. It can 
kill, especially those who are 
very young, frail or have 
longstanding medical 
conditions. There are between 
300 and 800 norovirus deaths 
in the US each year, with the 
mortality being highest when a 
new strain has emerged. 

Rotavirus is similar, causing 
140,000 cases in under-fives in 
Britain annually; 18,000 end up 
in hospital. Globally, rotavirus 
causes about 500,000 deaths 
every year. 
How to prevent it: There is a 
vaccine against rotavirus but it 
can only be given to infants, in 
the first three months of life. 
Airborne viruses are hard to
avoid but hand-washing helps.
 
Dr Jane Wilson-Howarth 

survived a plague outbreak in 

Nepal and is currently immunised 

against flu and rabies. 

Sporadically she posts blogs at 

www.wilson-howarth.comAl
am

y

‘Ebola should be monitored, but there are 
other diseases that ordinary travellers need 
to know about, that pose a greater danger’

YOUR 
QUESTIONS 
ANSWERED
How do people become  

infected with Ebola? 

It is likely that Ebola’s natural hosts 

are forest animals, especially fruit 

bats; people are most likely to 

become ill if they eat wild animals 

that are found ill or dead. It is also 

spread from human to human with 

intimate contact with the fluids 

(blood, secretions, excreta, semen, 

etc) of an infected person. People are 

not infectious until they’ve become 

unwell. There is no airborne spread.

What are typical symptoms? 

Two to 21 days after contact with an 

ill person’s body fluids, victims will 

experience a sudden onset of fever 

with profound lethargy, muscle pain, 

headache and often sore throat. This 

is followed by vomiting, diarrhoea 

and a rash, and sometimes bleeding 

gums and other signs that the body’s

ability to control bleeding is failing.

What is the treatment? 

Two vaccines are in development. 

Meanwhile, treatment is ‘supportive’ 

or experimental. Patients are often 

dehydrated so even intravenous 

fluids improve survival chances.

What do I do if I am travelling  

to an outbreak area? 

Read. Know the facts and the current 

situation. Reconsider your plans – 

not because you may be at risk but 

because of the logistical challenges 

of entering a region in crisis. Men 

who have recovered from Ebola still 

carry the virus in their semen for up 

to seven weeks so practise safe sex.

What do I do if I’m returning 

from an outbreak area? 

Buy a thermometer, monitor your 

temperature and go to a GP if it 

rises above 38.5°C or if you feel 

unwell. Remind the doctor where 

you’ve been. Symptoms starting 

more than 21 days after you were in 

the risk region will not be Ebola. 

Should people travelling to 

Africa be worried? 

No. Africa is a huge continent and 

currently most cases are in Sierra 

Leone, Liberia and Guinea. Ordinary 

travellers shouldn’t be at risk.
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Spaces are filling fast so book yours today, visit WWW.ADVENTURESHOW.COM or call 0871 230 7159
Seminar tickets are £40 and include entry to the Adventure Travel Show – please quote ‘WANDERLUSTMAG’ when bookin
Want to attend more than one seminar? Any additional seminars can be booked at only £20* each!
Calls to ticket hotline cost 10p per minute plus network extras *£20 seminar offer is only valid when booked in advance and in one transaction. This offer only applies to travel writing, photog p y g

TRAVEL WRITING, PHOTOGRAP
& FILM-MAKING SEMINARS
WITH
Would you like to fund your passion for travel? Want your work featured in the leading trav
media? Or maybe you would like to simply brush up on your travel documenting skills – eith
way, make your work as powerful as it can be with these informative and in-depth seminar
brought to you by the experts at Wanderlust magazine. Please see adventureshow.com for
seminar timetables and specific content.

Whether you want to start a career in travel writing, document your trips
for posterity or begin a blog - enjoy six NEW writing seminars that each
concentrate on different aspects of travel writing:

Introduction to Travel Writing
How to write journals, blogs and books, plus how to turn this
into a career or enjoy for your own satisfaction.

Pitching Your Article or Book
Compelling story ideas and angles, understanding what editor’s
want and how to structure your pitch.

Writing for Magazines and Newspapers
Discover different types of articles and how to structure them.

Blogging
Advice on blogs, how to attract an audience, software advice
and how to monetise it.

Getting Your Book Published
Includes practical ideas on finding an angle or niche, pitching,
and finding the right route for you.

Making Money from Your Travels
The various options available to monetise your travel writing.

Please note, seminars are limited to 25 people per session.

Whether you are a complete beginner, intermediate or an
advanced photographer - this is your chance to take your
travel photos to the next level.

These three NEW photography seminars offer a mixture of informative
lectures and open group discussion, giving you the chance to question
the experts themselves and develop your creative photography skills.

Photographing People
Do you feel awkward taking photographs of people? Renowned
photographer Paul Harris will advise on how to meet, greet and
get photographs you can be proud of.

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

Telling Stories
The nuts and bolts of telling a story through your images -
whether landscapes, people or other types of subject.

Level: Intermediate/Advanced

The Tech Dome
The practicalities of photography, this will help you improve your composition,
lighting, exposure, kit wishlist, and the basics of post-production.

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

Please note, seminars are limited to 25 people per session.

PHOTOGRAPHY
SEMINARS

Filming has become a huge part of the documentation of adventures,
whether that be for your own personal travels, a charity challenge to raise
awareness or even a major sponsored expedition. In this NEW specialist
seminar join the filming experts as they share invaluable tips and advice
for budding adventure travel documentary makers including technique,
equipment, editing, storytelling and how to market your own films.

Please note, seminars are limited to 15 people per e io

TAKING PLACE AT

OLYMPIA LONDON
17-18 JANUARY 2015

ADVENTURESHOW.COM

NEWCONTENTFOR 2015!

http://adventureshow.com
http://adventureshow.com
http://WWW.ADVENTURESHOW.COM
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Sometimes a straightforward suitcase just won’t do. So we help you pick 

the perfect travel bag, for when you need more versatility from your luggage



We test out your essential travel kit, so you don’t have to…

Convertible luggage

SNUGPAK 
Subdivide Roller 
Carry-All £80

THE TEST: The Subdivide is an interesting 

concept. Part wheelie bag and part holdall, 

it has touches of rucksack too. 

With a retractable handle and two wheels, 

it can be pulled like a wheelie, though the 

rounded bottom makes it diffi  cult to stand 

upright. On its back it’s a classic holdall, with 

a large zipped compartment (great for packing 

in a hurry), two large straps and bungy cords 

for securing extras. However, it’s harder to 

carry as a holdall due to the wheels and frame. 

So why is this bag useful? Featuring 

a second zip, the bottom part of the bag is a 

separate compartment, so you can lock up all 

the items you don’t need till later and save the 

top bit for things you need to access quickly. 

There’s also a handy zipped section at the top 

near the wheelie handle for quickly stowing 

phones, pens, documents or chargers. 

The fabric feels robust though tougher zips 

would have been better for the main sections. 

It’s third-lightest on test (2.10kg), which isn’t 

bad for a 90L capacity. However, a detachable 

top section may have been more useful.

The verdict: A good price for a reasonably 

versatile, reasonably light bag, but some 

tweaks would have made it better.

IN BRIEF 

Features: ★★★★✩

Design: ★★★★✩

Carry options: ★★★✩✩

Ease of use: ★★★★✩

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

snugpak.com

PATAGONIA
Black Hole Duff el £110

THE TEST: The Black Hole is the only bag on 

test without wheels. Designed with climbers 

in mind – though still useful for travellers – 

it off ers the options of being handheld, 

shouldered or carried using back straps. 

Made from highly weather-resistant and 

durable fabric, and featuring a padded 

bottom panel, this bag should easily survive 

the attentions of an over-enthusiastic 

baggage handler or the rigours of being 

strapped to a Himalayan mule or overlanding 

vehicle. The main zip is heavy duty, lockable 

and covered with fabric.

It has a zipped external pocket, handy for 

those items you need to get to quickly. The 

main internal compartment has a capacity of 

120L. There is a mesh pocket for laundry or 

wet items that you want to keep separate.

There are grab handles at either end to 

enable you to pick it up quickly. Rucksack 

straps are padded for comfort but also fully 

and easily removable if not needed. 

Unsurprisingly – given that it lacks wheels – 

it is the lightest bag on test, weighing 1.15kg. 

The verdict: Lacking wheels, this bag may 

not be for everyone, but if packed carefully 

it is a great option for those heading on 

a supported multi-day trek.

IN BRIEF 

Features: ★★★★✩

Design: ★★★★★

Carry options: ★★★✩✩

Ease of use: ★★★★★

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

patagonia.com/eu

BERGHAUS 
Mule II 80 Wheeled 
Holdall £90

THE TEST: Berghaus has kept things really 

simple with its Mule II Wheeled Holdall. The 

bag uses a classic wheelie frame as 

standard, so can be rolled along when heavy. 

But it also has two wide straps that can be 

secured together and used to carry it over 

your shoulder or in your hands. 

Dispensing with any bells and whistles 

means that the space inside is impressive 

(80L). And, thanks to a single, heavy duty, 

lockable zip, you can pack this bag to capacity 

without having to worry about it bursting open 

at the check-in desk; also, compression straps 

hold everything together. Grab-handles at 

both ends mean it’s easy to pull off  the 

luggage carousel. Large zips tabs are handy 

and quick to fi nd. 

Weight-wise, it’s middle of the road, 

coming in at 2.45kg. It does suff er from a 

similar issue as the Snugpak, being harder to 

stand up when wheeling as the bottom is 

rounded. However, the fabric is designed to 

last, and the reinforced bottom should 

survive pretty rigorous handling.

The verdict: Proof that, if you don’t need all 

the extra features, simple can work well – 

and can come at a reasonable price.

IN BRIEF 

Features: ★★★✩✩

Design: ★★★★✩

Carry options: ★★★✩✩

Ease of use: ★★★★★

Value: ★★★★✩

Overall: ★★★★✩

berghaus.com
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How we did the test…
We asked manufacturers to submit luggage they felt were suitable for 
adventurous travellers, off ering durability, at least two diff erent ways 
of being carried/used and a low unpacked weight. From the 11 we were 
sent our editor, Phoebe Smith, took them out on the road to see which 
performed best. The six here are all ‘Wanderlust Approved’, with 
a Value Buy and Best in Test (for the overall best buy) being indicated. 

EAGLE CREEK
Morphus 30 £400

THE TEST: The versatile Morphus has six 

carrying methods. First, it’s a standard wheelie 

with an impressive capacity of 93L that’s full 

of lockable zipped compartments and easily 

compressed with straps. If you don’t want to 

wheel it, you can attach a strap and carry it on 

your shoulder instead. Need more room? 

Zip off  the top to create two separate bags, 

both with big capacity – one simple wheelie 

with no pockets (with a 93L capacity) and one 

feature-packed shoulder bag (91L); the 

shoulder bag also has concealed straps that 

turn it into a backpack. It’s largely user-

friendly: taking it apart is easy, but reattaching 

the two bags can be a little bit tricky.

It’s durable, with polycarbonate at the 

back and tough fabric on top, and the wheels 

are reinforced. Zips can be locked, though 

heavier duty ones on the wheeled section 

would be better. The whole case comes with 

a No Matter What Warranty that covers any 

damage, regardless of the cause. It is the 

heaviest on test (3.90kg), but with the many 

baggage options that is hardly surprising. 

The verdict: A truly versatile bag with a 

multitude of options – but you pay for them.

IN RI F

★★★

★✩

 ★★★★★

★★★✩

e: ★★★✩✩

rall: ★★★★✩

glecreek.com

OSPREY
Ozone Convertible 28 £180

THE TEST: For a bag with three diff erent 

carrying options, and a total capacity of 70L, 

the Ozone impressively hits the scales at just 

1.30kg – the lightest of all the wheelie luggage 

here. The wheeled frame is very light, easy to 

use and well positioned, so the bag stands up 

easily and the handle doesn’t get in the way. 

A zip at the back conceals well-padded 

shoulder straps and a hipbelt, so it can be 

used as a backpack. It’s the most comfortable 

conversion on test (though still better for 

short-term use). On the front is a zip-off  15L 

daypack, which features a padded sleeve for 

laptops/tablets and even two wand pockets, 

suitable for a waterbottle or small tripod. 

The main compartment is less spacious than 

others on test but is easy to access. The zips 

are lockable, but it would have benefi ted from 

being tougher, so you could fi ll it to capacity 

with more confi dence. Grab handles make it 

easy to pick up and a top zip pocket is handy 

for need-to-reach items. The fabric is suitably 

strong. Converting it is straightforward.

The verdict: Lots of options for a light weight 

and a good price; tougher zips would have 

made it perfect.

★★

★★✩

★★★★

★★★★

all: ★★★★★

preyeurope.

com

VANGO
Escape 60+20 £120

THE TEST: On fi rst glance, Vango’s 80L 

Escape looks like a fairly standard piece of 

luggage – but a closer inspection reveals that 

there’s a lot more to it. 

It can be wheeled, by extending the 

cleverly hidden-away handle; it can also be 

transformed into a rucksack, using the neatly 

concealed back straps. Due to the bag’s rigid 

construction, it’s not the most comfortable 

backpack, but for short-term use it’s OK.

There’s further versatility too. The front 

pouch zips off  to become a standalone 

daypack (20L); this has an organiser pocket 

and a padded sleeve for your laptop or tablet. 

The main wheeled compartment (60L) 

features a heavy-duty zip that is lockable and 

covered by a fl ap of fabric to stop it catching 

on luggage carousels. The bag is easy to 

convert, and both the daypack and the 

wheelie options are user-friendly. 

The fabric is suitably tough. Weight-wise 

it is the second-heaviest on test, at 3.25kg. 

Considering the number of features, it is 

well-priced.

The verdict: With a good range of carry 

choices at a good price, it’s only the weight 

that may deter some.

IN BRIEF

Features:★★★★★

Design:★★★★✩

Carry options: ★★★★★

Ease of use: ★★★★✩

Value: ★★★★★

Overall: ★★★★✩

vango.co.uk
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The vast, perilous Brahmaputra was
thought virtually unnavigable – but,

a brave new boat journey has just
opened up Assam’s remote, wildlife-

rich, culturally unique riverbanks

RIVER
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS MARTIN SYMINGTON

The

Wild



Assam, India



he Brahmaputra is 
like life itself,” 
declared Pamkaj 
Kumar Das,  
skipper of the  
MV Mahabaahu. 
“There are perils  
at every twist and 
turn, streams flow  
in from many 

sources, they separate and re-join, and reach the finality of the ocean 
in so many channels that we cannot say that any is the true path.” 

Blimey. I had climbed to the wheelhouse to ask questions about 
navigation, dredging and depth of draft. But this was India, so really  
I should not have been surprised by a sudden elevation of the prosaic 
to the mystical. “Yes, this is a mystic river,” chuckled Mr Das, 
uncannily reading my thoughts as he steered a careful course 
between driftwood and sandbanks under the eye of a marigold-
garlanded Ganesh, the elephant god revered as a mover of obstacles.

Perhaps the real miracle was that this understatedly plush, 
23-cabin river vessel – OK, let’s call it a cruise ship – was sailing 
these waters at all. Brahmaputra means ‘son of Brahma’, making it 
not only a rare example of a male river, but the offspring of none 
less than the creator of the universe. His lifespan begins in the 
glacial womb of Mount Kailash on the Tibetan plateau and ends in 
the Ganges delta on the Bay of Bengal. In between, the 
Brahmaputra hurtles through the Himalaya before spilling on to 
the broad plains of Assam where, come monsoon time, he turns 
savage. There are frequent reports of villagers drowned in  

writhing torrents, and every year this season leaves behind an 
altered riverscape: islands changed in size and shape; unfamiliar 
currents surging through unseen depths and shallows.

“You could say we have taken a leap of faith,” said Sanjay Vasu, the 
Delhi-based mountaineer-turned-entrepreneur who has pioneered 
the Brahmaputra’s first cruising route. Sanjay had the Mahabaahu 
(meaning ‘mighty arms’, as a synonym for the river) purpose-built in 
Kolkata; in 2012 he sailed her up through Bangladesh to Assam. Here 
he persuaded the government to dredge and maintain a 2.5m-deep 
navigational channel, in return for a stake in the project. Now, during 
the placid period between October and April, the Mahabaahu cruises 
the Brahmaputra, providing a completely new way to experience the 
cut-off, far north-eastern state. There is not, nor has there ever been, 
a river journey remotely similar anywhere in India.

The wide pink yonder
My February journey began with a flight from Kolkata to the little 
airport at Jorhat in eastern Assam. From here the Neemati Ghat 
boarding point was 20 minutes away via a dusty jeep track through 
dun-coloured fields of harvested rice stubble. The five-deck, 
55m-long Mahabaahu looked a bit out of place, roped and bridged by 
a gangplank to a crunchy sand spit in the middle of nowhere. 

My fellow passengers on the week-long downstream journey to 
Guwahati, Assam’s biggest city, were an affable bunch of Australians, 
Americans and Europeans. Sanjay was aboard too, because he still 
felt the need to keep a close eye on his new venture. So were ebullient 
young Payal Mehta from Mumbai, a professional naturalist hired to 
help us with the wildlife, and her erudite Keralan colleague Shatzil 
Khan in the role of cultural interpreter. M
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Plain beautiful
(clockwise from this) 

Bishwanath Ghat  

pokes through the 

Brahmaputra 

floodplain at low tide; 

passengers on the 

Mahabaahu’s  
prow; villagers at  

a Mishing settlement 

on Majuli Island;  

(previous spread)  

At dusk, the skipper  

of Mahabaahu finds  

a sandy island and drops 

anchor for the night
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Sleeping giants
(from left to right) 
Pilgrims worship at the 

temple of Kamakhya in 

Guwahati; asleep or 

meditating? A holy  

man in Guwahati; 

clipped tea bushes at 

the Kaliabor estate
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At the first chink of dawn we sailed off into the wide pink 
yonder. I found it tricky getting my head around the vastness of the 
Brahmaputra, 14km wide in places, and ‘braided’ – it splinters into 
streams that meet again, forming islands. Our first stop, Majuli, gives 
some idea of the staggering scale. The island has more than 200 
villages, a population of around 50,000 and can be up to 70km long.  
I say can be, because it waxes and wanes; every monsoon flood leaves 
behind a fresh puzzle of banks and sandbars.

The people of Majuli are of the Mishing tribe. Nobody knows for 
sure what their ethnic origins are, but they are thought to have come 
from the mountains of what is now Tibet and northern Burma, and 
are famed as followers of a bewildering Vaishnavite sect that broke 
away from Hinduism in the 15th century, rejecting the strictures of 
the caste system. They bury their dead, speak a scriptless language, 
and worship the blue-faced, multi-armed god Vishnu at strange satra 
(monasteries) – some for celibate monks, others for whole families.

“I am as much a foreigner here as you are,” whispered Shatzil as we 
sat in the arcaded courtyard of Kamalabari Satra while priests in 
white robes staged a Matia Khora devotional performance, 
frenetically pirouetting while pounding goat hide drums with 
tamarind sticks. Next, Shatzil did his best to navigate us through the 
cultural minefield of a satra where we were welcomed by young, 
mischievous-looking monks who grow their hair long, wear lipstick 
and dress as girls. At a third satra, whose temple is fashioned as  
a giant rearing cobra, monks pay obeisance to the deity by smoking 
cannabis (though not in front of tourists).

Life on the riverbank
Back afloat, I slipped into a more languid mode, watching river life 
unfold as we sailed downstream. At times it felt as if we were on  

a tea-coloured sea, so wide was the river, but more often the
buoy-marked navigation channel weaved between sandbars or
stayed close to the banks. Ours was not the only craft on the water:
permanently ahead was the tug-like, government-operated survey
vessel with sonar and GPS, checking that the channel was safely
dredged; near the bank, fishermen flung nets from naukas, wooden
canoes that look like dugouts, but are actually made of joined planks.

The floodplain was brown and the horizon blurred by haze at this
time of year, in contrast with the autumn when expanses of green
rice paddy unfurl northwards towards snowcapped Himalayan
peaks. “It is prettier then, but the wildlife is at its best right now,”
Payal enthused as she trained her binoculars on an arrowhead of
ruddy shelducks winging over the surface. Earlier, we had watched
long-limbed adjutant storks standing metre-high and majestic
between dips of their beaks into glistening mud.

For me, the Gangetic dolphins were more of a marvel. According to
Payal, because the water level is lowest at this time of year, they
congregate for protection – which is why we encountered so many
schools (or possibly the same schools repeatedly) that they almost
ceased to be a novelty. Frequently we’d see just a few grey backs arcing
in a series of ripples, but sometimes I was close enough to glimpse
a barracuda-like beak with tiny teeth and dots for eyes. About two
metres long, they are almost entirely blind and hunt by echo-location.

Further west the dusty flatness of the floodplain gave way to green
tangles of jungle and the glossy red leaves of silk cotton trees. This
was the cue for the Mahabaahu to anchor and groups of us to putter
along the bank in the ship’s two motorised tenders. Once we got
excitingly close to a family of small-clawed river otters whose holts
were hidden among the exposed roots where the bank had been
undermined. Another reward for travelling in the low water season. �

�
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Experience

NORTH EAST

INDIA

From taking part in a sacred ceremony in
Varanasi, to sitting down to the best
homemade curry you’ll ever eat in the Pink
City of Jaipur, take on a real life experience.

New brochures, new adventures

Call 0845 287 1172 
intrepidtravel.com

1,000 trips.  

100 countries.

We know 

so you know.

Our specialists help you travel further.
Get the inside story on India with Audley.

01993 838 330 audley.co.uk
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Kaziranga National Park. 

Two thirds of the 

world’s one-horned 

rhinos call it home.

http://traveltheunknown.com
http://audley.co.uk
http://www.intrepidtravel.com


Star attraction
By this time we were sailing along the southern fringes of Kaziranga,
one of India’s great national parks and by far Assam’s most popular
tourist destination. Our morning in the park was the most eagerly
anticipated shore excursions, and faithfully delivered the highlights
for which this vast swathe of grassland, marshes and forest is famed.

An early-morning convoy of elephants was waiting for us. We
clambered on, two of us per mount, and swayed off into the dawn
mist. In cahoots with their mahouts, they seemed to know exactly
where to find the star attractions, Indian one-horned rhinos. So
critically endangered are these creatures that the 2,300 or so in
Kaziranga make up about 70% of the world population. The
elephants’ practised senses picked out with ease a flank of grey
armour here or a horn pointing out of a thicket there, and we
would amble up to within a few metres of them.

Next, on a jeep safari, we looked out for wild buffalo (tick), swamp
deer (tick) and boar (tick), all the while hoping against probability

for a flash of tiger (no tick). I am thrilled to have been to Kaziranga,
but in truth this was no more than a taste. I promised myself I’d
come back one day and immerse myself properly in this exquisite park.

The ways of the water
In between cultural and wildlife-spotting sorties, life on board was
supremely relaxing. The Mahabaahu is beautifully appointed with
luxurious cabins, a sauna and even a small outdoor pool. And
thankfully, it is run with none of the stiffness sometimes associated
with cruises. Meals, for example, were easy-going, sociable buffets
where guests mingled with staff such as Payal, Shatzil and cruise
director Neena Morada, a raconteuse to be reckoned with as well as
being Sanjay’s sister-in-law.

I found that I could spend ages attuning to the changing moods
of the river from the top deck, or watching the continuous opening of
folds of water at the bow. Evenings were especially magical. Because
our direction was westwards, the setting sun seemed to guide us

‘Our morning in Kaziranga NP faithfully delivered 
the highlights for which this vast swathe of 
grassland, marshes and forest is famed as well as 
its star attractions: Indian one-horned rhinos’

Pointed vantage
Spotting rare Indian 

one-horned rhinos from 

elephant back in 

Kaziranga NP

�
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Village Ways

http://www.villageways.com


downstream, marking the way with a slender golden path on
which the survey vessel ahead burned like a huge floating ember.

The whims of silt and currents made progress unpredictable, so
some overnight spots were not pre-ordained. Instead, the skipper
would choose a bank or island where we would moor and come
ashore, sometimes for a barbecue and beers round a campfire. After
a night on sandy Luitmuch Island, I walked through scrub spiked
with acacia bushes and fields worked by yoked bullocks, to a remote
Mishing settlement of stilted, thatched huts protected by wooden
stockades. To say that somewhere feels untouched by the modern
world sounds like the hoariest of travel clichés. Here (give or take
a few solar panels) it was true.

I was beginning to appreciate just how remote from officialdom
much of Assam is, which is much as it was in the time of the Raj.
The British were latecomers, not arriving till the mid-19th century
after it was discovered that conditions here were perfect for
growing the Camellia sinensis shrub whose fragrant infusions

were becoming wildly popular worldwide. They helped themselves
to swathes of the fertile Brahmaputra valley and soon Assam was
under British rule and virtually synonymous with Indian tea.
However, in contrast with much of India at the time, the remoter
reaches of Assam remained beyond their influence.

The era of planters and their milky memsahibs on verandas
tinkling with G&Ts was easy to conjure at the Kaliabor tea estate
near our penultimate stop, Silghat town. I ambled through neat rows
of tea bushes cropped short – at this time of year – like little
porcupines. Nowadays the plantation belongs to an absentee Indian
landlord in Delhi and the colonial bungalow is no longer a home, but
the walls are still decorated with framed photos of the Eyton-Jones
family who left in the 1960s: lawn tennis in long skirts; sailor-suited
rides on a baby elephant for a child’s birthday party.

Back to real life
Guwahati, where the Mahabaahu dropped final anchor, plonked us
abruptly back into the sensory overload of contemporary India:
buzzing auto-rickshaws and merchants yelling behind fairy-lit stalls;
smells of sandalwood and holy cow dung; a dapper young man at the
counter of his Mother Teresa Computer Shop.

The main attraction in this city of more than a million is the
Kamakhya temple where I joined throngs worshipping the tantric
power of goddess Sati. The gory spectacle of a sacrificial goat being
beheaded with a sword on a blood-crusted stone altar was
a disquieting final image after the tranquility of my river journey.

Starting my long trip home, I reflected that on the entire journey
down the Brahmaputra we had seen no other passenger boat nor,
except in Kaziranga, a single tourist. One day this river might
become like the Nile, but for the moment the mighty arms of
Brahma’s son embrace few indeed.

‘The setting sun seemed
to guide us downstream,
marking the way with
a slender golden path
on which the survey
vessel ahead burned like
a huge floating ember’

�

Guided tour
The survey vessel helps 

navigate Mahabaahu 

towards the sunset
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Assam, India Footnotes

VITAL 
STATISTICS
State capital: Dispur (part of Guwahati) 
Population: 32 million
Language: Assamese, Bengali, Bodo; 
English widely understood
Time: GMT+5.5 
International dialling code: +91
Visas: Required by UK nationals. 
Complete the form at http://in.vfsglobal.
co.uk, then either post documentation to 
the Central Visa Application Centre in 
London, or visit one of the Indian 
consulates around the UK in person. 
A multiple-entry tourist visa valid for six 
months costs £92.20. 
Money: Indian rupee (Rs), currently around 
Rs98 to the UK£. There are ATMs in Jorhat,
Sivasagar and Guwahati. Onboard 
expenses can be settled by cash or credit 
card at the end of the journey.

When to go

■ Dry, sunny and increasingly warm as
monsoon approaches. Landscapes 
progressively parched; horizon hazy. 
Water levels fall. Best time for wildlife.
■ Monsoon season – no sailings.
■ Green and lush, high water levels, little
rain, clear views to the Himalaya. Warm
during the day; nighttime temperatures
drop to about 18°C.

Health & safety
Be vaccinated against diphtheria,

polio, tetanus, typhoid and hepatitis. Drink
only bottled water. Keep an eye on Foreign
Office advice if venturing into any of the
north-east states other than Assam.

Further reading &
information

Northeast India Handbook
(Footprint, 2010)
River Dog: A JourneyDown the
Brahmaputra (Little, Brown, 2002),
by Mark Shand
www.incredibleindia.org

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

 Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

THE TRIP
The author travelled with 
Mountain Kingdoms (01453 

844400, mountainkingdoms.com), which 
off ers the week-long up- or downstream 
sailing between Neemati Ghat (near 
Jorhat) and Guwahati from October to 
April. An 11-day tailormade itinerary 
including stays in Kolkata (Calcutta) 
before and after the cruise costs from 
£2,150pp based on two sharing a cabin; 
this includes all meals (not drinks) on 
board, excursions, internal fl ights and 
transfers. International fl ights cost extra.

The Brahmaputra cruise also forms 
part of Mountain Kingdoms’ 17-day group 
itineraries in March and November; these 
include, variously, Darjeeling, Bhutan and 
the Golden Triangle. Flight inclusive 
prices from £3,590.

Getting there
Jet Airways (0808 101 1199, 

jetairways.com) fl ies from London 
Heathrow to Kolkata via Mumbai or Delhi. 
Returns from £498; fl ight time is from 
around 12 hours. Jet also fl ies from 
Kolkata to Guwahati (1.5hrs) and Jorhat 
(2hrs 10mins). 

An alternative airport is Dibrugarh, 
about four hours’ drive further up river 
from Jorhat. Trains from Kolkata to 
Dibrugarh take from 28 hours.

Getting around
Trains run from Guwahati to

Jorhat, Dibrugath and beyond Assam,
cutting through the neighbouring state of
Nagaland, which can involve having to
register with police. Bus journeys are
long, slow and bumpy.

Cost of travel
On the river journey, your only

expenses are likely to be drinks and
tips. The latter are discretionary, but
remember that they form an important
part of earnings.

Accommodation
Standard cabins are comfortable,

with double or twin beds, air
conditioning, shower and (unreliable)
satellite TV. For an extra fee you can
upgrade to a larger cabin with a balcony,
or one of two suites.

Food & Drink
Meals aboard are an excellent

and varied selection of mainly
Assamese and Bengali dishes. Freshly
caught river fish, curried or in coconut
milk, is frequently on the menu. There
are also always vegetarian and
‘Western’ food options.

The chilled local beer goes down well
with the curry. The Indian wine, less so.

CHINA
(TIBET)

BHUTAN

BANGLADESH

MYANMAR
(BURMA)

ASSAM

ARUNACHAL
PRADESH

Kaziranga
NP

Guwahati
Jorhat

0 200kmKolkata

Bay of Bengal

More
online

Visitwww.wanderlust.co.uk/152
for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦Rhinos in KazirangaNP– issue87
♦ First 24hrs: Calcutta– issue 128
♦ Trekking in Darjeeling– issue 130
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ India travel guide
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1Majuli This river island waxes and
wanes with the whims of the monsoon;

come for outlandish dance rituals and 
ceremonies at Vaishnavite monasteries.

2 Sivasagar See palaces, temples and 
shrines at the ancient capital of the 

Ahom dynasty, upstream from the 
embarkation ghat.

3 Kaziranga One of India’s most 
alluring national parks; take elephant 

rides to spot Indian one-horned rhinos 
and, possibly, tigers.

4Luitmuch Island A rare chance to 
witness village life far removed from 

the infl uences of the modern world.

5  Kaliabor Tea Estate 
Find vestiges of the colonial era, 

walks through plantations and tastings 
of subtle chai infusions.

6 Kamakhya temple, Guwahati  
Perched on a hill, 7km west of the 

thronging Assamese city, this important 
Shakti temple is dedicated to the 
mother goddess Kamakhya.

1

5 34

2

INDIA HIGHLIGHTS

6
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ADVENTURERS WANTED

Travel Wide, Travel Well

Fo a
selection of

unconventional
adventures by water,

talk to our specialist team.

020 7399 7630
www.mundyadventures.co.uk

ExpertsIn TheOlympicWilderness

Explore! Olympic Wilderness & San Juan Islands
with Un-Cruise Adventures

from per person

For more information or to book please call 0844 579 6712, visit Silversea.com/expeditions or contact your travel agent.
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ARCTIC | ANTARCTIC | GALAPAGOS | SOUTH AMERICA | CENTRAL AMERICA | THE KIMBERLEY | EAST ASIA & RUSSIAN FAR EAST

NEW ZEALAND SUB-ANTARCTIC | SOUTHEAST ASIA | MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA | AFRICA | THE BRITISH ISLES

YOU CHOOSE THE DESTINATION.
WE PROVIDE THE ADVENTURE.

http://Silversea.com/expeditions
http://www.mundyadventures.co.uk


Immerse yourself in a world 
of unlimited travel inspiration

 Discover thousands of 
travel ideas to inspire you 

Exclusive show offers,
discounts and upgrades

 Tailor-make your next trip 

 Over 50 hours of free 
expert talks and advice 

Over 500 brands including 
90 new exhibitors for 2015

More than 70 tourist boards

Travel Photo of the Year

The shortlisted images from this prestigious photography competition 
will be on display at both shows in a stunning gallery. The winners will 
be announced at the London show on Friday 30 January.
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TICKETS FOR
EVERY

READER*

Experience world cultures,
foods and entertainment
in our four brand new

global attractions. Get a taste for unusual
international delicacies with hundreds of free world
food and drink samples,
enjoy the spectacle of
exotic performances and
get involved with
interactive displays.

The MASTA Travel Health Zone is your essential
resource for travel health – book an appointment
via our website to get your immunisations at the
show, receive a personalised travel health brief
and get expert advice in the Travel Health Theatre.

From explorers, adventurers, TV presenters, journalists and politicians to food
writers, poets and comedians, the Stanfords Travel Writers Festival will bring
the very best travel authors to Destinations. Hear their inspiring stories and
have the opportunity to purchase signed and dedicated copies at the
‘Signings at Stanfords’ shop. World-renowned travel writers include:

Kate Adie
Broadcaster &

Journalist

Frank Gardner
Broadcaster &

Journalist

Simon Reeve
TV Presenter

& Author

Richard Parks
Explorer

Griff Rhys Jones
Author &

Broadcaster

Levison Wood 
Explorer

For the full festival line-up visit www.DestinationsShow.com

NEW SHOW HIGHLIGHTS

*Maximum two tickets per order. Booking fee of £1.50 per ticket applies. Advance box offi ce closes: Manchester – 14 January 2015 and London – 28 January 2015.
†Calls cost 10p per minute plus network extras. Photograph courtesy of John Devereux, Finalist in the Wanderlust Travel Photo of the Year competition Information correct at time of going to press.

Two Complimentary Tickets For Every Reader*
Book now at DestinationsShow.com 
or call 0871 230 7141 – quote DES1

http://www.DestinationsShow.com
http://DestinationsShow.com


F
rom Craig Yon’s small RIB
boat the giant volcanic
cliffs of Thompson’s Valley,
High Hill and Ebony Plain
sprawl upwards beyond
the breaching humpback

whales. Each of us on the boat seems to be
lost in a private moment of wonder. These
graceful creatures of the South Atlantic
spin with extraordinary beauty from the
water into the thinness of the air before
side-flopping back with a great crash of sea.
Purists advise against anthropomorphising
animals but deep in the pit of my belly I feel
certain they breach for the sheer hell of it.

We bob near them, watching these
phenomena of evolution as the outboard 
engines idle. I can’t help wondering if this 
whale remembers how our species butchered 
tens of thousands of her kind. Yet just 100m 
away, she swims with her calf. She spins out 
of the ocean and then displays her giant 
fl ukes, creating ephemeral waterfalls as she 
deep-dives. Her calf, still dwarfi ng us, plays 
out a clumsier version of this marine ballet.

Humpback whales come to St Helena 
every winter to calve. It’s thought that once 
here the mothers won’t feed, placing all 
their energies into the task of nurturing 
their Goliath babies. The assumption is they 
travel to these equatorial waters to escape 
predators – the killer whale teethmarks on 
the whales suggest lucky escapes – though 
it may be that they swim to these warmer 
waters to birth, allowing the calves to build 
up the layers of blubber they’ll need for 
colder seas. They get this blubber from 
a milk that’s 50-60% fat.

Right now we gently follow these two 
whales towards South-West Point, keeping

100m between them and us, complying 
with the St Helena policy. They’re having 
a slow day these two whales, rising to 
replenish the oxygen that’s pushed through 
them by a heart you could sit in, into an 
aorta you could crawl down. These deep 
breaths are interspersed with sorties into 
the air where they twist back down to 
create instant Grade IV white water.

I’ve been living on St Helena for over 18 
months, and long been waiting for this 
moment. I’ve booked many boat trips to the 
point where I became labelled ‘Jonah’ by 
friends – except now Jonah did see the 
whale. Adele is with us too; she’s also been 
given the jinx label for her poor encounter 
rate, but two negatives have made a positive 
today. This is the best sighting of the whales 
for two seasons. We drift with them for 40 
minutes before leaving them to it.

Craig takes us back by the inshore island 
route, skipping the RIB between gaps in the 
rocks and stacks, then round long ridges of 
sharp volcanic edges that sit just below the 
surface. He slows down at Egg Island so we 
can get good views of the black noddies, 
their nests like half-melted candles latched 
to the rocks. Their cousins, the brown 
noddies, acrobatically fl y past and the pure 
white fairy terns drop from the ledges of 
Egg Island to check us out. Their black eyes 
study us. Above them Madeiran storm 
petrels jink through the air, creating fi gure 
eights in the sky; nearer to the base of the 
island, red-billed tropicbirds screech in 
groups of two to four, their wings set in 
V-shapes as they kamikaze seawards. 
Masked boobies head to their nests, which 
sit along the sharp ridges of Lot’s Wife and 
the high stack of Speery Island.

‘Jonah’
finally meets

his whale
Reader David Higgins

watches whales and

dolphins on the South

Atlantic isle of St Helena

FROM
THE
ROAD

Letters, tips, photos & exploits from you, our endlessly adventurous readers

■  Yo u r  S t o r y
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Gotcha! 
A pantropical spotted 

dolphin does a bit  

of fishing 

I tell Craig this is the best day I’ve had on
St Helena. This is, quite literally, the big
one. Craig pushes the RIB onwards in the
hope of encountering the bottlenose,
rough-toothed or pantropical spotted
dolphins that have resident populations
here. We hug the coast, passing Red Rock,
Lemon Valley and Breakneck Valley where
the sewage outlet has created a Brazilian of
green vegetation against the basalt cliffs.
Here more red-billed tropicbirds plummet-
fly down from the cliffs, screeching as they
do. But for now the dolphins evade us.

Later, back on shore, I walk down to the
wharf through the poorly lit streets. The
Mule Yard and Donny’s Place are filled with
drinkers. The sea is gentle tonight, its
sound well masked by the bars. Down at
the wharf, four Saints [locals] stand looking
out to sea; they’re also here for the
dolphins. I ask if they’ve seen any.

“Not yet,” they tell me.
We spend ten minutes struggling with each

other’s accents and then a flying fish whips
into the air. Its tail fin thrashes against the
surface tension as it becomes airborne. It
was impossible to miscommunicate the
excitement we feel as a quick ‘pphhheeeew’
of air tells us a dolphin is nearby, and
within minutes four bottlenose dolphinsDa
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finding me way too slow, it whacks both my
thighs, leaving two trails of scales as it passes
between my legs.

I move up onto the higher steps knowing
how lucky I am to remain intact. An article in
the paper last week warned about the power
of a flying fish if they manage to hit you head
on. From the higher ground I can see all four
dolphins racing between the boats, sharp-
turning as they pick out the fish. One dolphin
forces a fish to panic into the concrete walls;
the dolphin turns on a sixpence and grabs
the fish. I watch as it turns it round in its
beak-mouth to swallow it head first.

We watch these interactions for nearly
40 minutes before the dolphins leave to
move further up the coast. I wait to see if
they’ll return, then sit on the wharf walls,
alone beneath a vast glisten of stars. The
Atlantic is the dominant feature and I’m
tuned in to the clinking of fishing boats that
dance under the great ocean’s gentle swell.

It’s hard to know how many days I’ll get
like this, sublime moments of perfection.
But when they arrive they transcend the
otherness of things and slip neatly into
the grey folds, eventually becoming a long
remembered ache of something wonderful.
Post your own travel tale on:

wanderlust.co.uk/mywanderlust

are chasing more flying fish, making them 
rise in panicked glides above the water.

One fish travels over the wharf steps to 
thwack, dying, against the concrete. One  
of the women gathers it and places it in her 
bag; she tells me she’ll make fish cakes from 
it. Then another fish glides onto the 
concrete below the ladder while two 
dolphins swim past, barely an arm’s length 
from where we stand. The fish eventually 
flops into the water to be greeted by a keen 
dolphin that rushes to it, and grabs it in its 
fixed-smile mouth. Another flying fish  
heads towards me, arcing a rapid flight; 
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*LETTERS
Your mail and missives: this issue, unforgettable – or unforgivable? –
 travel faux pas, tips for touring, clothing etiquette and perfect Portugal

Going solo
As a student nurse who has 
a passion for travel I must agree 
with Dr Jane [Travel Clinic, issue 
149]. Travelling often brings 
with it situations where health 
may be impeded and Dr Jane is 
right to mention about the risk 
of rabies from monkeys and 
gastroenteritis from ice or 
poorly prepared food. 

However, even though the 
advice is sound, it removes the 
romanticism from travel. 
Travelling to me is an adventure 
that comes with such risks. 
But I guess, in honesty, who 
wants Delhi-belly? 
Ryan Latto, Edinburgh 

The clothing 
debate continues!
I’m writing in response to 
a letter in issue 149, regarding 
how women’s clothing aff ects 
their safety.

While I strongly agree with the 
writer’s principles that it is the 
attacker at fault, not the woman, 
from my experiences in Asia 
I feel that her attitude is quite 
foolish and culturally insensitive. 
While I recognise the issues 
faced by women and do not 
agree with every aspect of, for 
example, Indian culture, you are 
there to experience a culture that 
is diff erent from your own, not 
infl ict yours upon them.

Part of travelling is accepting 
these diff erences. Wearing 
inappropriate, revealing clothes, 
a visitor cannot change the 
culture of that country and 
will only lose respect and put 
themselves in danger. If you 
can’t respect and learn from the

culture of a country then you
should go somewhere else!
Anna Phipps, Sheffield, Suffolk
& South-East Asia

Covering nudity
I was disappointed that you’d be
so negative about nudity. A
delightful picture of a group of
skinny dippers [issue 151] was
accompanied by the statement
that ‘doing this will offend
someone somewhere’. So might
drinking, smoking or wearing a 
religious symbol. In your beaches 
feature you could have included 
some where naturism is possible.
Steve Harrison, London

Zika alert
I was pleased to see your article 
on the chikungunya virus 
[Travel Clinic, issue 150]. Another 

little-known virus in the
flavivirus family is the Zika virus,
which has the same symptoms as
dengue and chikungunya (joint
and muscle pain, fatigue, etc).

Zika is currently going around
the Pacific and has reached
South America; I contracted
Zika when in Samoa. While
current info states the acute
phase to be three to ten days
I was off work for four month
and experienced another six
months of debilitating 
symptoms. While these viru
are not deadly, there is no 
treatment and anti-
infl ammatories off er little re
I urge other travellers in the
Pacifi c and South America to
be very vigilant with anti-
mosquito measures.
Mel O’Brien, Australia

★ STAR LETTER ★

Faux pas or just stupid?
In response to the ‘Responsible Travel’ 
article in issue 151, there is a diff erence 
between making a faux pas and sheer 
stupidity. When I was in Egypt, a boat 
in the dock was fi red at. They told us to 
cover up, as it was a very religious area. 
Everyone did – bar one idiot who walked 
out wearing shorts and no top! 

Another episode in Mexico City: 
a guest on our tour went out without ID 
and got lost. The police picked her up but 
she couldn’t speak Spanish and had no 
idea what hotel she was in. Eventually 
they managed to escort her back. The 
guide had to pay the offi  cers for their 
time and she walked off  oblivious to 
everything. This is the type of traveller 
that gives the rest of us a bad name. 
Gail Ashington, Hednesford

Each issue, our winning

contribution wins a haul

ofWanderlust gear.

This time, congratulations

to Gail!

WIN
WANDERLUST
GOODIES
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Exploring Indonesia.

Borobudur is amazing –

although the hordes of tourists

mask the serenity.Noggin

Walked the hanging bridges

in Monteverde. Not much

wildlife, unfortunately, but still cool!

@MsMelnychuk

Seeing newborn panda cubs

in Chengdu, China.Dingdong

Feeling the love for our

winning guides. AWESOME!!

It’s great when a person is

recognised for a job well done, all

while doing something that they

love! Most of us don’t get that!

Trisha Andrus

Reading the endangered

peoples feature [issue 149].

Great article, very sad that humans

JUST BACK
FROM...

Portugal

Wanderlust
reader Julia

Hammond jetted

to Lisbon andback in 24

hours.We’re impressed!

The highlight:Returning to the
Mirador at Portas do Sol to find
the view unchanged since my
first visit in 1998.
Must see:Belem is one of my
favourite parts of the city.
I watched the sunset over the
Monument to the Discoveries
and the people making the most
of the October heat in the park
alongside Jerónimos Monastery.
Top tip:Wear comfortable shoes.
Also, ignore the accordion
buskers with their chihuahuas.

This month you have
been mostly...

Cautionary tale:Take the
pickpocket warnings seriously
when riding the 28 tram.
I wish I’d known… That it was
half term already in the
Midlands – Luton Airport
was like a refugee camp.
Anythingelse? I was on a mission
to find out if a day would give
you as worthwhile an experience
out as the airlines would have
you believe. Having been before,
I’d say yes, but it’s the perfect
place for a longer break.

Feeling blue,

Kaveripattinam, India

MaheshBalasubramanian

The Maha Shivaratri festival

happens every March. This was

my first trip to Kaveripattinam –

a small village 267km from

Chennai. I came especially for the

festival and there were lots of

people putting make-up on their

face. In particular, I liked this kid’s

face and his innocence. I took

several pictures at different

angles but this shot is close to my

heart. Everything is in the right

place in the frame and the kid just

opened his eyes and gazed at me.

This particular picture is what

I wanted. I felt it has everything to

convey to the viewers.

TALK TO US: Online at www.wanderlust.co.uk/mywanderlust. Email letters & photos to
fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk. Mail Wanderlust, 1 Leworth Place, Windsor SL4 1EB.
Twitter @wanderlustmag. Facebook www.facebook.com/wanderlusttravelmagazine

can be so callous to other humans, 

but uplifting stories at the end give

hope.@HelenLearBlog

Counting how many wild 

waterfalls you’ve seen… 

Just one: Gullfoss. Seeing Yosemite 

next year. Disappointed that I didn’t 

see the one in Oahu when I was 

there, but at least it’ll still be there

when I go back!KimBaker

Checking out the new issue. 

The bright side to having 

a delayed fl ight, more time to read 

Wanderlust! @wxnderlust98

Taking on Tunisia. El Jem 

amphitheatre is truly 

magnifi cent. It’s well preserved 

and very accessible and all the 

more spectacular as it rises out of a 

busy suburb of the city. Howellsey

■  E x p e r i e n c e s
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PHOTO OF
THE MONTH
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Smoking is cool
An aerial view of active

Mount Nyiragongo in

VirungaNational Park

DR Congo

BRIEF
ENCOUNTERS

Vast and varied Virunga National Park is often off-limits due to 
conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo. But when it is open, 

you’ll find some of Africa’s most magical moments lie inside



DR Congo

Into the abyss
The author looking into 

the mist-fi lled crater of 

the Nyiragongo 

volcano in the 

Virunga National Park
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‘We had been climbing for fi ve hours.
On exhausted legs we hauled ourselves 

up the last few metres of spiky black lava 
to the summit of Nyiragongo, an active 
volcano in the Democratic Republic of 
Congo. The muggy heat in which we’d 
started had given way to the freezing 

cold of a 3,470m mountain top. We were 
whipped by the wind and enveloped by 
cloud. Then, suddenly, the jagged edge 
of the crater appeared before us. It felt 

like the end of the world’
e dropped down on our 
knees and gingerly 
peered over. Sheer walls 
plunged down into 
a swirling white void of 
mist and vapours. We 
could hear a roar like 
the sea from somewhere 
far below. We could 
feel warm air rising. 

We could smell sulphur, and see columns of steam escaping from 
fi ssures in the walls. But of the world’s biggest lava lake in the 
crater’s base we could see absolutely nothing. 

We were the fi rst travellers to tackle Nyiragongo for at least two 
years, and we were bitterly disappointed. But what we did not 
know at that moment was that within a few hours we would be 
spectacularly rewarded for our eff orts.

Only for the brave
Nyiragongo stands in Virunga, Africa’s oldest national park and 
a UNESCO World Heritage site, whose 7,700 sq km encompasses 
snow-capped mountains, glaciers, forests, savannahs and eight 
volcanoes – two of them active. The park also boasts more animal 
species than almost anywhere else on earth, which means that 
within 24 hours of climbing Nyiragongo you can be standing in 
a tropical forest, staring into the uncannily human eyes of a huge 
mountain gorilla. Of the 900-or-so of those critically endangered 
animals left in the world, Virunga boasts roughly a third.Pr
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Who’s the daddy?
Nyakamwe, a 400lb 

silverback and 

patriarch of a family of 

nine mountain gorillas 

that lives on the 

forested fl anks of the 

extinct Mikeno volcano 

in the Virunga NP

�
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‘The next hour was 
magical. We watched 
a 180kg silverback 
called Nyakamwe 
nonchalantly munching 
leaves as he sized us up’

For most of the past two decades Virunga has not just been 
closed, it’s been the epicentre of the seemingly endless confl icts 
that have cost fi ve million Congolese lives and made the DRC 
a synonym for warfare and brutality. It has been infested by armed 
rebel groups that have poached its wildlife and plundered its 
forests. Much of it still is – and the Foreign & Commonwealth 
Offi  ce still advises against all travel to eastern Congo. However, 
since November 2013 a fragile peace has prevailed, and earlier in 
2014 the park authorities re-opened its southern section.

It remains edgy, and no place for the physically frail or those of 
nervous disposition. But for the more robust traveller it off ers the 
unforgettable experiences of Nyiragongo and the mountain 
gorillas, an almost total dearth of other tourists, and the 
breathtaking scenery of a raw, untamed part of Africa. Nor do you 
need to forsake comfort, for the park has also re-opened Mikeno 
Lodge, a relatively luxurious retreat in its Rumangabo headquarters 
complex, which was built during a lull in 2011 but mothballed when 
the fi ghting erupted anew six months later. The park’s staff  took 
refuge in its wine cellar as artillery fi re echoed all around. 

Quite a ride
To reach Virunga I fl ew overnight from London to Nairobi where 
I met Mikey Carr-Hartley, a professional guide who plans to take 
small groups to Virunga and wanted to scout it out. Together we 
took a connecting fl ight to Kigali, capital of Rwanda, and then a 
three-hour taxi ride to the Congolese border town of Goma. We 
passed the mountains where Dian Fossey, author of Gorillas in 
the Mist, worked with the greatest of the great apes for 18 years until 
she was murdered there in 1985. You can see mountain gorillas in 
Rwanda, too, but you’ll be part of a larger, regimented party and the 
animals are much less wild.

Crossing the border was a shock. In a hundred metres we went 
from the fi rst world to the third. We were met by a Virunga Land 
Rover and the armed rangers who, for the duration of our visit, 
accompanied us everywhere we went.

We drove through Goma, which is full of UN troops and NGOs, 
and northwards up a ribbon of rutted mud and rock and lava that 
was once a fi ne paved road. Volcanic peaks with forested fl anks and 
shrouded summits rose to the left and right of us. People tilled 
fertile fi elds of beans, maize and potatoes. The sides of the road 
were lined with rudimentary wooden shacks.

The road itself was a river of humanity – colourfully dressed 
women carrying impossible loads on their heads, ragged children 
playing soccer with balls made from rolled-up plastic bags. Men 
pushed extraordinary wooden contraptions called chukudus; these 
beasts of burden, unique to this part of eastern Congo, resemble 
giant children’s scooters or something out of a Flintstones cartoon. 
Their long running boards are attached at the front to tall upright 
shafts topped with handlebars like bulls’ horns. Their wheels are 
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made from thin slices of tree trunk with strips of old tyre wrapped
round their edges. They are used to transport huge bundles of timber
or bamboo, great bags of cement or charcoal, scarcely credible loads
of fruit or vegetables. Cheap and sturdy, chukudus are masterpieces
of improvisation built to cope with conditions unlike those
anywhere else in the world.

We saw army emplacements too, and a piece of heavy artillery
abandoned by some militia, and the spot where Emmanuel de Merode,
Virunga’s director, was ambushed and seriously injured by unknown
gunmen in April. The British-educated Belgian has made many
enemies since he was brought in to regenerate the park in 2008: the
armed groups that still inhabit its northern and central sectors; the
poachers who have killed thousands of its elephants and hippopotami;
those who cut down its forests for charcoal; even a British company
called Soco whose search for oil in Virunga he has fiercely opposed.

We eventually turned on to a dirt track that wound high up into
the mountains and was almost impassable, even in a 4WD. For
another excruciating hour we clung to the vehicle’s straps as it
lurched from side to side, chased by barefooted children dressed in
Oxfam cast-offs, past mud-and-bamboo huts with banana-leaf roofs.
Finally, mercifully, we reached Virunga’s new Bukima tented camp. It
was worth the journey.

Bukima was hardly glamping, but the tents were clean, dry and
comfortable, and enjoyed spectacular views across a green valley to
no less than three mist-swathed volcanoes – Mikeno, which is
extinct, and Nyiragongo and Nyamuragira, which emphatically are
not. They have erupted more than 70 times since the 1880s, and
clouds of white vapour billowed from their cones. As night fell we
sat around a fire and drank fine Congolese beer – a legacy from the
DRC’s days as a Belgian colony – ate a good if basic dinner, then fell
asleep in this strange, exotic land.

Themagic hour
Early the next morning our rangers explained the rules for
watching mountain gorillas. We could stay one hour only. We had
to keep our distance and wear face masks to spare them from
infection. We should avoid eye contact. No flash photography.

Several groups live on Mikeno’s forested flanks. De Merode calls
their survival during two decades of warfare “the greatest miracle
in modern conservation”, and credits his rangers who ventured out
almost daily to monitor them, with or without the rebel groups’
approval. In all, some 140 rangers lost their lives protecting the park.

They still monitor the gorillas, and the group they had
earmarked for us required a pleasant hike across the sunny
valley to the foot of the forest. We then scrambled up a dry
riverbed through a lush-green tunnel of trees and ferns, vines
and creepers, scattering butterflies in our wake. After 30 minutes,
we met three more rangers who told us to put on our masks.
As we did so a young male gorilla emerged from the dense

‘DRC remains edgy, and
no place for the physically 
frail or those of nervous 
disposition. But for the more 
robust traveller it offers the 
unforgettable experiences’

�

�
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undergrowth behind us, stared for a moment, then loped off  
on all fours. We were astounded.

The next hour was magical. We watched a 180kg silverback called 
Nyakamwe, the patriarch of this group of nine, nonchalantly 
munching leaves as he sized us up. Younger males beat their chests  
as our guides made grunting noises to reassure them. The youngest 
gorillas playfully fought, rolled on their backs, did somersaults or 
climbed trees as their mothers looked on. One performed a perfect 
pirouette as he brushed right past us.

They regarded us with almost as much curiosity as we regarded 
them. Some showed interest in our camera lenses, perhaps because 
they could see their own reflections. They were astonishingly 
human – not just in their facial expressions and dexterous use of 
fingers and thumbs, but in their conduct. They displayed affection, 
petulance, playfulness, mischief, boredom, protectiveness and  
even humour. Some were quite clearly showing off.

Watching them was unlike watching any other creature. You could 
sense the almost human intelligence behind their eyes. You felt an 
unmistakable connection, a deep sense of kinship, which was hardly 
surprising as the family tree split a mere nine million years ago and 
gorillas are some of man’s closest relatives. We were so utterly 
absorbed that our hour passed in a flash.

Late that afternoon we reached Mikeno Lodge, a huge thatched 
affair built on a wooded hilltop and surrounded by handsome  
guest cottages. Written instructions advised: ‘If you hear  
prolonged gunfire stay in your bungalow, turn off the lights and  
our rangers will come and collect you’.

This time we had evening drinks on our tennis-court sized deck, 
with monkeys cavorting in the trees and fine views across a forested 
plain. Being almost the only guests, we dined with Richard and Gilly 
Thornycroft, a charming couple of former Zimbabwean farmers 
brought in to run the lodge and develop the tourism that Virunga 
desperately needs to rebuild itself. We returned to our cottages in  
a pitch-black African night to find log fires burning in the grates.

Into the volcano
Rumangabo has other attractions – hikes to a coffee farm, 
chimpanzee-watching, and the world’s only sanctuary for orphaned 
gorillas, which presently has four young residents. It is also within 
striking distance of Nyiragongo. Check in advance that the volcano 
trek is possible, but if the security situation allows, it is unmissable.

We drove to Nyiragongo’s base. There we were joined by seven 
rangers armed with AK-47s to protect us against rebels from the 
infamous FDLR militia who are still camped on the far side of the 
volcano. We also took no less than ten porters, most wearing rags 
and pathetic plastic shoes, to carry our tents, sleeping bags, food and 
water. We felt embarrassingly like Livingstone or Stanley.

We set off for the summit shortly after noon, walking gently 
upwards through tropical forest. We crossed lava fields deposited 
when Nyiragongo last erupted in 2002, and now covered with wild 
flowers amid the odd charred tree trunk. As we climbed, the gradient 
grew steadily steeper, the temperature plummeted and the green 
valleys below us vanished into the haze. Eventually we emerged from 
thickets of giant lobelia and heather trees on to the black cone itself 
– a near vertical wall of jet-black lava devoid of any vegetation save 
odd clumps of tiny yellow flowers.

To climb so far and discover we could not see the lava lake was 
disappointing, but we had no time to mope. Night was approaching. 
It was too cold to stand around. The park had long ago built eight 
tourist huts on a ledge below the rim, but their roofs had been lost to 
gales and their metal frames eroded by sulphurous fumes so we 
pitched tents instead. Watched by two black ravens, the only other 
life on that barren peak, we heated food on a charcoal fire. We ate it 
beside a cross commemorating a Chinese lady who fell into the 
crater in 2007. It seemed a truly desolate, godforsaken place.

Then someone exclaimed. We looked up. There was an orange 
glow above the crater. We scrambled to our feet, peered over the rim 
and gasped. The mist had vanished. Far below us a great cauldron of 
magma several hundred metres across boiled and bubbled in the 
darkness. Its surface was riven by deep-red veins and mini-eruptions 
of molten lava that flared and flamed before subsiding. It resembled 
some hideous living entity, a malevolent being possessed of 
enormous latent energy and power. It was like a fiery vision of Hades. 
“The devil lives down there,” a porter solemnly declared. We 
watched, awestruck and utterly mesmerised, until eventually the 
extreme cold drove us to our sleeping bags.

By dawn the mist had returned. The lava lake had vanished like  
a dream. It was, we reckoned, an apt metaphor for Virunga, a park 
that has long offered brief, tantalising glimpses of its treasures  
to the outside world but quickly closed up again. It is open now,  
but whether its gorillas attract, or guerillas repel, tourists in the 
future is anyone’s guess.

Code red
The world’s largest 

lava lake deep in 

the crater of the 

Nyiragongo volcano



Meet the relatives
Gorilla treking in the 

mountains of Bwindi 

Forest Impenetrable 

National Park, Uganda
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P
robably 99% of travellers who 
go to see gorillas head for 
Uganda or Rwanda. These are 
the gorilla nations with the 
best infrastructure and the 

most habituated gorilla groups (in both 
instances, mountain gorillas), greatly 
increasing both your chance of a sighting 
and the ease of the experience. But how do 
you choose between the two countries? And 
what if you do want to head a little further 
afield? Here’s a quick guide. 

Rwanda
Where? Volcanoes National Park
What? This is true Gorillas in the Mist territory 
– it was in Rwanda’s Volcanoes National Park 
that Dian Fossey studied mountain gorillas, 
and popularised their plight. It’s not just the 
movie connection that makes Rwanda a good 
choice, though: the habitat here is relatively 
open montane vegetation, which offers both 

spectacular views and improved chances 
of good gorilla watching.

In Volcanoes NP there are 10 habituated 
gorilla groups (other groups are 
habituated for research), each of which 
can be visited by a maximum of eight 
tourists a day. Some groups are easier to 
reach than others. On the day of your trek, 
you must be at Kinigi at 7am for a briefing, 
and will be allocated a group then. The 
largest is the Susa group, which has 
around 40 members; however, as it tends 
to range high into the mountains, it’s the 
most difficult to get to. The Sabyinyo group 
is the smallest, but is easily accessible. 
What else to do? Rwanda is small (about 
the size of Wales), so it’s easy to get around 
and see more of the country. A two-week 
trip might include time in capital Kigali (to 
visit busy markets and the moving 
genocide Memorial Centre), boat trips and 
waterfront lodge stays at Lake Kivu, the 

Royal Palace at Nyanza and hikes in 
Nyungwe Forest NP, home to 13 primate 
species including chimpanzees. 
Get there: There are no direct UK-Rwanda 
flights; one option is to fly to Nairobi 
(8.5hrs), then onwards to Kigali (1.5hrs). 
Public taxi-buses run from Kigali to 
Musanze (1.5hrs); Musanze is 12km from 
Kinigi, the entrance to Volcanoes. 
Need to know: UK nationals do not require 
visas for Rwanda. Gorilla permits costs 
US$750 a day; book via Rwanda Tourism 
Board (reservation@rwandatourism.com) 
or a tour operator.

Uganda
Where? Mgahinga Gorilla National Park & 
Bwindi Impenetrable Forest National Park 
What? Uganda’s south-west is home to two 
gorilla parks. Lofty Mgahinga Gorilla NP, 
which teeters between 2,227m and 4,127m, is 
part of the tri-national Virunga Conservation 

WHERE TO SEE   

mailto:reservation@rwandatourism.com
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Gorilla-watching

Area; its one habituated gorilla group has
a tendency to amble over into the
Democratic Republic of Congo or Rwanda.
However, it’s a spectacular location,
dominated by three extinct volcanoes and
rich in Batwa pygmy culture. Gorilla treks
usually start at 8am from the Ntebeko gate.

Bwindi Impenetrable Forest NP, to the
north, is at a lower altitude. It’s also home
to about half of the world’s mountain
gorillas, as well as masses of other wildlife,
from forest elephants to 350 species of
birds. There are now 12 habituated gorilla
groups, some easier to reach than others.
One group is primarily a research group
and only sees tourists in peak periods when
all the other groups are full. But all treks
will offer other pleasures, from waterfalls
to orchids and myriad birds.
What else to do? There’s a lot to do in
Uganda. Combine a gorilla experience with
chimp-tracking in Kibale Forest NP, safaris

in Queen Elizabeth NP, and boat trips at
Murchison Falls and Lake Mburo. The
more adrenalin-inclined could try
whitewater rafting at Jinja (the source of
the Nile) or treks in the Rwenzoris – the
central circuit trail from Nyakalengija to
Nyabitaba takes seven days.
Get there: British Airways (ba.com) flies
direct from London to Entebbe, near
Kampala (8.5hrs). Kampala-Mgahinga by
road takes from eight hours; flights from
Entebbe to Kisoro, near the park, take one
hour. Kampala-Bwindi by road takes from
10 hours; from Entebbe, there are flights
to Kihihi (2hrs) and Kisoro (1.5hrs), both
close to Bwindi.
Need to know: UK nationals require
a visa to visit Uganda (£35; www.
ugandahighcommission.co.uk). Gorilla
permits cost US$600 a day; book via
Uganda Wildlife Authority (www.
ugandawildlife.org) or a tour operator.

♦ Nigeria Cross River gorillas (CRGs) are found 

in Cross River State, which has seen big 

investment in its tourism infrastructure. 

However, chances of a sighting are slim. 

♦ Cameroon CRGs live in small pockets of forest 

on the Cameroon/Nigeria border. See the world’s 

only captive CRG, and 15 orphaned western 

lowland gorillas (WLG), at Limbe Wildlife Centre 

(limbewildlife.org). WLGs live in Campo-Ma’an NP, 

where the WWF is developing ecotourism.

♦ Equatorial Guinea An estimated 

3,000 WLGs live in the spectacularly 

forested Monte Alen NP but none 

are habituated.

♦ Gabon WLGs are being 

habituated at Mikongo, on the east 

of Lopé NP; treks through the forest 

may offer sightings. Moukalaba-

Doudou NP has a high density of 

gorillas; an ecotourism project has begun 

there with help from www.gorillas.org. Loango 

NP is home to gorillas, as well as chimpanzees,

forest elephants and surfing hippos.

♦ Angola WLGs are found in the Cabinda

enclave, the part of Angola north of the mouth

of the River Congo.

♦ Congo Ntokou-Pikounda NP was officially

created in 2012 to protect the estimated 15,000

WGLs that exist within its 4,500 sq km

boundaries; tourism infrastructure is not off the

ground yet though. Meanwhile WLGs can be seen

from hides as they visit bais (open clearings) in

Odzala-Kokoua NP; the best-known is Mbeli Bai,

in Nouabalé-Ndoki NP, where gorillas have been

monitored by the Wildlife Conservation Society.

♦ Central African Republic WLGs can be tracked

at Bai-Hokou in the Dzanga-Ndoki NP. A WWF

project has managed to habituate a group.

Note: The FCO currently advises against travel

to some of the areas on these pages –

particularly the Central African Republic; also

areas of Angola andNigeria –while others

remain subject to unpredictable and dangerous

internal conflict. Please read the FCOadvice

before deciding to travel; www.gov.uk.

For more information on gorillas, contact the Ape 

Alliance (www.4apes.com), an international coalition 

working for the conservation of apes, founded by ape 

expert Ian Redmond. You can also do a virtual tour to 

the Virunga gorillas at www.vecotourism.org

GORILLAS

WHERE ELSE?

fact
There are two gorilla species,

western and eastern, each
with two sub-species: western

lowland gorilla (WLG) and Cross
River gorilla (CRG); and eastern

lowland gorilla (ELG)  
and mountain  

gorilla (MG)

The intrepid can see gorillas 
elsewhere. Try these...
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DRCongo Footnotes

VITAL
STATISTICS
Capital: Kinshasa
Population: 77.4 million
Language: French
Time: GMT+1 (Kinshasa), GMT+2 (Goma)
International dialling code: +243
Visas: Required by UK nationals.
Getting a visa through the DRC embassy
in London is a bureaucratic nightmare.
A two-week single-entry visa can be
obtained at the border for US$105,
but you must first purchase a mountain
gorilla trekking permit or book and
pay for accommodation at Mikeno
Lodge. See visitvirunga.org/visa;
allow two weeks.
Money: Congolese franc (CDF), currently
around CDF1,500 to the UK£. US dollars
are accepted everywhere, provided
notes are in good condition; smaller
denominations are useful for tips.
There are ATM machines in Goma, but
don’t rely on them. Bookings can be
made by credit card.

When to go

■ Wet season north of the equator.
June-July is the drier season in the
Virungas, but the gorillas range further
afield for food so are harder to find.
Warm, waterproof clothing is always
essential for the top of Nyiragongo.
■ Wet season in the south.

Health & safety
Virunga’s southern section has

been peaceful since November 2013,
and armed rangers will collect you from
the border and escort you around the
park. However the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office (www.gov.uk/
foreign-travel-advice) still advises against
all travel to eastern Congo so check your
travel insurance is valid.

Proof of yellow fever immunisation
may be requested at the border – get
vaccinated. Precautions are
recommended against malaria, hepatitis
A and B, and typhoid.

Further reading &
information

The DRC’s tortured history has spawned
some riveting literature. Try Joseph
Conrad’sHeart of Darkness (1899),
King Leopold’s Ghost by Adam
Hochschild (1998), In the Footsteps of
Mr Kurtz by Michela Wrong (2001) and
Blood River by Tim Butcher (2008).
Bradt published the second edition of its
Congo travel guide in 2012.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

THE TRIP
The author was a guest of The
Safari Collection (+254 (0) 20 502

0888, thesafaricollection.com) and Kenya
Airways (020 8283 1818, kenya-airways.
com). The Safari Collection offers a
three-night privately guided trip to Virunga
NP from US$3,450pp (£2,115), including
transport from Kigali, accommodation,
permits and meals, but not flights.

If you book independently, a night at
Mikeno Lodge or Bukima Tented Camp
costs US$325 (£199) for two, breakfast
included. A gorilla-trekking permit costs
US$465 (£285) a day; a permit to hike up
Nyiragongo costs US$232 (£142). For
further info contact Virunga’s tourism
office (+243 99 171 5401, visitvirunga.org).

Getting there
There are no international flights

to Goma, and flying from Kinshasa to
Goma on domestic airlines is not advised.
The best route is to fly overnight from
London to Nairobi on Kenya Airways
(8.5hrs) and catch a connecting flight to
Kigali, Rwanda (1.5hrs); returns cost from
£791. A taxi from Kigali to Goma costs
between US$100 (£61) and US$250
(£153) depending on the vehicle.

Getting around
Public transport in eastern DRC is

not recommended. Rely on Virunga’s
transport or a reputable taxi company.

Cost of travel
See above. Travelling like a local

is cheap. Travelling like a Westerner is not.

Accommodation
Within Virunga there is only

Mikeno Lodge and Bukima Tented Camp.
There are several reasonable hotels in
Goma. Lac Kivu Lodge (lackivulodge.
com) has its own beach and views over
Lake Kivu; doubles cost from US$70 (£43).

Food &Drink
Don’t expect haute cuisine, but

there is plenty of fresh local fruit and
veg and the beer is excellent. Goma has
a variety of Western-standard restaurants
catering for the UN and NGO community.

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC

OF CONGO

TANZANIA

UGANDA

RWANDAVolcanoes NP

Nyiragongo
Rumangabo

Goma

Bukima Camp

Gorilla
SectorMikeno Lodge

Lake Kiva

Lake Edward

More
online

Visitwww.wanderlust.co.uk/152
for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦Knowyour gorillas!– issue 134
♦Underground in the Congo– issue 119
♦ Travel Icon: gorillawatching– issue 103
PLANNINGGUIDES
♦DRCongo travel guide
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1Mountain gorillas
There are barely 900 of this

critically endangered species left in
the world, and roughly a third live on
the forested flanks of Virunga’s
volcanoes. Peaceful, playful and so
human it’s uncanny (pictured).

2Nyiragongo volcano
Climb up this 3,470m peak and

camp on the crater’s rim as the world’s
largest lava lake bubbles and boils
below you. It has erupted at least 34
times since 1882, so hope that your
timing is good. Check before you go
that it is not closed for security reasons.

3Senkwekwe Centre  
If the hour you are allowed to spend 

with mountain gorillas in the wild is 
not enough (and it probably won’t be), 
you can watch to your heart’s content 
as four young gorillas play in the 
world’s only mountain gorilla 
orphanage, a short walk from Mikeno 
Lodge. All four lost their parents to 
poachers or traffickers, and are cared 
for by a ranger named Andre Bauma 
who treats them like his children.

4 Chimpanzees
Watch chimpanzees in the forest 

near Mikeno Lodge.

VIRUNGAHIGHLIGHTS
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2015-16 Expedition Guide out now!

Inspiration
for adventure

NEW FOR 2015-2016
15-day 'African Cruise Safari'

Shackleton Centenary Voyages

Solo Traveller Options

Exciting Themed Expeditions

Special Onboard Guests

More Inclusions, Better Value

Over 80 Departures Worldwideantarctica | european arctic | alaska | kimberley coast | africa | ecuador | patagonia | nepal | tibet | bhutan

After more than two decades of exploration, Aurora Expeditions now unlock the wonders of

all seven continents! From Antarctica to Africa, Ecuador to Nepal, over 20 innovative itineraries
venture deep into the heart of nature offering some of the world’s best wildlife and cultural
experiences. We invite you to join our expert team for the adventure of a lifetime!

Request our 2015-16 Expedition Guide for more inspiration
P: +44 (0) 20 7228 1230 E: info@auroraexpeditions.co.uk

W: www.auroraexpeditions.co.uk

EX P E D I TI O
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Scoresby Sund, Greenland – Jewels of the Arctic

JOURNEY AUSTRALIA’S 
NATURE COAST
The best road-trips are those that off er diversity, where every day is 

diff erent to the next and that’s exactly what Australia’s Nature Coast in 

Queensland off ers. Australia’s Nature Coast combines the Sunshine 

Coast and Fraser Coast for a holiday destination abundant in nature, 

where you could come face to face with exotic birds, koalas and of 

course, Kangaroos. Enjoy the relaxed coastal lifestyle of Noosa, not 

forgetting to head to the National Park; explore Fraser Island, the 

world’s largest sand island; spot majestic humpback whales in Hervey 

Bay, and then soak up the sun on the pristine beaches of Mooloolaba. 

One thing’s for sure, this journey will leave you wanting to experience 

even more of Australia’s Nature Coast.

11 days from £1,695pp    Saving £180 per couple

Includes:  1nt 3 Brisbane hotel, 1nt 4  Sunshine Coast hotel, 3nts 4  

Noosa hotel, 2nts 4  Fraser Island Resort with guided Beauty Spot Tour and 

return ferry transfers, 2nts 4  Mooloolaba hotel, 1nt 3  Brisbane hotel, 

11 days car hire and return international flights. Selected travel May 2015.

For more information on this amazing offer, call our expert Travel Designers

on 0808 250 7366 or visit austravel.com
Visit Austravel.com for full T&Cs. Offer subject to change & availability. ATOL protected. Price quoted is ‘from’, based on twin 
share and will vary according to departure date and time of booking. Calls are free, mobile and other providers’ charges may apply.

Australia, New Zealand & South Pacifi c

We don’t just go there, we know there

I would recommend visiting Fraser 

Island whilst in Queensland. The main 

highway is a beach which adds to the 

island’s unique experience!

                       Claire, Travel Designer 

mailto:info@auroraexpeditions.co.uk
http://www.auroraexpeditions.co.uk
http://austravel.com
http://Austravel.com


 To celebrate our 21st Anniversary, we hail the  
travel pioneers that helped broaden our minds  

and our horizons. Prepare to meet the brave, the 
bold, the occasionally bonkers…

TRAVEL
TRAILBLAZERS
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Trailblazers

2HENRY V
(C1386-
1422)

Passport patron
The earliest known reference

to a ‘safe conduct’ document

in Britain is from an Act of

Parliament dated 1414, during the reign of Henry V.

Signed by the king, it proved the bearer’s identity

and facilitated ingress into foreign cities.

Shakespeare’s Henry V even gets the lingo right:

‘That he which hath no stomach to this fight / Let

him depart; his passport shall be made’. Documents

akin to those we know today appeared in the early

20th century. The passports of tomorrow? Expect

heartbeat recognition or even odourmetrics. �

4GEORGE
STEPHENSON  
(1781-1848)

Father of the railways
Stephenson was chief engineer of the 

Stockton & Darlington Railway; opened in 

1825, it was the world’s first public railway 

to transport goods and passengers by 

steam power. In 1829, his pioneering steam 

loco, the Rocket, thundered along his new 

Liverpool & Manchester Railway tracks, 

reaching 36km/h. Its success spurred the 

construction of railways across the country, 

and the birth of rail travel as we know it. 

1 ANTIPATER OF SIDON (C150BC)
Travel list launcher
‘I have set eyes on the wall of lofty Babylon... and the statue 

of Zeus by the Alpheus, and the hanging gardens, and the Colossus 

of the Sun, and the huge labour of the high pyramids...’ This ditty 

by Antipater of Sidon is the earliest surviving record of the Seven 

Wonders of the World. Which pretty much means we can blame 

the Greek poet for every Best Of/Before You Die/New Wonders 

list that exists today!

3WILLIAM CAXTON 
(1415-1492)
Phrasebook proliferator

It’s tough to pin down the author of the first 

phrasebook, though multi-lingual guides in  

some form were being used by medieval  

pilgrims. But Caxton’s 1483 volume, Dialogues in 

French and English, is one of the earliest traceable 

examples; its content is similar to today’s 

phrasebooks, featuring translations of key  

sayings such as ‘May I haue a bedde here 

withinne?’. Moreover, it was Caxton who 

established the first printing press in England,  

in 1476, thus enabling him to mass produce his 

Dialogues, and ultimately paving the way for  

every book thereafter.Al
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Trailblazers
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5 THOMAS COOK 
(1808-1892)
Package prince 

In 1841 a Baptist minister from Derbyshire 

arranged a bespoke train trip between 

Leicester and Loughborough for a group of 

temperance supporters. It was the fi rst ever 

organised tour. Cook went on to arrange 

many more (and more exotic) trips, catering 

to the increasing number of people with 

wanderlust. And in 1874 he launched the 

‘circular note’, forerunner of the travellers 

cheque. While independent travel is easier 

now, Cook’s template still works: according to 

the Offi  ce for National Statistics, in 2012 over 

40% of British travellers purchased a package.

6 SACAGAWEA 
(1788-1812)
Great guide 

As long as there have been explorers there have 

been locals guiding them – it’s just that most old 

explorers didn’t bother noting the names of the 

natives upon whom they relied. So while

Sacagawea wasn’t the world’s first guide, she’s

emblematic of all those nameless escorts.

Sacagawea, a Lemhi Shoshone woman,

accompanied the 1804-1806 Lewis & Clark

Expedition across the western USA, acting as an

interpreter and pacifier. If only she’d lived 250

years later – a definite contender for Wanderlust

World Guide Awards gold.

7 EMANUEL HERRMANN 
(1839-1902)
Postcard pioneer 

In 1869 this Austrian economist proposed using 

envelope-size cards to convey short messages 

quickly and cheaply. The postcard proved the 

ideal format – especially after the ‘divided back’

style was introduced in 1902, leaving the reverse

free for a picture. Now, though, the postcard is in

decline: in a 2013 Skyscanner survey, just 6% of

respondents reported sending them.

8 BERTHA BENZ
(1849-1944)
First roadtripper

Not as epic as Route 66 perhaps, but Bertha Benz’s

drive from Mannheim to Pforzheim – all 100km of it

– was the world’s first road trip. Her radical pootle

across south-west Germany was the first time an

automobile had been driven any distance; her

husband was aiming to develop the first patented

autowagen, and Bertha – having invested in the

enterprise – was keen to give it some publicity...

9DR RONALD ROSS
(1857-1932)
Master of malaria

Swampy places have long been associated with

malaria. Sir Patrick Manson suspected

mosquitoes might inject parasites to the 

bloodstream and recruited a military doctor-cum-

poet Ronald Ross to prove it. Ross spent years in 

India examining blood and dissecting 

mosquitoes until he proved that particular 

kinds of mosquito transmit malaria. He won the 

Nobel Prize in 1902.

10PHILEAS FOGG (1873)
Round-the-world 
inspiration

Jules Verne’s circumnavigating hero is literature’s 

most inspirational traveller. And while Fogg may 

not have existed, he was the product of real times. 

When Verne wrote Around the World in Eighty Days 

in 1873, travel was changing: explorers were being 

superseded by tourists; the fi rst US transcontinental 

railroad was completed (1869), as was the Suez 

Canal; in 1870, it became possible to cross India by 

train. The idea that an ordinary fellow could go 

around the globe – at speed, in relative comfort 

– was not just a dream, but a real possibility. 

Extra baggage
The original guide 

gave birth on the 

Lewis & Clark 

Expedition 

R R ki
The range provided

a source of ro ance

– i f y – f r

Isabella ird
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14 ISABELLA BIRD  
(1831-1904) 
Woman of the world 

Isabella Bird got around a bit. Prescribed a 

restorative sea voyage by her doctor, this 

sickly lady from Yorkshire overcame her 

ailments – and the prevailing patriarchal 

society – to travel extensively as a solo 

woman, when that just wasn’t the done thing. 

She wrote more than a dozen books, rode a 

horse across the Rockies and was the first 

women inducted into the Royal Geographical 

Society. When she died, she’d been round the 

world three times – and her trunk was ready 

packed for the next adventure.

12 HILARY BRADT  
(1941-)
Publishing pioneer

Forty years ago Hilary Bradt self-published 

her first guidebook during a trip through 

South America. She went on to champion 

destinations – such as Somaliland, 

Afghanistan, Haiti – that most guide 

publishers are afraid to touch. Indeed, in 

2003, Bradt’s Iraq guide had to be reprinted, 

such was the demand to know more about 

the country we were about to invade, and 

the scarcity of good information.

11RICHARD
SCHIRRMANN  
(1874-1961)

Hostel honcho 
The birth of youth hostelling can be dated precisely: 

26 August 1909. Teacher Schirrmann had taken 

some pupils on a hike in Germany’s Bröl Valley. 

They got caught in a storm and sheltered overnight 

in a classroom – where Schirrmann has the idea 

that schools could offer accommodation in the 

holidays. The first hostel opened in Altena in 1912; 

by 1913 there were 83; by 1931, 2,600. Today, there

are 4,000-plus Hostelling International hostels, 

plus thousands of independents and boutiquey

‘poshtels’, for those after more than a mat.

13RONALD BISHOP 
(1903-1989)
Aircraft aficionado

Made Chief Designer of the de Havilland Aircraft 

Company in 1936, Bishop worked initially on military 

planes. But it was his creation of the Comet – the 

world’s first commercial jetliner – that transformed

travel. On 2 May 1952 its maiden flight saw 36 

passengers fly London-Jo’burg, covering 11,000km 

in less than 24 hours, with five stops (Rome, Beirut, 

Khartoum, Entebbe, Livingstone). Subsequent 

Comet crashes battered his reputation, but Bishop’s 

aircraft augured an age of faster air travel for all.

15NORMAN CARR 
(1912-1997)
Ecotourism inventor 

Carr, formerly an elephant control officer in 

Rhodesia, shot a lot of animals. But in 1950 he 

wondered if villagers living amid wildlife might 

make money out of protecting rather than culling it. 

He built a few rondavels, brought in paying tourists 

– and African ecotourism was born. Carr went on to 

set up national parks in Zambia, and train guides 

and rangers. And he pioneered the walking safari 

in the Luangwa Valley, liberating travellers from 

vehicles so they could truly feel the bush.

16 BERNARD SADOW 
(1925-2011)
Lord of luggage

The wheel was invented around 3500 BC, but it took 

several millennia for someone to attach them to 

suitcases. Then vice president of US Luggage, 

Sadow saw some wheeled skids at an airport and 

had a lightbulb moment. By 1970 a prototype had 

been designed; 18 months later wheelies were 

rolling off shelves. Travellers’ arms rejoiced 

(though not so much their newly bashed ankles...).
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18 SIR RICHARD BRANSON (1950-)
Democratiser of space travel
It’s travel’s final frontier. And despite recent tragic setbacks, the Virgin boss is

determined to be theman to take you there (if you have a spare US$250,000). Virgin

Galactic is still aiming to be the first private space tourism company to send ordinary

folks into sub-orbit on a regular basis, only three days of training required.

17 SIR DAVID
ATTENBOROUGH
(1926-)

Godfather of wildlife travel
It’s easy to forget how elephant-sized an

impact Sir David’s had on the way we

watch wildlife. Ever since devising 1954’s

Zoo Quest, which took viewers around the

planet, he has continued to evolve

natural-history TV, capture rare behaviours

and speaking out about climate change.

He’s brought thewild into our living rooms,

and inspired us to go and see it.

�
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19 MICHAEL PALIN 
(1943-)
Transformer of travel TV 

Aff able Englishman abroad, Palin changed how 

travel telly was done – when making Around 

the World in 80 Days, he abandoned doing 

a conventional travel documentary. It was, he 

says, just him ‘warts and all... an everyman rather 

than all-knowing presenter’. It worked rather 

well, not only making the world seem more 

accessible, but encouraging us to get out there: 

the bookings surges that follow his televised 

travels are known as the ‘Palin eff ect’. 

20 TONY (1946-) & 
MAUREEN WHEELER 
(1950-)

Guidebook revolutionaries 
In 1973 a young couple overlanding from London 

to Sydney compiled a list of their favourite hotels 

and cafes en route; they turned it into a 90-page 

booklet (Across Asia on the Cheap), priced it at 

$1.80 – and sold 1,500 copies in a week. 

A publishing empire was born: Lonely Planet is 

now the world’s most successful travel publisher. 

It has opened the world to backpackers, eager 

for advice on budget travel. And it’s sealed the 

fate of thousands of businesses – many sink or 

swim depending on whether they make it into 

the guide or not. 

21 LYN HUGHES (1957) 
& PAUL MORRISON 
(1958-2004)

Fearless magazine-makers
Time for a little own-trumpet blowing! In 1993, in 

the middle of a recession, Lyn and Paul planned 

their ideal travel magazine on a sickbag – and had 

the daring and determination to turn it into 

a reality. Wanderlust was born 21 years ago in 

a back-bedroom, and is still (we hope you agree) 

fl ourishing today. There have been changes: the 

design is slicker, offi  ce cats have come and gone, 

wanderlust.co.uk has boomed. And, sadly, Paul 

passed away ten years ago. But we like to think 

he’d be proud of his baby, now it’s all grown up.

http://wanderlust.co.uk


UNESCO JAPAN

PARTNERS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL

www.cambodiaholidayarchitects.net
www.vietnamholidayarchitects.net
www.laosholidayarchitects.com

Hand-picked hotels, quirky excursions and even restaurant
recommendations: let us plan your perfect Indochina holiday

TEL: 01242 253 073

TAILOR-MADE HOLIDAYS TO
CAMBODIA, VIETNAM & LAOS

A g v t b d
y s k n g g p

y y d d r r
v n n  y u r  D ’ t i  i t !

mailto:enquiries@battered-suitcase.com
http://www.cambodiaholidayarchitects.net
http://www.vietnamholidayarchitects.net
http://www.laosholidayarchitects.com
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CLASSIFIED
HOTOFFERS

Costa Rica with Llama
Travel: save up to £600
per couple
Costa Rica is bursting with life: on
this 11-day trip you’ll discover
untouched beaches, looming
volcanic landscapes and wildlife-rich
waters. You’ll hike through jungle,
take in views of Arenal Volcano, relax
in the steaming hot springs, and
teeter through the treetop walkway
of Monteverde cloud forest.

Save up to £600 per couple on this
trip – from just £1449p/p, including
flights, transfers and hotels.

Visit www.llamatravel.com/
costarica-holidays.aspx or call
0207 2633000 or for details

21 days touring New
Zealand: now £5,259!
World-class walks, rich Maori culture,
magnificent scenery... New Zealand
may be small in size, but it’s got
wow-factor by the bucket load.

This 21-day trip with HF Holidays will
whisk you from Auckland’s bays and
the Maori heartlands of Rotorua, to
action-packed Queenstown and
dramatic Milford Sound in the south.

It’s no whistle-stop tour, though:
there’s generous time to enjoy every
spot, and you’ll stay in comfortable
accommodation too.

Call 0203 4246080 or visit
www.hfholidays.co.uk/holidays/
new-zealand for more details

£400 off South India
Journey from east to west on Travel
The Unknown’s Spirit of South India
adventure: 14 days spent exploring
temple towns, crumbling colonial
outposts and Keralan backwaters.

Travel Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry via
the Western Ghats, riding the toy train
through lush tea plantations in Ooty.
Cruise Kerala’s backwaters by
houseboat, sip tea in Coonoor, and tour
Fort Cochin on foot. Stay in boutique
properties and savour authentic South
Indian cuisine along the way.

Travel on 17 January 2015, and save
£400!

Call 020 7183 6371 or visit
www.traveltheunknown.com/ssi
for more information

Save £825 on a 15-day
trip to Chile & Argentina
See South America in style on this
15-day trip with Rainbow Tours –
plus a big dose of adventure too!

You’ll spend three days exploring
heady Buenos Aires, before flying
south to Patagonia. From your
comfortable base in El Calafate, you’ll
visit the spectacular Perito Moreno
Glacier before travelling over the
border to Chile and cruising to the
spectacular Tierra del Fuego island.

Book before 12 December to save
£825 per person!

Call 0207 6661250 or visit
www.rainbowtours.co.uk/
special-offers for more details

Save up to 35% off bags
and rucksacks from
Nomad Travel*
This Worldwide 65 Travelsack is
perfect for long-haul use. It’s worth
£80, but with our exclusive offer you
can get 35% off – making it £52.

If you’re looking for a nifty commuter
bag or a stylish alternative to a
rucksack, try the Travelproof iTravel
Shoulder Bag. With our discount
code, it’s just £19.50.

Simply quote WLBAG when buying
from www.nomadtravel.co.uk

*This offer can not be combined with
the general Wanderlust 10% off
Nomad Travel promotion.

Get 10% off  all 
Powertraveller 
solar chargers
Nifty, light, and always reliable, a 
Powertraveller charger is an essential 
piece of kit – we wouldn’t tavel 
without ours! 

Boost the battery of your phone, 
tablet, laptop or MP3 while you’re on 
the road – fast, with minimum fuss. 

It’s the perfect Christmas gift, and 
with our voucher code you’ll get 10% 
off  too!

Get 10% off  all Powertraveller 
products: use discount code 
WANDERLUST when you buy from 
www.powertraveller.co.uk

Hot off ers, specialist directory, latest travel jobs, and more…

http://www.llamatravel.com/costarica-holidays.aspx
http://www.rainbowtours.co.uk/special-offers
http://www.rainbowtours.co.uk/special-offers
http://www.nomadtravel.co.uk
http://www.hfholidays.co.uk/holidays/new-zealand
http://www.hfholidays.co.uk/holidays/new-zealand
http://www.traveltheunknown.com/ssi
http://www.powertraveller.co.uk
http://www.llamatravel.com/costarica-holidays.aspx


Specialist Directory: AFRICA

Namibia
and Southern Africa

Call us on: +264 61 309387   |   Fax to email: +264 88-6523553
email: info@chameleonholidays.com

Skype: chameleon.holidays

www.chameleonholidays.com

Tailor-made Safaris   |  Scheduled Safaris
Self Drive Safaris  |  Fly In Safaris

Special Interest Travel  |  Volunteer Projects

Memories of this amazing region will last a lifetime. Spot lions in the Serengeti, 
spy chimps in the forests of Uganda and track gorillas in Rwanda.
mytripfi nder.co.uk/krh46f 

VIC FALLS TO GORILLAS - 39 DAYS

from £4,035
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Specialist Directory: AFRICA & ASIA

This tour off ers some of India’s most iconic treasures, from the Taj Mahal and 
Jaipur in the north to the Keralan backwaters in the south. 
mytripfi nder.co.uk/dft54a 

GOLDEN TRIANGLE AND KERALA BACKWATERS

from £1,965

Authentic original tours combining culture & adventure

     

Mongolia &
UK Offices

10700
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www.buffalotours.com
Call us: 020 8545 2830

Vietnam I  Cambodia I  Laos I  Thai land I  Myanmar
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Specialist Directory: ASIA

Immortalized in folklore, cinema and song, Route 66 remains the iconic symbol 
of America; representing a journey of discovery and the freedom of the open 
road. mytripfi nder.co.uk/fh t72a 

HISTORIC ROUTE 66

from £1,729

Expert-led Archaeological & Cultural Tours,
Gulet Cruises & Private Charters in Turkey, Greece & Italy

www.petersommer.com - Tel: 01600 888 220

One of the world’s ‘Top 10 Learning Retreats’
- National Geographic Traveller

Please don’t forget to mention                               when you contact an advertiser132  |  Wanderlust October 2014
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MORE TRIPS
ONLINE!

Find your perfect 2014
escape – visit

www.wanderlust.co.uk
and try our new

TRIP FINDER

V - Voucher scheme for £50 off your next trip visit www.wanderlustvoucher.co.uk
T - to find trips by these advertisers visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/tripfinder/search

DIRECTORY 
INDEX
For all up to date directory listings check 
online at www.wanderlust.co.uk

■ Tr a v e l C o m p a n y Ta l e s

HF Holidays

How did HF 
Holidays start?
Our founder, TA Leonard, 
formed a rambling club at the 
turn of the last century ‘to 
encourage the love of the open
air and to promote social and
international fellowship’.  A key 
figure in the outdoor movement,
he helped found the YHA and
the Friends of the Lake District.  
We were registered under the 
Industrial and Provident 
Societies Act in 1913 as ‘the 
Holiday Fellowship’ and our first 
overseas trips were to Germany: 
with hindsight, not the best 
choice in 1914! Most guests made 
it back before war was declared, 
but two gentlemen were actually 
interned for the duration! 

Find your trip on wanderlust.co.uk
Searching for a specialist tour operator? Whether you’re after a fixed 

departure or a tailormade trip, Wanderlust’s Trip Finder and Trip Wizard  

tools can help you track down the ideal operator for your adventure of choice.  

Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk for more details.

Challenges?
We’ve coped with two world 
wars, the rise of the package 
holiday industry and a number 
of recessions. We’ve continued 
to flourish by being in touch
with what walkers want.

What makes HF 
Holidays unique?
HF Holidays is proud to be a 
consumer co-operative, with 
profits returned to the society. 
We’re the UK’s largest walking 
and activity holidays organisation
with 35,000 shareholding 
members. We organise holidays
–available to everyone – for more
than 50,000 guests a year. 

Many stay at one of our 19 
Country Houses in Britain’s 

8 

National Parks and beauty
spots, which are geared to
walkers. Our guests come for
the freedom of the open spaces,
to escape their normal routine
discover new experiences, meet
like minded people, but above
all recharge in beautiful
surroundings. All our walks
Leaders are volunteers: it’s a
great way to share the passion
for walking with others and see
great places along the way and
we’d be happy to hear from
Wanderlust readers who think
they’d enjoy this challenge.  

Future plans?
We now have 38 long-haul 
itineraries with new trips to 
Hawaii, Malawi and Canada, 
plus European holidays in 17 
countries. Our new Walk & 
More breaks help people get the 
most out of a weekend in the 
country, and independent 
walkers can enjoy the freedom 
of a Country House Escape, 
backed by our expert walking 
advice if needed.

Our latest initiative offers 
disadvantaged urban families
the chance to engage with the
countryside. Over 35 families
have already been hosted at our
country houses this year.  
Helping them have fun in the 
fresh air is proving to be as 
rewarding for us as it is for them. 
www.hfholidays.co.uk

Jim Forward
The Chief Executive of the UK’s largest 
walking and leisure activity holidays company 
explains how it’s thrived into its next century

Marketing Manager
Wanderlust is at an exciting 

stage in its history. 

 

Not only do we publish an 

award-winning magazine, but 

traffic to wanderlust.co.uk is 

growing at 50% per annum. 

 

We also run the UK’s  biggest 

travel photography 

competition; we run the only 

global award for tour guides;  

we have a successful 

TripFinder tool; plus we 

launched (with a partner) an 

acclaimed industry conference 

this year, and have other 

related plans in development. 

Wanderlust is now looking for 

an exceptional marketing 

manager to help us drive the 

Wanderlust brand and related 

products forward.

For full details and application 

process visit:

wanderlust.co.uk/travel-jobs

Sales Executive
You’ll need a minimum of two 

years experience in media 

sales, possess a flare for 

creativity and have a confident 

persuasive manner. 

The role is a demanding one 

but tremendously varied and 

rewarding. You would be 

joining us as Wanderlust enters 

an exciting period of expansion 

so if you think this is the right 

opportunity for your next move 

and have a genuine passion for 

travel, we’d like to talk.

 We offer a competitive salary 

and bonus plus private health 

insurance (after qualifying 

period).

Email your CV & covering 

letter to recruitment@

wanderlust.co.uk

http://www.wanderlust.co.uk
http://www.wanderlust.co.uk
http://wanderlust.co.uk
http://wanderlust.co.uk/travel-jobs
mailto:recruitment@wanderlust.co.uk
mailto:recruitment@wanderlust.co.uk
http://www.wanderlustvoucher.co.uk
http://www.wanderlust.co.uk/tripfinder/search
http://www.hfholidays.co.uk
http://wanderlust.co.uk
http://www.wanderlust.co.uk
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HOWTOWIN
RamblersWorldwideHolidays is offering
one luckyWanderlust reader the chance to
wina£1,000voucher, to use towards the
Ramblers Worldwideholidayof your choice
next summer. You cango soloor take
a friend (or even three!). Toenter, simply
answer the following:

Q:Where can you visit the
world’s largest salt flat

and stay in a salt hotel?

a)Utah

b)Bolivia

c) Andalucia

To enter, and for full terms & conditions, visit
www.wanderlust.co.uk/competitions or send your
answer, name and contact info on a postcard to the
Wanderlustoffice (p2). Closing date for entries is
1 January 2015. State ‘no offers’ if you’d rather not
be contacted byWanderlustor the sponsors.

Or do you fancy an offbeat Latin American
journey? Then it doesn’t get more exciting
than Ramblers Worldwide Holidays’ new
Bolivia trip, which explores the country’s
incredibly diverse landscapes. Travel from
tropical lowlands, through colonial Sucre to
the silver mines Potosi, across the
volcano-dotted highlands, the sparkling
Salar de Uyuni salt plain and the
high-altitude waters of Lake Titicaca –
legendary birthplace of the Inca civilisation.

Or do you want to walk amid even older
empires? Then join Ramblers Worldwide
Holidays’ Cities & Mountains of China trip.
Begin by meeting the masses of Terracotta
Warriors at X’ian, visiting the Jade Buddha
Temple in Shanghai and admiring intricate
silk-making workshops in Suzhou. Then
reach skywards: ramble along the Great
Wall of China after heading to Huangshan.
Known as the ‘loveliest mountain in China’,
the massif is a series of rugged granite peaks
– the highest of which is 1,864m – laced with
myths and legends.

These three trips are just the tip of the
iceberg – Ramblers Worldwide Holidays
offers a huge range of hikes and adventures
starting from £675. Even if you’re
undecided on the destination, one thing is
guaranteed: a truly unique journey.

Competition

L
ove making new discoveries
on foot? Fancy tackling new,
exciting routes? Ramblers
Worldwide Holidays is
offering you the chance to do
just that – to grasp adventure

with both feet and to explore a new path.
Passionate about taking small groups off

the beaten track, Ramblers Worldwide
Holidays offers walking trips for everyone,
whether you like clambering up peaks,
strolling along coast paths or tracing
graceful rivers. The choice is yours...

WHERE IN THEWORLD?
With 37 new holidays spanning 30
destinations, Ramblers Worldwide Holidays’
Summer 2015 brochure will leave you spoilt
for choice. So where to begin?

Are you an Asia lover? Then try the
thrilling Majesty of Rajasthan trip, which
explores Delhi, Agra, the ‘Pink City’ of Jaipur
and beyond. With Ramblers Worldwide
Holidays you’ll walk through traditional
villages and past opulent palaces; you’ll visit
the deserted city of Fatehpur Sikri and be
bowled over by the bustling streets of
Udaipur. Spot cranes, storks and flamingos
at the Keoladeo Bird Sanctuary and seek
rare tigers in Ranthambore National Park.

WIN

Awalk through India?Ahike in Jordan?Anadventure inMalawi,
Montenegro orMexico?Whatwould youput your £1,000 towards?

£1,000 to spend 
on any Ramblers

Worldwide holiday
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Ramblers Worldwide Holidays 
are also part of the £50 travel 
voucher scheme, usable with 
selected tour operators and 

exclusive to Wanderlust 
subscribers

£50 travel 
voucher scheme

Visit www.ramblersholidays.co.uk or call 01707 386690 for a brochure

http://www.ramblersholidays.co.uk
http://www.wanderlust.co.uk/competitions
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FIRST 24 HOURS

Get orientated
Formerly said to be around 6,000km long,

the GreatWall of China is now thought to stretch

over 21,000km, thanks to a re-measuring in 2012.

But regardless of its proportions, thewall has long

been an iconic symbol of China. It adorns

postcards and brochures, and attracts travellers

from all corners of the globe.

Thewall runs from Shanhaiguan (Hebei

province) in the east to Jiayuguan (Gansu

province) in thewest; en route it snakes across

lushmountains, ominous desert and vast swathes

of rural China. Dotted along some sections of the

wall are watchtowers. Previously used asmilitary

lookouts, signalling posts and even living quarters,

they now serve amore scenic purpose, providing

platforms fromwhich to appreciate the views.

Built over the course of 13 dynasties, this

impressive feat of engineering ismore than 2,000

years old in parts, thoughmodern restoration has

been carried out at certain points to restore it to its

former splendour. Badaling, 70kmnorth-west of

Beijing, is one of themost popular, accessible and

comprehensively reconstructed parts. Untouched

sections, such as themajestically crumblingwall at

Simatai, appeal tomore adventurous explorers

searching for history and greater authenticity.

To add a stiffer challenge to your Great Wall

journey, climb the steep hillside ruins that circle

around the large reservoir at Huanghua Cheng,

60km from Beijing.

Getting there
Emirates (0344 800 2777, emirates.com)

flies London Gatwick-Beijing via Dubai from

around £530 return. To get to Badaling from

Beijing, take Subway Line 2 fromBeijing Railway

Station, get off at Jishuitan Station and take Bus

919 to the rear hill at Badaling; this is where the

cable car ticket office is located.

The visit
Several sections of wall are visitable from

Beijing. The stretch of Ming-era wall at Badaling

has been renovated and restored to make it

accessible for tourists and to give an impression

of its former greatness. Admission costs from

CNY45 (£4.50) in high season (April-October);

a return ticket for the cable car costs CNY100

(£10.20). Arriving early and on a weekday is

recommended to avoid the crowds, especially

if you plan on hiking along the wall.

For fewer tourists visit scenic Mutianyu,

60km from Beijing, where you can walk

a 2.5km stretch dotted with 22 watchtowers.

The partially restored sections of wall at Simatai

(120km from Beijing) and Huangha (65km) are

well worth a trip.

For the best, clearest weather, visit in

spring (April/May); summer can be hot and

humid, winters cold.

The Great Wall of China
Recently remeasured–and found to begreater thanpreviously thought – the
GreatWall of China is the country’smightiestmonument. Here’s a quick primer...

✃

Steeped in mist-ery 
The enchanting Great 

Wall is often cloaked in 

fog, particularly at 

scenic Mutianyu
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♦ Crumbling ruins
Most of the wall is still unrestored

and has crumbled away, leaving only

the core remaining.

♦ Carriageway
This is, on average, 8m

high and 7m wide.

♦ Signal beacons
These were used to

warn of attack – the

fire was created

by burning dried

wolf dung.

♦ Multi-function wall
The wall enabled speedy

communications via smoke, flares,

drums and bells, as well as allowing

for the rapid transport of troops

across the country.

♦ Watchtowers
A Ming addition, these

served as signal towers,

forts, living quarters and

storerooms for provisions.

They were spaced two

arrow shots apart to leave

no part unprotected.

♦ Cannons
Another Ming addition, cannons were

used to defend the wall and

summon help.

♦ Ramparts
These enabled

defending soldiers

to fire down on their

attackers with

impunity.

♦ Panoramic views
Because the wall took

advantage of the natural

terrain for defensive

purposes, following the

highest points and clinging

to ridges, it now offers

superb panoramic views.

Great Wall of China
The Great Wall is a symbol of China’s historic detachment and sense

of vulnerability. Originally a series of disparate earthen ramparts

built by individual states, the Great Wall was created only after the

unification of China under Qin Shi Huangdi (221-210BC). The wall

ultimately proved ineffective; it was breached in the 13th century by

the Mongols and, in the 17th century, by the Manchu.

Composition of wall
Under a surface of stone slabs

and bricks is a layer of tampered

earth and rubble, then a layer

of bigger rocks and stones,

then large, locally quarried

rocks. The outer wall is made

of kiln-fired bricks, cemented

with a mortar of lime

and glutinous rice.

✃

�

Language: Mandarin
Time: GMT+8
Visas: Required by UK nationals, available online, by
post, from an agent or direct from the visa applicatio
centre (www.chinese-embassy.org.uk/eng).
A single-entry visa costs £30
Money: Yuan renminbi (CNY), currently CNY10
to the UK£
Health: No vaccinations required. Avoid most street food.
Air quality in cities can be low.

This feature is adapted from the DK Eyewitness China
Guide (£18.99), the best visual guide to the country.
www.traveldk.com Large, locally 

quarried rocks

Kiln-fi red bricks, 
cemented with a 
mortar of lime and 
glutinous rice

Bigger rocks 
and stones

Tampered 
layer of earth 

and rubble

Surface of stone 
slabs and bricks

♦  Reconstruction
This shows a section of the wall as built by the most prolifi c wall builders, 

the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). The section at Badaling, built around 1505, 

is similar to this and was restored in the 1950s and 1980s. 
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FIRST 24 HOURS

Before you arrive
Don’t feel bad if you’ve not heard of Nagoya.

Many people haven’t – unless they’re devotees

of the annual World Cosplay Summit (held here

every August), which sees teens dress and act

like their favourite Manga and Anime comic book

characters. But if you’re considering a trip to Japan,

this city in central Honshu makes an excellent start

point. Nagoya is increasingly served by major

airlines; the route there from the UK usually

involves a short stopover, but in peak season it can

often be a cheaper option than flying to Tokyo.

It’s not just about saving money though. This

little-known hub in the Chubu region is Japan’s

fourth-largest city. It was put on the map in the 17th

century, when three Nagoya natives fought to see

the country ruled by a single government; success

came in 1603 with the establishment of the

powerful Tokugawa Shogunate, which ran things

for 250 years. Now it is perhaps best known for its

industry – the city is home to Toyota, Honda,

Suzuki to name a few.

Don’t worry though, it’s not all cars. The city

has several Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples,

an impressively restored castle (most of it had to

be rebuilt after the Second World War), a vibrant

shopping area and hundreds of eating options. It’s

got the best of Japanese culture in a manageably

sized space, without the frenetic buzz of the capital

or the masses of tourists found in Kyoto.

At the airport
Flights from the UK to Chubu Centrair

International Airport (centrair.jp/en) take from

13.5 hours, dependent on stopover. After clearing

immigration, pick up your bags and pass customs.

The Arrivals hall has a number of ATMs, a bureau

de change, snack and souvenir shops. You will also

find the Central Japan International Airport Station

and various bus and taxi stands.

Getting into town
The train is the cheapest and most efficient

way to get into town. A single from the airport to

Nagoya Station will cost around ¥870 (£4.75). Buy

tickets from the desk (the staff are very helpful);

travel time is 30 minutes. From Nagoya Station

you can access the city’s subway as well as the

JapanRail mainline for bullet trains to Tokyo

(1 hr 40mins), Kyoto (40mins) and beyond.

Buses into town are more expensive (¥1,000

[£5.50]) and take longer – 45-85 minutes

depending on your stop. Taxis are pricey

– expect to pay in excess of ¥12,000 (£65).

Other ways to arrive
The best way to access Nagoya from other

cities in Japan is by bullet train, via the Tokaido

Shinkansen line. A JapanRail Pass, available for

seven, 14 and 21 day durations, allows unlimited

travel on the network from £165.

Nagoya, Japan
Want an alternative start to your Japanese adventure? Then try Nagoya, which is
packed with temples, castles and quirky youth culture, discoversPhoebeSmith

✃

Old meets new
Nagoya’s Osu Kannon 

temple sits amid the 

modern city streets
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HERE’S THEPLAN...

Topend:Nagoya has the usual Hiltons,
Westins and Mercures, but for luxury in
a more authentically Japanese style try
Kyoya Ryokan (above; kyoya.to/blog). It
offers traditional tatami mat rooms with
private bathrooms and separate seating
areas, as well as onsen (a public bath),
all overlooking a serene garden.
Doubles from ¥23,600 (£129).
Mid-range: The BNagoya (theb-hotels.
com) is well located for exploring the city
– it’s near the TV Tower and fiveminutes’

walk from the subway, plus there is
a handy convenience store on site.
Reasonably priced too. Doubles from
¥12,000 (£65).
Budget:RyokanMeiryu (tinyurl.com/
ryokanmeiryu) may look a little shabby
from the outside but inside you’ll find
traditional and clean (if basic) tatami
mat rooms. Sleeping is on futons and
bathrooms are shared (one formen, one
for women). Single occupancy costs
¥5,350 (£30); double costs ¥9,000 (£50).

Population:2.26million
Language: Japanese
Timezone:GMT+9
Internationaldiallingcode: +81
Visas:Not required by UK nationals
Currency:Japanese yen (¥), currently
around ¥180 to the UK£. Many ATMs
don’t accept foreign cards; carry cash.
Larger establishments usually accept
credit cards. Tipping is not practised.
Highestviewpoint:The Nagoya TV
Tower (pulled down by Godzilla in the

After lunch slow things downwith
a visit toAtsuta Shrine (Jingu-Nishi
subway stop), one of themost important
Shinto shrines in Japan.Walk among the
beautiful gardens and find your inner
peace before heading back to enjoy lofty
views and dinner at theNagoyaTV
Tower and restaurant.

Start atNagoyaCastle (right), the symbol
of the city. Completed in 1612, it was burnt
downduring the SecondWorldWar but
rebuilt in 1959. Its exterior is impressive,
especially in springwhen 2,000 cherry
trees bloom in its grounds. Inside there
are ancient artefacts and interactive
exhibitson the lowerfloors, and good
views of the city from the top.
The castle is also home toHommaru

Palace. Damaged by fire in 1945, it’s
being carefully restored using traditional
methods. Part of the palace is open (you
can see itswood, gold and screen prints),
with completion scheduled for 2018.
Next, jumpon the subway to

Kamimaezu, to access an areawhere the
citymixesmodernwith traditional. Here
you’ll find the bright-red BuddhistOsu
KannonTemple, which hosts flea
markets on the 18th and 28th of each
month. If you don’t catch one, fear not
– the adjacentBanshoji Dori (left) is

home to a plethora of shops and
restaurants. Try Trattoria

Cesari – itmay seemodd
to go Italian but it has
won international
awards for its pizzas!

Stay for awhile, then head further afield
– there’s lotsmore to see.
The Inuyama area, to the north, offers

boat trips down theNihon Rhine. The
commentary is in Japanese but if the
weather is good it’s still a relaxingway
to spend amorning. There’s also the
450-year-old InuyamaCastle and nearby
Meiji-Muramuseum, which features
67 preserved and restored buildings from
theMeiji Period (1868-1912). You can stroll
around the 1,000 sq kmmuseumon foot

or take the street car or stream train.
Admission is ¥1,700 (£9) not including
train/trolley ride.
Bullet trains link Nagoya to the cities of

Kyoto and Tokyo. But to escape the cities,
head north toMatsumoto, gateway to the
JapaneseAlps. A train and bus connect
to the visitor centre at Kamikochi; from
here there are variouswalking trails to
try, including paths over highmountain
passes (above) and riverside ambleswith
residentwildmacaquemonkeys.

1964movie) has two observation decks,
indoor (90m) and outdoor (100m), plus
a restaurant at 30m.
Health issues:Nagoya, like the rest
of Japan, has very low levels of crime.
Tapwater is safe to drink.
Recommendedguidebooks:
Japan (Rough Guides, 2014); Japan
(Lonely Planet, 2013)
Webresource:www.seejapan.co.uk
Climate:Winter (Dec-Mar) can be cold,
and can feel colderwith thewind chill –
though temperatures rarely drop below
freezing. Summers (Jul-Aug) are hot and
humid (average around 30°C). Rain can
fall year-round; thewettestmonth is June.

top tip
Buy a SHORYUDO Nagoya

Subway & Bus 1 Day Pass. Costing
just ¥600 (£3.50), it is available
to international tourists (passport
required) and covers the subway,

regular buses andMe-guru
Nagoya Sightseeing Buses.
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FIRST 24 HOURS

T
heysay that the people of Emilia-

Romagna eat more, care more and

talk more about food than anyone

else in Italy – which is no mean feat.

Many of the iconic ingredients of

Italian cuisine are produced within 30km of

its medieval capital Bologna, including prosciutto

di Parma, Parmigiano-Reggiano and aceto

balsamico tradizionale di Modena. It’s also

the home of the country’s most famous sauce,

ragù. In fact, food is so inextricably linked to

Bologna that it’s been known as La Grassa

(the fat) for centuries.

This flourishing city has earned other

nicknames over the years. One of its monikers,

La Rossa (the red), comes from its terracotta-

hued buildings, as well as its revolutionary past

and generally left-wing sensibilities. La Dotta

(the learned one) celebrates the fact that

Bologna is home to the Western world’s oldest

university, founded in 1088; it still has a large

student population, which gives it a livelier feel

and a grittier edge than many medieval cities.

Bologna is also one of Italy’s most beautiful

cities but it’s often overlooked by tourists in

their rush to get to Florence and Venice – and

it’s all the better for that. Its compact historic

centre was made for walking, filled to bursting

with grand medieval and Renaissance

architecture, historic monuments, quirky

museums and 40km of portici, covered arcades

that wind around the old quarter. But it’s certainly

not stuck in the past and there are year-round

music, theatre and art events to complement its

lively café and bar scene.

The Quadrilatero’s cobblestone streets are

a gastronomic delight, lined with salumerias

(delicatessens) selling culatello (‘little backside’

is considered the most prized cut of pork) and

mortadella (a local salami that is cooked rather

than cured), and osterias serving freshly made

pasta. The Mercato di Mezzo is an innovative

combination of the traditional and the

contemporary, with 14 stalls selling quality

produce. It is also the first step towards the

creation of a ‘City of Food’ theme park in

Bologna, championed by Eataly’s founder Oscar

Farinetti and due to open in November 2015.

Emilia-Romagna is a broad region – bordering

Tuscany, Liguria and Lombardy, and stretching

to Rimini on the Adriatic coast – and Bologna

makes the perfect base for exploring. The Via

Emilia, originally built by the Romans in 187 BC,

runs through Bologna – follow it to Ferrara,

one of Italy’s loveliest walled cities; affluent

Parma, famous for its ham; and elegant

Modena, the birthplace of Pavarotti. And

petrolheads will enjoy the Motor Valley –

Ferrari, Maserati, Lamborghini and Pagani all

have workshops in and around Bologna.

Bologna, Italy
The food capital of Italy makes a delicious destination for a longweekend –
and offersmedieval marvels, lively bars and fast cars too, says SarahGilbert

✃

Terracotta tableau
The view over Bologna’s 

red tile rooftops from 

the Asinelli tower
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HERE’S THEPLAN...

Take a half-day cooking class at
Il Salotto di Penelope (www.
ilsalottodipenelope.it; Mon-Fri,
10am-1.30pmor 5pm-8.30pm; from
€80 [£63]) where you can learn to
make dishes such as tortelloni
stuffedwith ricotta and tagliatelle
(never spaghetti) toppedwith ragù.
They say the secret tomakinggreat

pasta is to stretch out the dough so
you can ‘see San Luca through it’.
And, indeed, thewalk to the hilltop
BasilicaSantuariodi SanLuca is the
perfect way towork off your lunch.
Take bus 20 to theMeloncello Arch
andwind up the hill for 2km under
theworld’s longest portico, held up

by 666 arches. The 18th-century
sanctuary is home to an image of the
Madonna and Child thought to date
back to the 12th century.
Alternatively, head to theworld’s

first museumdevoted to ice cream,
GelatoMuseumCarpigiani (closed
Sun-Mon; €5 [£4]; reservations
required; gelatomuseum.com),
a 25-min journey fromBologna
Central Station on bus 87. The
interactive guided tour charts the
rise and rise of this sweet treat. You
can even create your own artisan
gelato after a short lesson in their
laboratory or take a 3.5-hour
masterclass (€45 [£36]).

When to go: Year-round. Spring and
autumn are best for warmweather
and fewer people.
Getting there: Ryanair (ryanair.
com) flies from London Stansted,
Manchester, Bristol and Edinburgh
to Bologna from around £20 one
way; British Airways (ba.com) flies
fromHeathrow; easyJet (easyjet.
com) flies fromGatwick. Flight time
is from around 2hrs.
Bologna is 1.5hrs fromVenice,

40mins from Florence and 2hrs
fromRome by train.
Getting around: The city centre is
compact andwalkable. There’s
a good bus network and plenty of
bike hire places. The easiest way to
explore the region is by train or tour.
Where to stay:Centrally located
I Portici (iporticihotel.com/en) is
housed in an historic building but
the interior is ultra-modern and
minimalist; doubles from€100 (£80).
Hotel Il Guercino (guercino.it) is
250m from the train station;

Continue the foodie theme and
dive into theQuadrilatero. This
ancient grid of streets is linedwith
food stalls, delis and down-to-earth
osterias that are hungwith legs of
ham and stackedwith cheeses.
Make like a Bolognese and stop

for aperitivi at Le Stanze (Via del
Borgo di San Pietro 1), a former
chapel daubed in 16th-century
frescoes. Then dine like a local at
Trattoria dal Biassanot (Via Piella
16/a; dalbiassanot.it), which has
views over the Reno Canal.
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Start in the historic heart: Piazza del
Nettuno, with its eponymous
fountain, and neighbouring Piazza
Maggiore, linedwith imposing
palazzos and dominated by the
Basilica di San Petronio, dedicated
to the patron saint of the city. Walk
downViaRizzoli to theDueTorri, the
city’s emblematic Two Towers. You
can climb the almost 500 steps of the
Torre degli Asinelli (€3 [£2.40]) for
a view over the red-tiled rooftops.
Head to thePiazzaSantoStefano

for an espresso. Admire theBasilica
SantuarioSantoStefano, a complex
of seven churches (four remain) built
atop an ancient temple to the
goddess Isis. For authentic fast food,
grab a piadina, a thin flatbread filled
with an assortment of cheeses, cold
cuts and vegetables, fromCaPelletti

(Via Altabella 15). Afterwards
indulge in a gourmet

gelato atPrettoGelato
(Via de Toschi 2;
gelatopretto.it).

The fertile Emilia-Romagna region
is Italy’s agricultural heartland, home
to some of the country’s finest
produce and its fastest cars. Take
a train (25mins) to themedieval city
ofModena, the birthplace of Enzo
Ferrari. TheMuseoEnzoFerrari (€15
[£12]; museomodena.ferrari.com) is
built around his childhood home. It
also runs a shuttle service to the
vintage-car-filledMuseo Ferrari in
Maranello (€15; combined ticket €26
[£21]; museomaranello.ferrari.com).
ViaEmilia Tours (half-day tours

from€99pp [£78]; viaemiliatours.it)
will help youexplore theMotor Valley,
including taking your fantasy car out

foraspin. It alsoarranges foodie tours,
and cuisine/car combos. For instance,
visitHombreOrganic Farm (hombre.
it), ownedby the famedPanini family,
to see how theymake giant wheels
of parmesan, then admire rare
Maseratis andmore at theCollezione
Umberto PaniniMotorMuseum
(paninimotormuseum.it). Finish
with a stop at family-runAcetaia
Boni (acetaiaboni.com), which has
been producing artisan balsamic
vinegar for generations. Learn about
the fermentation process, before
tasting the rich, syrupy liquid –
deliciouswith parmesan and,
unexpectedly, ice cream.

doubles from€69 (£55), including
breakfast and bicycle hire.
Where to eat: There’s an
overwhelming choice. Splurge
on traditional disheswith
a contemporary twist at I Carracci
(Via Indipendenza 8;
grandhotelmajestic.duetorrihotels.
com), the fine-dining restaurant of
the opulent Grand Hotel Majestic
Già Baglioni. Tamburini (Via
Caprarie 1; tamburini.com) in the
Quadrilatero is a traditional deli
and buffet-style café.
More info: bolognawelcome.com/
en; emiliaromagnaturismo.it/en

top tip
For a taste of Bologna’s lively
student life, head to Via del

Pratello where there are buzzing
cafés and bars, many with live
music. Try Vanilia & Comics –
they bring a plateful of snacks

to your table along with
your drinks.

■ E s s e n t i a l I n f o Day 1: ROAM THE CITY

Day 2: FEEL FOODIE Day 3: GO BEYOND BOLOGNA
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Free £50 travel voucher if you subscribe now –
see wanderlust.co.uk/subscribe for our special offers

NEXT ISSUE

OKAVANGO DELTA
Your expert planning guide

to Botswana’s safari hotspot

JORDAN
Last year’s Travel Photo of the

Year winners return with tales of
Wadi Rum, Petra andmore

HAITI
Journey behind the headlines
to one of the Caribbean’s most

unique and compelling countries

TOP 50
TRIPS FOR

2015

+♦ Kumbh Mela, India 
♦ Miami
♦ Greece
♦ Brazil 
♦ & much more...

The ultimate destinations, experiences and 
adventures for the new year and beyond

on sale2 January 2015DON’T MISS IT!

http://wanderlust.co.uk/subscribe for our special offers
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Parting shot

Signs of madness 
On our journeys, we sharp-eyed travellers often 

spot an astonishing array of tea-sprayingly funny 

signs from all corners of the globe – ranging 

from distinctly dubious product names to gross 

grammar mix-ups and mirthful mistranslations. 

It seems that the readers of The Telegraph 

have spotted so many that the newspaper has 

published a collection of the best/worst of them 

in a brand new book. A quick flick through the 

pages will find you virtually visiting the ‘Wong 

Eye Clinic’, making a ‘Chancy Investment’  

or purchasing a ‘Crap Stick’.

But can you, our Wanderlust readers, do any 

better? Of course you can! Send us your funny 

sign photos to: fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk

The Mad World of Sign Language: Adventures  

in Unfortunate English from the Readers of 

The Telegraph (Aurum Press, £9.99) is out now

mailto:fromtheroad@wanderlust.co.uk


DiscoverDominica.com | @Nature_IslandPhoto of Boiling Lake, by Sam Horine (@samhorine)
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020 7371 1113 ONTHEGOTOURS.COM

AFRICA   TURKEY & CROATIA   EGYPT & THE MIDDLE EAST   LATIN AMERICA
INDIA  SRI LANKA  RUSSIA & TRANS-SIBERIAN CHINA  BORNEO & SOUTHEAST ASIA

Flexible Group Tours
Locally guided tours, see the highlights 

with local interaction and free time to 

explore on your own.

Tailor-made Holidays
Let us tailor-make your dream holiday 

exactly to your individual requirements.

Festivals and Events
From Diwali in India to New Years at 

Red Square, join us at festivals & events 

around the world.

Fun Family Adventures
Explore pyramids, climb the great wall, 

spot tigers, go on an elephant safari 

and camp under the stars.

Specialist Tours
Trek with the Berbers in Morocco, go 

star gazing in the Sahara desert, or 

learn to cook on the palm-fringed 

shores of Goa in India. 

Head online for our last minute deals, 

special offers and to order a brochure.

www.onthegotours.com/wanderlust

Your Destination Experts
On The Go Tours are focussed on providing 

quality holidays to exciting countries worldwide, 

combining unique experiences with local 

interaction, and using 3 - 5 star hotels as well as 

heritage-style properties. With complimentary 

airport transfers day and night, ensuring a 

smooth and stress-free start to your holiday, you 

can be sure you are travelling in safe hands. We 

are the true destination experts.

Plan your adventure to 
Peru with On The Go

              FIND US ON FACEBOOK AND FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: ON THE GO TOURS
ON THE GO TOURS, 68 NORTH END ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON, LONDON W14 9EP

http://www.onthegotours.com/wanderlust
http://ONTHEGOTOURS.COM

